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REMOVALS.

WANTED__

•very

Agents Wanted~$10
Two $10 Maps tor

Day.

a

$4.

Revolving

|."Patent

Rates of Advertising.—One inch of space, In
ol column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continunu every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents: one

week, $1.00;

50 cents pe.a week after.

Apply

Ladies’

a

mau

capital.

small

a

Will

INSURANCE.

R

CO.,

Mast.

ac-

CO,

PARTNER

by

run

Manufacturers Insurance Coinp’y,

Wanted J
a capital of$500 to $1000
references, il yon mean business,
declfdlf

Exchange

Portland, Dec 12,1868.
TO

IN

Insurance

Public !

subscriber would respectfully request all parties insured by bun in the lbUowiog companies,

THE
v iz.

North

•«
“

American

Kringdeld
iterpriee

ALSO
Btreet.

Spriny field,

1

Exchange

NEW ENGLAND

Co.,

Incorporated
James

11.

Palmer,

BOARD

General Agent for Maine and New
Hampshire.
Office 74 Middle St., Portland,

JOHNSON'S BOARDING HOUSE,
Atshire
St, sedond door Item Middle.
with

Gentlemen

be accommodated
with board and
ONE
at No.
pleasant tarnished
60
between
and Park St.
two

Spring St,

High

new, pleasant and
venient house. 6
THE
7 rooms.
$29 per month
One lower tenement of 7
lower tenement of

Damage by Fire

into two

or

Apply

to

three tenements.

small fami y,
nice tenement of five rooms
and Newbery sts., second bouse

a

dc23-d3t*

To Let.

51 Wall St, cor. William, NEW YORK,

January, #868.
Insures against Marine and Inland Navi-

TO

TO

Thirteen

three story wooden house on the
ot Free and Centre streets in Portland.
given January 1, 1869.
J. & K. M. BAND,
Apply to
do * dtl121 Middle st.

easterly

THE
Possession

corner

To Let,
LARGE an j pleasant tront chamber with gas
and lutnace heat, to two gentlemen or
man and wile.
Breaktaet and tea if desired. Please
dec2dtt
enquire at this office.

A

TBUSTEISI

Wm. Sturgis,
Henry K. Bogert.
Joshua J. Henry.
Dennis Perkins,
Jos. GailJard, Jr..
J. Henrv Burgy,
Cornelius GrinneSl,

ITOvis Curtis,
Ohas. H. Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R. Warren Weston,
Rova1 Phelps,
Caleb Barstow,

gentle-

To Let.
FIRST CLASS 4 Story Store witb a finished
basement, light and airy, 100 feet on Market st.,

THE

by

31 feet on Middle street, opposite the New
Po9t Office. Rent reasonable. For part or whole
of said store apply Immediately to owner on the
premises, or H. R. STICKNEY, Head ot Long
Wharf.
nov28-dtf

C. A. Hand,
B. J. Howland,

3 tore to Let.
No. 2 Galt Block, Commercial st.
Possession given Jan’y 1,1869. Inquire ot
JOHN C. PROCTER,
oc24tf
No. 93 Exchange Street. 9

Benj. Babcock,
Fletcher Westray,
Robt.B. Minturn, Jrt
W. Burnliam,I
Gordon
p°df>e>
Fred’k Chauncey,
FrancisISkiday,
David Lane,
James Low,
James Bryce.
Geo. S. Stephenson.
Charles P. Bnrdett,
Wm.H. Webb.
Haniel S. Miller,
R. L. Taylor,
Paul Spofford,
Sheppard Ganby.
Rob’t C. Fergusson.
John D. Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. H. H. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vice-Prest.

STORE

TO

LET.
Pearl and Cumberland sts,

ot

on corner

fitted up in good style for Apothecary,Dry Goods
STORES

Millinery business, with cemented cellars and
water conveniences.
Also, Houses on Pearl st., and Cumberland Terrace, tilted with all modern conveniences, abundance of pure hard and soft water.
Now ready for oc*
cupancy. Apply to
or

H.Chapman,Secretary.

Applications for Insurance made to

J. L. FARMER,

augCdtf

John W. Hunger,
Office 166 Fore St., Portland,
Wt b 6—dlmAeodtq)anrG9*w6w

Dantorth Street.

47

J. D. & F.

July

27dtt

Apply
May 21-dtf

Picked Up Adrilt.
BOUT 100 Sugar Box Shooks. The owner can
". have the same, by proving property and calling
on the subscriber.
WARREN POOR.
Southport, Dec. 22,1868.
Dec 22—3t»
A

JOHN SMITH.

For Sale or to Let.
flrst-clas9, three-story brick house,with freestone trimmings, number 35 High street.
For particulars inquire at No 30 Exchange street,
Spanish Consulate's, between 10 A. M. and 3 P. M.
April 21-dtf

THE

Lost!
/"kN Sunday afternoon, an ACCOUNT BOOK about
eight inches square. The contents being of a
private nature, and ol no value except to the owner,
the finder will!be liberallv rewarded bv leavina it of
store No, 48 Middle Street, or at 281 Fore Street.
December 8. dtf

CATARRH.
UK.

GREAT

DUHOIlil'

City of Portland.

Warranted to Cure that Loathsome Dis-

TTTHEREAS.tlie City Council by their Order i.assTT ed December 9th, 1868, directed the Committee
on Laying Out New Streets, to lay out and establish the lines of Chadwick Street, between West and
Bramhall Streets,
Notice is hereby given to all parties interest’d
that the Joint Standing Committee of the City Council on laying out new streets, will meet to hear the
parties and view the proposed way on the 26th day ot
December, 1868,at four o’clock in the alternoon
at the corner of West and Chadwick Streets, and wili
then and there proceed to determine and adjudge
whether the public convenience requires said stiect

ease.

CATARRH is

disease little understood by physicians; in fact many say there is no cute for it; but
hundreds will testify to having been entirely cured
by using 1>R. DUBOIS’ CATARRH COMPOUND.
Patients will not have to use more thair-one or two

packages

before they receive
have been cured
BY

JAMES NOYES,
GEO. H. CHADWICK,

decl8dtd

MADAM

on

f Laj tag Out
New

Streets

ARMAND,

ot New York, wishes to inform the ladies
opened her New
Establishment,
Ntreet, opposite
the Falmouth Hotel, where she intends to carry on the Newest and most
of Portland that she has just
LATE
at 109 Middle

Fashionabl#

Styles in

benefit.

Severe

cases

USING ONE PACKAGE.

EASE

1

AND

COMFORT!

Tlie

Blessing of Perfect fight!

There is nothing

CAUFOR^IjV!
Passage Tickets tor

L“'thotlate8’°n

site

nt

so

valuable

as

Perfect

Sight,

can

the

only be obtained by using

Perfect

Spectacles

!

Tbo difficulty of procuring which is well known.

OFr,€E

Marl3-dtf

RELATING

Willcox &
SILENT

Family Sewing

nciItlSTS AND OPTICIANS,
HARTFORD, CONN., Manufacturer a

Gibbs’

!of tbe Celebrated

PERFECTED SPECTACLES,
have

Machine I

after yearsof
experience, experiment end tbe
erection of costly
machinery, been enabled to produce that Grand

Desideratum,

Haws manufacturing and Imprared Family Sewing Machine Kooma.

Perfect
J. W.

Alio, the Bickford Knitting Maohine.

MeDnrrKB,
Porii„md.

Sole A cents

deadly

Dissolution of Copartnership.

SECTION

|

rortiand, Dec. 6, law.

Refined

PUT

dec7djw»

QHEAT VARIETY

and

Fancy

OF

Goods

BIBLES.
A

December 17, 1868.
Approved by the Mayor.
Attest.
J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Dec 19-d2w

YOU

SEEN

FOR

CHRISTMAS
AND

NEW

Photgraph Albums,
At

exceedingly

prices,and complete sets of all

low

the

Standard Works
Ot the

day 1

REMEMBER THE PLACE!

Dec 21-dfjal

99

CaU
show

goods.

-FOR-

Holiday Presents!

present store,

our

dcltdt25
_

Bailey & Noyes,

just received a new lot of Fancy Articles and Toys, among which may be found
Christmas Gifts suitable tor all. Call and examine

I

for

yourselves

at

HUDSON'S,

GEO.

No, 357 Congress St.

You will also find the largest, newest and best variety of Confectionery at wholesale or retail that can
be found in the city, at
GEO. HUDSON'S
dc15d2w*
Toy and Confectionery Store.

Goods.

Holiday

KINDS

Exchange Street,

GIVE

Have for sale, and invite the public to examine the
Finest Collection in the City, of

we

WORKS!

OP

Selected for their beauty

Just

Every

QUARTER OF

pack

dcl8i2wC. A. VICKERY.

THE

Only

of

remaps

a

no one

medi-

universally
quired by everybody
so

reas
ever

a cathartic, nor’was
any before so universally adopted into use, in
every country and among

all classes, as this mild
but efficient purgative
l*ill. The obvious reason is, that it is a more reliable and far more effectual remedy than any
other. Those who have
tried it, know that it cured them ; those who have
not. know that it cures their neighbors and friends,
and all know that what it does once it does always
—that it never fails through any fault or negleetof
its composition. We have thousands upon thousands of certificates of their remarkable cures of the
com
but such cures are known in

plaints^

containing neither calomel or any deleterious drug,
they may be taken with safety by anybody. Their
sugar coating preserves them ever fresh and makes
them pleasant to take, while being purely vegetable
no harm can arise from their use m any quantity.
They operate by their powerful influence on the
internal viscera to purify the blood and stimulate it
into healthy action remove the obstructions of the
stomach, bowels, liver, and other organs of the
body, restoring their irregular action to health, and
by correcting, wherever they exist, such derangements as are the first origin of disease.

Packed in

BOOK

And

"given

dose is generally required.

For llhenmatism, Gont, Gravel,
Palpitation of the Heart, Pain in the
Hide,
Rack and Join*, they should he
continuously
the diseased action of
taken, as required, to
the system. With such
those

change
change

Blank Book

decidedly better,

from

their cleansing and renovating effect on tho digestivc apparatus.
DR.C. AYE It «C* CO., Practical Chemists,
LOWELL. MASS., IT. S. A

Sch. Marion, six years old, all
white oak, copper fastened, coppered
The

^dli pure copper.
Length 61 5-12 feet:
18 feet beam; depth of hold 5
9-12; in
splendid order; nearly new suit of fails:
well tound iu chains, anchors and
Would
rigging.
make a first class Yacht or Fisherman.
Now lying
at Central Wharf. For lbrther information
apply to
J- S. WINSLOW,
novlfidtfNo. 4 Central Wharf.

-//i.Ay^

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
Show Cases and Office Furniture,
Or Brer, Description,
Made from the beat material and by EXPERIENCED

WORKMEN,
II. BLAKE’S,
at

No. 10 Cross St., Portland, Me.
•eptlBdtt
W Sales Room foot ot Temple St, opp. Falmouth
Hotel.

Third Box.

Ha9

on

hand the LARGEST stock of Blank Books to
be iound in the State, made irom the

Holidays I

respectfully

Bindings that Cannol be Surpassed.

our

EXTRA

S,TEAM REFINED TRIPE I
C. W. BELKNAP’S
REFINED
TRIPE takes the
lead ot anything of the kind ever oflered in this
market; and with a determination to make TRIPE
a luxury, I have been to a great expense to improve
my appaaratus and mode of preparing TRIPE for
the market.
I have been in the business twenty-eight years and
I do believe no one can produce an article of TRIPE I
that can equal my STEAM REFINED.
It shall be my constant endeavor to mako TRIPE
a luxury, the verdict I leave to be rendeied by the

STJSAM

REFINED!
dtf

and in

SALE !

One Second-Hand

Engine Lqthe,

19 leet long, siring 27 incta.s.
New Drill Lath e.

Enquire oi
fun. 30dt*

Wood

early

and

Bills of

December 7, 1868.

KNJiWLTON BROS.,

Saecarappa,

se-

Trade !

avoid the rush of Christmas

BAZAAR,

Middle Street.
(IBt

Special Notice.
ST

Exchange, Checks,
can

be found in

I. MITCHELL.

Would

inform

a

DAVIS.

din

that portion

the public, tvho have not

of

purchased

their

for winter,

that he has made

a

Goods

Dry

great reduction from form-

prices,

er

and it will be

the interest

Bills of Lading,

HALL L.

for

of all to examine

his stock and compare prices

before investing
Our Blankets

from $1.00
pair.

to

elsewhere.

selling at
$2.00 less per
are

Flannels and Woolens

at about the

same

rate

of

dis-

count, and Dress Goods

at

SO

Middle
Offer

a

Street,

good assortment of

SPECTAO LES
With Peble and German Lenses,
Ol the best quality and warranted to lit.
IBP"Also, Opera Glasses for sale and to let.
Doc 8-d3w

WHEELER & WILSON
Sewing

Machine
No. 1

Morion

Agency!
Block,

All who call will
we

[milk,

pure trom the cow, is

market.

region give very poor milk, and we
dairymen to swap them off as
possible and supply their places with

our

others. It is a lamentable fact that we have
never been able to raise on our parchased
milk a body of cream thicker than an eggshell, and often not so thick as that. Now if

good,

cheated, and

we

we

always

have

been

dare say almost every body
It is a sin aLd a shame that

be,

exactly

their sins will find them out.

what

they

should

not

day

similar articles

and some

by

least,

two chalks at

and

that has long been a matter of general belief.
Cincinnati is a public spirited city and has
some claims to wisdom.
There they have a
“City Milk Tnspectoi” who asserts two important facts in his report—one of simple dilution, the other of simple filthiness in the
manufacture. The milk there sold is fully
twenty Jive per cent water on an average, and
it more
than one
half. The
paid annually for this mixture is
$1,578,800. The measure ot filthiness in the
manufacture can only be conceived by reading the account of the filth stables in which
cows are fed ou hot distillery slop from October to March or April when they are slaughtsome

of

amount

These poor creatures lie in manure
most of the time and breathe the same air

ered.

great Improvement known as tbe “Silent
Feed,” renders it perfectly noiseless in action.
Elegant in tinlsh, simple in all ils parts, not liable to
get out ol order; adapted to every variety ol sowing,
from tbe lightest muslins to the heaviest cloths.—
Every one admits its superiority over all others as
a Family Sewing Machine.

THE

Portland,

l.adics of
Wheeler & Wilson
Sewing
Machine at this Agency, can have a lady teacher of
thorough experience call at ihelr residences and give
lessons of instruction, frtt qf expense. Apply In
person or by letter to
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.
December 9. dtt

find

out

this

advertisement

every respect both as to

ity

that

in

qual-

and prices,

TS.

I.

129 Middle

I!I1TC0C^

Pec

We challenge them to beat us on the diluting
as* readprocess. We can procui e chalk, too,
ixagwoalitk.y «»■) -—-l
Hj

Portable Steam Engines,
COMBINING the maximum orf efficiency, durabiliminimum ot weight and
ty ami economy with the
and favorably known, more
price. They are widely

All warranted
than 600 being In use.
or no sale. Descriptive circulars sent on

aatislactory,

application.

Address,

J. C. HOADLEF
nov

18-d6m

ents.

Now what remedy can we adopt to cure
this evil? If “moral suasion” would do it, we
should be willing to preach horn morning till

night.

But that does not seem to be effica-

cious.

It water can be sold

for

eight

cents

per quart, some men will be very likely to dip
it up or pump it. We know of no remedy lor
this crying evil except we have a City Milk

Inspector aimed with all the implements of
his office.
Why can’t we have one? We
should like to read a report from such an officer. We should be pleased to know how
many hogsheads of water are annually sold
in our city at eight cents per quart. There
may be another remedy found in condensed
milk. We have tried one sealed can of this
article put up in Boston and sold at Chadwick’s in this city. We find it to be an excellent article and free from all impurities, one
for a cup of coffee.
Those who use this will not be compelled to

teaspoonful being enough

is
buy water at eight cents per quart. The*"
cream
nothing in its composition but the ve'S'
or essence

of milk and sugar.

we

Ji,utej
cheaper than the thiolr

believe

,nill£ so,<*

can’t have a faithful
to
who
Put a
and scientific insi-’‘or
then let our citizens
the sale of sp-cious milk,
milk for a season and
r (he condensed
milkmen for the present until
as pure as
“'ey learn to bring us milk
Our citizens have
it came from the cow.
and their patience
been cheated long enough,
has long since ceased to be a virtue. How
much longer must we continue to pay eight
cents a quart lor water and chalk? The powbut exer is with the purchasers if they will
ercise it.
It

we

w1,11

^miss^hcir

AultICOLA.

21-d&wlw___

CO.,
I.AWHENCE, MASS.

AN

ITEM

FOB THE FARMERS.
—

days old,

was taken from her.
Since that date
the butter made from her milk was as follows:
Remainder of December, II Impounds; January, 31 pounds; February, 33 pounds; March,
25 1-2 pounds; April, 27 1-2 pouuds; May, 36

best butter. Aside from this the cow has afforded a liberal supply of cream and milk to
at least six persons, on the average, during the
year. Had all the milk been used tor making
butter, it would have probably made two
pounds per day, or 665 pounds during the
eleven months. She now gives a quart of milk
per day, and will calve in a couple of weeks.

Then, also, the skim milk has fattened a great
many pounds of pork during the time. This
cow has had an acre of gronnd to graze upon
about the house; she has otherwise been fed
with hay, bran and fine feed. No extraordinary care has been bestowed upon her. She is
nine years old.
Now, I think this is an item worthy the consideration of farmers, who should understand
that there is not a little money in the making
of good butter at present prices. If they cannot sell their milk, being too far from market,
they should understand that it will turn them
certainly six oents per quart if made into good
butter, with the needful appliances for renderBarlow.
ing such work easy.
Recent

D.

Appleton

Publication*.

Co., of New York, have pub-

&

lished in a large octavo volume of 900 page?,
Resources of the Pacific Slope, by J. Ross
Browne, “aided by a corps of assistants." It
contains a statistical and descriptive summary
of the mines and minerals, climate, tonography, agriculture, commerce, manufactures
and miscellaneous productions of the States
and Territories west of the Rocky Mountains,
with a sketch of the settlement and exploration of Lower California. In 1866, Mr. Browne,
being commissioned by the Secretary of the
Treasury to prepare a report of this nature, organized a corp of assistants comprising
some of the ablest statisticians and experts on
the Pacific coast, many of whom had been
busy for years in accumulating the facts
are here systemized and consolidated.
His book is a perfect mine of information in
relation to California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona,
Idaho, Washington, Oregon and Alaska. Its
value as an authoritative official statement of

which

the

boundless

resources,

the

vast

latent

wealth, of that section of the country can
hardly be overestimated, while its historical
and descriptive portions are exceedingly (interesting. (Received by Bailey and Noyes.)
The Rev. Henry Cowles, D. D., is the author
thick duodecimo volume.of some 650
published by the Appletons, and containing the Prophecy of Isaiah with copious
notes, critical, "explanitory" and practical, designed for both pastors and people. It is the
of

a

pages,

third of a series, of which the first, on the
Minor Prophets, and the second, on Ezekiel
and Daniel, are already before the people. A
fourth volume on Jeremiah is to appear soon.

(Received by Bailey & Noyes.
From D. Appleton & Co., we have also the

Single and Double Entry Book-Keeping and
Business Manual, for schools, academies, business colleges or private instruction, by H. W.
Ellsworth, Principal of the Ellsworth Business College, and author ol the Ellsworthiau
system of popular penmanship. (Received by
Bailey & Noyes.)
The Appletons have added Newton Forster
to their neat fifty cent edition of Marryatt's
works; and St. Roynon’s Well to the favorite
tartan edition ol the Waverley novels, selling
for twenty five cents. The same publishers issue a very neat paper covered edition of the
Picciola of M. laaintine, with the latest revisAll (the above ate reions and corrections.
ceived by Bailey & Noyes.)
Nichols & Noyes, Boston, publish The New
England Tragedies in Prose, being an account

of the Coming of the Quakers and ol the Witch,
craft delusion, by Rowland H. Allen, who has
prepared it as a companion volume for Mr.
Longfellow's poem, which, he seems to think,
conveys some impressions requiring to be corrected. Persons desirous of reading this plain
and unvarnished tale of that sorrowful time,
will find the book with Luring, Short & Harmon.
__

Varieties.

again.
Now we ouglu to be tlianklul mat not
—“What’s that?" asked a schoolmaster,
pointing to the letter X. “It’s daddy’s name."
many cows are kept in this manner in our
'Taint X neivicinity. But we can equal that city in water “No, you blockhead, it’s X.”
1
him write it
privileges. True, we have not the Ohio river ther; it's daddy’s name, (or seed
a time.”
the
have
but
then
we
many
our
doors,
running by
—A Mr. Rice, of West Northfield, Mass.,
Presumpscot, and Sebago water will soon be
lias a patent for au “improved device for prein our city. We can show as much water in
venting hens from scratching.”
our milk as they can, and perhaps more.
in Ohio sued a convict under a
—A

street,

street.
and O Temple

next year, some seventeen to nineteen
millions of lumber. Tbe prospect is that there
will be a lively domaml for it all.

and over

over

in this market.

shall endea/vor to carry

PORTLAND, ME.

Special Notice to
All purchasers ol tbe

our

advise

it is

GERRISM & PEARSON, nearly half of old prices.

Notice.

w

how much

ww

County, Insurance Offices.

fact every article that

elegant

are

Portland, Dec. 21,1868.

Satisfaction !

Motes, Drafts,

anil

tlda

COUNTING BOOMS, BANKS,

I

FOR

Call

Feel confident of giving

this department may be toand EVERY ARTICLE used in

Railroad,

new

of this tail’s importation anil
lected with care for the

goo<l9

time.

THE

8 TVf TIOJVER Y*f
In

a

AND

Christmas

State,

Merchants and all others in want of Blank Books
respectfully invited to call and examine
purchasing. Being manufacturers,
sell at prices as low as any other
House.

Offlce

have oflered my wife P’oebe C. Nason, a good
home and live hundred dollars, and she has reihsed it, I shall pay no debts. t>f her contracting alter
this date, December 7, 1868,
EARLE NASON.
Raymond, Dec 7, J8G8.
dc8- d3w*

Coffee is adulterated with quite as many
articles, which we have not space to enumerate. For the color, burnt sugar,madder root,
roasted horse liver and burnt blood have been
used. Spices, flour, chocolate, sugar, vinegar,
lard, mustard, sauces, pickles, cream tartar,
and so on, are adulterated.
Now we are come to milk and here we .are
‘more at home and can speak by tbe card.
We should like to know, as a matter of curi-

country milk—the milk of the kine and the
milk of the caus. These two kinds are not

Stationery.
All these

We received the Medal for the BEST SPEC1MJSNS of Blank Books at the late State Fair.

STEAM

consumer.

It seems to us such a mess could not be very
agreeable to the palate nor very nutritious to

The Country Gentleman has au article upthe difference between city milk and

Fancy Thermometers,
Backgammon Boards,
Cribbage Boards,
Umbrellas and Canes,
Plain and Fancy

118

First Class Stationery Warehouse l

Dec 17-ls dtf

magnesia, black lead, soap-stone, logwood, indigo and tumeric. For the taste
catechu aud sulphate of iron are used. Ay
the above ingredients have been found in tea.
of

on

Russia Leather Groods
Parians,
Bronzes,

THE

»*■■**< <»■■» tn

am

Perfect

large

COR. FEDERAL.

Alfo one

--

BOOKS!

WITH

added by

Exchange St.

carbonate of copper, arsenite of copper, chromate and bi chromate of potash, carbonate

the cows are

Exchange Si, Portland.

Scotch

Most Experienced Workmen!

Receipt*,

AS

dcglrllw

ORDER

Best Binderies in the

J. F. Land & Co.

27,18<H._

--

are most
our stock before
we are able to

CUTLERY,
Kerosene Lamps & Chandeliers,

N. B.
Call for Belknap’s
No other is fit tor the Table.
Portland, Oct

Portfolios!

Ambrotype Pictures.

FALMOUTH

TABLE

142 & 144

exhibited.

Gilt Goods.

BEST QUALITY OF FA FEB,

CROCKERY,

ask an examination of
We
and well assorted stock, to which we have
recent importations.

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

A nrl crivino

the

Games.

tine assortment ot

Now is the time to selett from
Stock of

Manufacturer,

HAYING ONE OF

Britannia andPialed Ware,

The adulterants are exhausted tea leaves,
elm, beech, horse-chestnut leaves, plane,
fancy oak, willow, poplar, bawthorne and
slow, starch, rice husks, excrement of silkFor coloring the tea are
worms and sand.
used rose pink, Dutch pink, vegetable red and
yellow dyes, chrome yellow, Venetian red,
Prussian blue, sulphate of lime, verdigris,

so much diluted milk is sold in our market.
The price, eight cents a quart, is large enough
to bring pure milk, and men who will play
such fantastic tricks before high heaven are

01 every description and all sizes, from the smallest
to the largest, and ruled to any pattern desiied.

China and Glass Ware,

much about this, for in.

care so

else has been.

DAVIS,

ALSO MAKES TO

dlw

for

ever

CHRISTMAS.

No. 53- Exchange

we

complaints

For Dropay and Drop4lcal Swelling*
they
should be taken in large and IVeqiumt doses to produce the e!l‘e :t of a drastic purge.
Foy ftuppre44lon a large dose should be taken
as it produces the desired effect by sympathy.
As a Dinner Pill, take one or two Pills to
promote digestion and relieve the stomach.
An occasional dose stimulates the stomach and
bowels into healthy action, restores the
appetite,
and invigorates the system. Hence it is ofion advantageous where no serious derangement exists.
One who feels tolerably well, often finds that ariose

Every

have

B'AILEY & NOYES,

IN MAINE.

Cents

FRUIT STORK
No. lT Exchange Street.

Goods

a

we

STORE

-AND

ALLENS5
December 21.

value.

OLDEST

Don’t Forget the Place BL,*AJYK

—

Minute directions are
in the wrapper on
the box, for the following complaints, which these
Pills rapidly cure:
For Hy«pep«i.i or Iixlig-CMtion, Jdstlcs*n«‘K«, Ki-.iicgiior and Lon* of Appetite,
they
should be taken moderately to stimulate the stomach and restore its healthy tone and action.
For Stiver Complaint and its various symptoms, Hill on* If eailaclie, Hick Headache,
Jaundice or CJreen Hicknco, Rilioua
Colic and IBi!ioii4 Fever*, they should he judiciously taken for each case, to correct the diseased
action or remove the obstructions which cause it.
For Dy«entery or Diarrhoea, but one mild

FIETY CTS. Per Box l

25

Laxative

and

-and-

A DOLLAR.

Every

don’t

soon as

83P*The largest stock

Toy Books,

PREMIUM

a

Box!

we

We speak the truth and
hope we “shame the devil” when we say w»
have never been fortunate enough to purchase such milk, at least if we have tbe cows

JUVENILE BOOKS !

-AND

guarakiee to

The fraud is car-

also are snuff and tobacco aud now

so

in this

received at

HALL L.

Third Box

But food

ried into almost every article taken into the
stomach. Drugs and medicines are adulter-

osity,

BEALTIFUL

PRESENTS !

Candies I Bookseller, Stationer,

One Pound in

Illustrated

Elegantly

Dry and Fancy Goods,

PURE

And in

is not alone adulterated.

sold in

AW A Y !

Sugar

Portland.

STATIONERY

we

the' devil takes the hindmost.

un-

this

the stomach.

Year’s Presents !

Third Box

of conrse,

still more cuuning rogue is,
himself, deep in bis own," In

Tea drinkers may ask bow their favorite
is adulterated.

CHAN. DAY, JR. Ac CO.
early to avoid the crowd. No trouble to

HAVE

There will be Placed

which,

a

beverage

Presents !

mills,

pounds; June, 40 pounds; July, 37 pounds;
August, 34 1-2 pounds; September, 38 pounds;
October, 27 1-2 pounds; to 15th November, 12
pounds. Total, 362 1-2 pounds, and of the very

it is pretty generally known that fermented
and distilled liquors are anything but pure.—

1889.
«

over

They

reached that the very articles used to adulterate are themselves adulterated, and while one
tradesman is picking the pockets of his cus-

ated;

HOOKS!

——

Only 50-cents per Box. Account Hooks.

A QUARTER OF A DOLLAR.

a long voyage, buyers of this stun
board and purchase what is left,
it and sell it to gtocers who know ex-

toxicating liqnors and tobacco aie poisonous
enough in and of themselves, in their best
state.
Confectionary is adulterated with
earthly matter aud often, colored with poi-

Exchange Street,

YEAR’S

Every

St.

of

vessel ar-

two hundred men, at work for them.
expect to commence the next sawing
season with twelve to fourteen million feet of
logs. So there will probably be cut by our

thing
,

Mr. S. R. Bearee.of this city,has a cow
Durham Shorthorn and Ayershire—which has
done a remarkably good year’s work. Ou the
20th of December, 1867, her calf, then seveu

THE NEW

1S3 MIDDLE STREET.

Ill

Exchange

a

them five million feet to begin tbe next sawwith.
Messrs. S. It. Bcarce & Co. have one hundred and sixteen horses and oxen, with some-

ing season

grind
actly how to use at. We all know about
chickory, but this has become so expensive
that they are beginning to adulterate it with
cheaper materials. The London Quarterly
Review uses the lollowing language on this
subject: “To such a pitch of refinement has
the art of fabrication of elementary substances

But

TOYS,

-fob

millions during the winter. The same company have another gang at work for them, who
will probably cut six hundred thousand. They
will make sundry purchases—enough to give

on

tomers,

Hall L. Dayis,

Large quantities
When

Irom

known to

FOR

PRESENTS!

We may be thankful for that.
The adulteration of food in N. Y. city has
become regularly systematized.
There are
large establishments where adulterants are
prepared and sold in large quantities. A very
common adulterant used in coffee and pep-

come

Goods

AND

haa beeu profitable.
The season has
thus far been very favorable
for the lumbermen.
Sixty miles back the snow
is two and a half feet
<t„ep. The Lewiston
Steam Mill Compauy have, of thoir own, four
horse teams, with about thirty men, at work
in the woods. They are cutting some twenty
thousand feet per day, and will get out two

groceries are a priming
York city, and yet it is quite
and

sons.

HAVE

supplies of lumber. They have done a
''»*v large business during the year, which, I

own

sold in our city.
The higher the price the
more inducement to adulterate.
Now if any
of our grocers trade with the New York grocers they may be cheated and consequently
they will cheat their customers. The World

rives

see.

Alii.

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,
cine is

large atock of

JUST OPENED AT

New

EXPRESSLY

provisions

per is ground shipbread.
old bread is thus used.

THE

HOLIDAYS!
fly Call and

in

case

Staple

FOB

ence.

purposes

BOUND

-AND

POUND.

UP

employ

tho

Also,

ELEGANTLY

X-M AS!

CHRISTMAS

CANDIES,

petitioning

O.

Washington St, Bolt.*

PRINTING. Ol all kinda done with dliPreaa Office.
patch

F1STEB

H.

fsr

0^ Active Agent* Wanted in every town.
UO Exchange St., Portland, me., and

at the

k

Spectacles.

stock of

Juvenile and Miscellaneous Books,
A variety of fine
Chromos in Frames at Low Prices.
Also Steel Eug«*aving, Lithographs,
Photographs,
Albums, Oval Frames, Vases, Bracketts, Stereoscones and Views, together with numerous articles,
useful and ornamental, suited to the Holidays. His
stock ot Stereoscopic Views is large, varying in price
from ten to thirty cents each.
dlbd2w

Opposite

EACH BOX CONTAINING

ORDINANCE
NUMBERING STREETS.

laid out, two thirds ot the legal voters occupants of
the same
thereior, shall be numbered in
the following manner.
On the streets ihatrun lengthwise ot the city territory beginning at their nortn-eastetly termination
with numbers 1 and 2, and progressing southwesterly with the odd numbers on the northwesterly side
ot the street, and the even numbers on the opposite
side. And on the transverse streets, beginning with
numbers 1 and 2. on (he south-easterly or harbor
side.with the odd numbers on the north-easterly side
of the street, and the even numbers on the opposite
side.
Section 2. There shall be a number lor every
lot ot not exceeding twenty-five feet of land fronting on a street, and a number for every additional
twenty feet or traction thereof, excepting that on
those streets that are compactly built up, a number
Bhall be assigned tor each and every door, and to
adjoining vacant lots proportionally; and corner
lots shall be numbered on both streets.
Section 3. The Board ot Mayor and Aldermen
may require the City Civil Engineer, or they may
some competent person to make a plain
skeleton plan ot each street, designating the numbers and dimensions ol all the lots, with the names
oi the owners thereon, on a scale of not less than
one inch for every fitly feet, which plan shall be
kept in the office of the City Civil Engineer for reler-

For all
Medicine.

To be found in Portland

TO

Schooner lor Sale*

AT TUB

dc!7dawtf_333

Portland.

Mayor, Aldermen and Common
qf Portland, in City Council
assembled, as follows :
1. The buildings and lots on all streets
that may be hereaiter laid out, those already
laid out but not numbered, and any street already

Kenya. LAZARUS & MORRIS,

Agents.

made additions to his

THE LUMBER BUSINESS.

Our sawmills are doing a little custom work,
otherwise they are idle, having exhausted their

only pounces upon adulterations, but alupon short weight. The latter is a grievance, but it does not poison the stomach.—

corner

HAS

Ad»u,Blj#<<

so

intends to remove in a tew days,) greater bargains
in tbe line ot Watches and Jewelky than
any
other concern. I have made large additions to
my
stock (purchased tor cash) and intnd, it I have the
article that suits a customer, to make the price satisfactory. So if you wish ro make your friend a present of a set of Gold Jewelry, a Gold
Watch,
Breast Pin, Finger Rings, Cuff Buttons, set
Studs, Gold, Silver or Plated Vest or Leontine Chain, Silver
Watch or Napkin Ring,
Fruit Knife, Gold Spectacles or Eye
Glasses,
or any ol the numerous articles in this
line, you had
better look in and see what I have got before spending your money.'
SDtV. P. BAN If SI,
347 Congress, corner of Oak.
dec21dtjanl

COLE8WORTHY,
92 Exchange Street,

what brisker, and enables us to keep Christmas with a fuller larder aud a
bigger backlog.

not

undersigned will ofter at 347 Congress,
THE
ot Oak street, (and at 86 Exchange street, where

OF PURE SUGAR

AND

Be it ordained by the
Council of the City

49 1-3 EiehuieStreel, Paitlnnd.

W. D. LITTLE £ CO.,

Watches ancl

JUVENILES!

tie

pound.

lOOO Boxes

Long Wharf.

of these Pills makes him feel

AND PERFECT SIGHT

eaily ■I’PHcallon

■UNION TICKET

AN

disappear.

Dress & Oloak Making,

by keeP'ng the Latest and most Fashionable Patterns always on
band, and strict attention to
to be able to suit her
Customers, and receivethe patronage of the Ladies ot Portland.
Apprentice wanted,
oct 28-d3rn

50 cents per

at

ONE

—

Catarrh causes Dropping in the Throat, Hawking
and Slutting. Sounds in the Head, Weak Eyes, Deafness, Headache, Tightness across the Forehead, Neuralgia, Hoarseness, Canker, Bronchitis, Heirt Disease, Asthma, and finally ending in the great terror
ot mankind—CONSUMPTION. Sold
by all Druggists. Price $1 per package.
W liolesale Agents, Geo. C. Goodwin & Co 38 Hanov£~8t;.*H. S. Kurr & C#., 26 Tremont st., Boston.
DR.
W. DUBOIS, Proprietor, 72 Friend street,
Boston, where the Remedy may be tested, tree ot
expense. Send for Circular.
sept28eod3m&w

day ol

| Committee

J

a

This Remedy has met with great success in Europe,
and has cured thousands qf the worst cases.

or

I

a

in

Comuiil

18C8.

to many in New
possible that some adulterated articles are

Jewelry.

Christmas

YEAR ONE THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED AND SIXTY EIGHT.

following

EUROPEAN

CATARRH REMEDY.

ALBERT MARWICK,
EZRA CARTER,
J. K.LE AV ITT,

of

City

FESSENDEN,
59 Exchange st.

To Let,

3

Rare Bargains

Thou Shall N*t

ers

A

Fancy

the Best Cream

And

just arrived.

Notice.—We shall continue to make a specialty
supplying families with Good Fr.ooa, all ot
which we warrant.
October 30,1868. dlwteodtf

To Let.

story brick Store, No. 50 Union St. Also 2
3 stories Hopkins* Block 149 1-2 Middle St.
ONEand
to
ST.

way to be laid out.
Given under our hands on this seventeenth
D. 1868.
JACOB McLELLAN,
j

Hud end Frank/*
Also for sale,

OECOND and Third Stories over Harris' Hat Store
O corner of Middle and Exchange sts.

LOST AMP FOUND.

December, A.

Yellow Corn.
Bye.

Head and No. O

IN THE

Two Convenient Houses,
LET, on Bramhall street. Rent moderate.
Every convenience. Enquire at
Dec 12-d2 w
Coi ner of Vaughan and Bracket si a.
To Let.

113,108,177

JEjP: CePicWill,

LET !

St., containing six rooms,
ALFORD DYER,
27 Market Square, up stairs.

dcl7 dtf

United States and State of New-York Stocks, City,
Bank and other Stocks,
6,864,485
Loanssecured by Stocks and otherwise, 2,175,450
Premium Notes and Bills Receivable,
Real Estate, Bonds and Mortgages,
anil other securities,
3 694 868
Cash in Bank
373,374

Henry Coit,

<•
<•

Schooner

*

The whole profits ol the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon the Preml.
urns terminated during the year; and tor which Certificates are issued, bearing interest until redeemed,
Dividend of 30 per cent, ior 1867.

JohnD. Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W.H.H. Moore,

ot

HOUSE op Hanover
A $15
per month.

B;«ka.

40 cents per

of

A TENEMENT ot seventeen rooms; suitable tor
XI a first class boarding bouse. Terms reasonable.
For particulars apply to
DK. CHA8 O. HUNT.
dcl4dtt
On the premises No 75 Free St.

Company.

over

“

«

TIIE BEST STOCK OF

ponud. Branch
Store !
FULL OF
pound.

per

CHASE BROTHERS,

a

TO Cor. Church
from Pearl st.

Candy

at

Steam

New Graham Flour, R,e Flour, Oat Meal
and Buckwheat, by

132 Middle street.

ATLANTIC

The company baa Shcu,
million Dollare, viz:

Cargo

To Let.

oct!0d3m

gation

$37.60 per mouth.

Candy

30 cents

Bushels Prime Oat*.

400
lOO

M. G. PALMER.

Dec 21-eod2w

Portland,

Mutual Insurance

4,S06

USUAL

AS

LOWELL Ac 8ENTER.
December 19. d2w

■

at

<<
Family «
choice Kiln Bried Meal.

“

lOO

Exchange Street,

dcistojal

SPLENDID Christmas Tree laden with all
kinds of beautiful articles in the line ot Eine
Arts, such as Wax Flowers, Orient Crosses, white
Holly-Wood Ornaments, Boxes, Worsted work ot
useful and ornamental styles &c
will be ready
Tuesday next Dec. 22, at No. 421 Congress street corner of
congress place.
Ladies and Gentlemen and especially Children are
respectfully invited to visit the tree,
dec 2l-d5tis
MRS, J. S. HOBART.

Look at the RETAIL Prices.

EATON BROTHERS.

One house
a

-.

Oats, Corn, Bye, &c. MIXED
200*Barrel*
Baltimore Extra Flour.
ITS

$18 per month.

centrally located, 17 rooms, suitable for
Boarding house, or may be conveniently divided

special attention of the teachers who

IlOTTIl S

One small Rent (3 rooms) $7 per month.
One house on Merrill street. $11 per month.

Come of Middle and Plum Streets.
October 9, 1868.

con-

rooms.

F7~DEERING,
at

a

the

At S3

Friday Morning, Dec«niiJftr 25,

For the above caption we are indeed lo
the New York World, which publishes soin;.
startling exposures of the adulteration of
those edibles and drinkables that pass into the
human stomach. We don't think our deal-

No. 301 Congress Street.

received into the family of the Prinwhere they erdoy the privileges ot a pleas-

April 4-eodtf

or

rrtes of Premium.

JOHN W. CARTWRIGHT, Jr., President.
OLIVER H. COLE, Secretary.

Agent

I

Down Go the Prices.

Candy

at all times gives them the aid and direction
necessary
to a rapid advancement in their
studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address

lower floor suitable
dc8tf

House Rents.

Capital $300,000.

NATS’L

ou

TO LET.

BOSTON, MASS.

reasonable

room

Also one unfurnished room
for gentleman and wiie.

Hide and Leather Ins. Oo.,

or

can

a

him.

see

are

They have

room, by the day or week.
dc!8dlwJ. M. JOHNSON.

Fire Insurance!

Insure against all Lou

on

home.

look in and

STREET.

Christmas Tree.

A

THE PEOPLE DEMAND IT.

ant

MARK’S,

a

Lewiston, Dei. 23,1868

To the Editor of the Prett:
Tbe slight fall of suow with which we havo
I eeu favored briugs the country people to town
iu greater numbers. This makes trade some-

p°KTLAND.

Hall L. Davis,
OFFERS

MONEY

---

PUPILS
cipals

Hamp-

Board.

OF

!

Norridgewock, Maine.

IS—Board,

or

J.

Academy

Family & Day School,

Boarders Wanted,

in advance.

Idler from I.ewUtou.

let of

GOODS !

ST. LAWRENCE

ET*Just take

a

BEMEnBER!

53

(Established 1856.)

Exchange St., op. P. O.

house well built, with all
modern conveniencies. Also barn and stable,
corner North and Walnut sts. Enquire 01
T. CONDON, on the premises,
Or at 53 Commtrcial St.
jun«13dtl
2 tenement

Winter Term ot this Institution will commence Tuesday, Dec 1st, and continue 12 weeks.
Only limited number will be received and particular
attention givgn. Private instruction in ibe Lan-

AND ROOMS.

34

near

GIVEN AWAY.

EATON

Middle Street.

109

$8.00 per annum,

DAILY PRESS.

THE

reasonable terms.
’The Evening School connected with the above is
now open to the public.
Terms p! Evening School
$2.00 per mo. For further particulars address
P. J. LABRABEE, A. B., Principal,
nol8eodtt
P. O. Box 933.

Wanted!
COAT MAKERS. Amply to
FRED. PROCTOR,

CUSTOM
otifldtf

on

No. 64 and 66 Middle St.

guages

A

in1835.

two brick bouses with French roots, just
THE
erected
State. They
Congress Street,
first class

ANEW

Brokers,

AX

8. II.

For Sale.

THE

YOUNG GENTLEMAN with the highest credentials wishes to obtain a situation as Book
Keeper, or General Clerk, in some mercantile house
in this city. Address Box 1668, Portland P. O.
October 27. dtt

BOSTON.

at

Portland

rooms

Terms

or

SCHOOLS.

Wanted!

Mutual Life Ins.

Immediate possession

»ct30dli_

Under the St. Julian Hotel.
December 14. d<&w3w

FURNISHED TENEMENT of about eight
tor six months. Reference given.
Address H. H., Press Office.
nol7dtt

A

Gray St.

JOHN C. PROCTER,
Apply
POlftatrC. PAYSON.
First Class Houses lor Sale.

Corner of Middle and Plum Sts.,

Wanted!

JOHN K. DOW.

Cor.

&

~~

decl6-d3w

of Plum Street.

HAVE REMOVED TO

A

former customers.

BEEFING,
dcl4d6w

Bankers

Cole's Eating House.

Wanted.
MODERATE RENT, turntshed or unfurnished. Confer personally or by letter with
Q. C. FRENCH, 94 Union Wharf,
Or C, P, Mattocks, 88 Middle st.
nov28-dtf

SALE X

in every particular, being plumbed
thoroughly tor hot aim cold water. The bathing
and dining rooms are fiuislietlin Chestnut and black
walnut. They have good yards, with a rear passage
way accessible Irom Pine or Congress Streets.
Ap
W. H. STEPHENSON,
ply to
2d National Bank.

SWAN & BARRETT,

A

Before malting renewal ot their policies
which in every case will be to their advantage,
as he has ample insurance capital, offering the best
security in the country, with whioh to insure all his

equita-

R E MOVAL.

Gentleman and Wife can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board. Also a few single
gentlemen at 17 Federal st.
oc3141w*ttf

Street,

88,000 to Loan I

first class city property in sums to suit custom
eis.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to
deci9dlw
Dealers in Real Estate.
Eg^*Argus copy.

are

Corner

second and third floors in same
to
W. H. ANDEhSON,
ov. r

deemed

No, 100 Middle Street,

Boarders Wanted.

Cincinnati.

To call upon him at his office.

No.

Apply

maybe

as

Dec 12, 1868.

on

No. 49 1-2 Exchange St.,
Dec 10-dtf

rates

CO.,

PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO THE SALE OP
REAL ESTATE BY PRIVATE OR PUBLIC SALE

No. 9
HOUSE
given.
to

of

subscriber will take Fire risks In the above

NATWL F.

two

Chambers

«

«<

The

Store No. 69 Exchange st,, To Let.

Fheaix Insurance Ca., of New Yolk.
“
«
«
Niagara
«
<<
«
Yonkers

GEO. It. DAVIS &

Real Estate Brokers, Commission
Merchants and Auctioneers.

FOR

aggregate Capital

an

ble.

weeks from date, by three young men, two
large pleasant rooms on second floor, with board,
either in first class boarding house or private
family.
Must be within five minutes' walk ol New City Hall.
Can furnish best of city references. Answers to this
must state location, &c. Address for two weeks,
CHAS. D. WENCLIFFE,
decl2d2w*
Portland, Me.

THE

with

Companies at such

Wanted!

d2w

the farm known as the Chei ery
Farm. Said Farm contains about
acres ot land well divided In
_eighty
wood, pasture and tillage. House contains eight
rooms, with out-buildings.
For particulars enquire of DAVID CHENERY,
near the Farm, or S, CHENERY, No 11 Exchange
no9dlw&eod3w*tl
St, Portland, Me.

ON

$7,000,000.

PLACE to work, by a young man who is a good
and rapid penman, an accurate accountant and
book-keeper; can Ihrnish best of City relerences,
and will work for small salary.
Address Worker,”—This Office.
dc!2dlt

Sti

Farm tor Sale.
In part or whole, in Falmouth, on
the line of the Grand Trunk Road,

Of Boston, mass#
All

HOLIDAY

dtf

Office No. 1, Moreton Block, Portland, Me.

and Leather Ins. Co.,

Hyde

wanted, with

A

LORING & TRURSTON, Agents,

MASS.

Or Liverpool, England

WANTED.

INSURANCE CO.

BOSTON,

Royal Insurance Co.,

dc 22-dlw

Addr.ss, with
“PanMr." Portland Post Office.

YONKERS

Insurance Com-

iNew Banking Hoorn ot

or

power.

25, 1868.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Clans

Uaa arrived in town and left

GEORGE M. HARDING.

4, 1869,

the Maine Savings Bank, on the
Corner of Middle and Plum Sts.,
Under the St. Julian Hotel,

and alter Jan. 1st 18C9, 25 experienced operaon Wheeler & Wilson’s Sewing Machines.
person or by letter to SIMMONS BROS. &
Shirt manufactory, Spring st, Watertown,

gy Machines

teen years.

December 18.

OVAL.

panie's

Apply

P HE INT IX

until Jan.

Agency of the following Fire
rpHE
is removed to the
1.

ONtorsin

INSURANCE CO.

1Vo. 28

M

E

Wanted.

SPRINGFIELD

oflered tor sale.

now

houses are built in the most thorough and
approved style, each containing ten rooms. Piped
lor gas throughout.
Principal apartments FRESCOED. Marble Mantles; slated roots; good well:
pipes laid for Sebago water, <&c., <Jfcc.
Price for each House $6,000. Terms, $3,600 cash,
and $2,600 to remain on mortgage of five, ten and fif-

Dec 17-dtt

responsible house where
can
invested. Highest relerences
furnished. Address with lull particulars. Box
dc22dlw*
2199, Portland Post Office.
a

and

Furnishing Goods
Dress Trimmings,

Extremely Low Prices,

At

Partnership Wanted!
a

INSURANCE

WISHES

and Sample Maps, to*
LLOYD’S MAP BUREAU,
23 Cortlandt St., N. Y.

with
Byceptyoung
clerkship with
the amount
be

to say to the public that he 1 % about
leaving town, and will sell his extensive stock

of

Circulars,VTertnB

for

dec. 22-dlw

scriber, are

A Willis Paine, No. 13 Market Sqr.

Colored—iu 4000 Counties.
These Great Maps, now just completed, show every place of importance, all Railroads to date, and
the latest alterations In the various European States.
These Maps are needed in every School and family
in the land—they occupy the space of one Map and
by means o/ the Reverser, either side can be thrown
front, and any part brought level to the eye. County Rights and large discount given to good Agents.

Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $ l.50.
Special Notices, $1.25 per square for the first
insertion, and 25 cents per square ior each subsebuent insertion,
Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) fbr $1.00 per square lor first insertion
and 50 cents per square lor each subsequent inser
tion.
JOSEPH W. AKERS
Jf8tate Agent for the Press, Daily and Weekly,
ana is authorized to appoint local Agents, receive
ubscriptions and to settle bills.

class Brick Houses on Deering Place,
High Street, just completed by the sub-
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anecdote
—An English journal relates an
which shows
about the sailors of a man-of-war,
be abroad, he
that, even if the schoolmaster
tars in question,
has not yet gone to sea. The
to the capseeing a comet, sent a deputation
was. He promised to tell
it
what
ask
to
tain
that they should give
them, but first insisted
The
him their views of the phenomenon.
be darned, captain,
spokesman answered: “IU
if we did not take it to be a star that’s sprung
a

leak.”

lawyer

life seuteuce for #l’WKi for services, and the jury gave him a verdict, but he is puzzled to
know how he is to get bis money.
—A late English paper tells how one Mr.
Moorbouse ot Rotherham was too much for a
garotter. The garotter got his arm round his
intended victim, but Mr. Moorhouse had
strength and presence of mind enough to clasp
the arm of the man tightly between his chin
and chest, and hoisting him on his hack, was
literally running away with the garotter,in-

tending

to

White Hart

land him in the kitchen of the
public kousc, with a view to ulte-

proceedings.

rior

The thief,

suddenly caught in

finding

himself

trap, made the most
strenuous efforts to release himself, and having succeeded in doing so ran away.
so

a

—M. Henri Rochefort says tn recent number of La Lanteme: “The equestrian statue
representing Napoleon in. iu the character of
Casar is the work ot M. BaryC.—M. Baryd is
ou‘ anilual -sculptors.”
the most celebrated °{
_“Aunty.'said a sentimental niece to a be“now you’re prosperous and
reaved widow,
us get some pretty tombstone*
Veil to do,’ let
tor good Uncle Dauiel; you know he has uono
at his grave.” Aunt Keziah lifted up her
bauds and emphasized this touching expression: “Jane, if they want anything of Daniel
at the Judgment, they can find him without a
guide-board; I tell you he'll be there in time.”
—One mao in Marathon county, Wisconsin,
has killed fifteen bears the present season, and
he is not the only bear slayer in the county
either.
—The “Drawer ot Harper's Magazine Da*
this story of Alexander H. Stephens:—During
tho contest between the American and Demo-

cratic parties, some years since, Ccflonel AnH. H. Dawson, then a young lawyer, had
tho nerve to meet the great Georgia orator,
Stephens. In reply to the earnest appeal ot
the great statesman that the South should support Mr. Buchanan, Mr. Dawson said: “My
friends, we oDce had a great Whig party, and
leadiu this State Mr. Stephens was it* great
Hades. W e
er. The Whig party has gone to
aud in
have now the great Democratic party,
>» “* «reat lea,,erMr.
this State
Stephen*
Democratic party
lead tbe
If he will
drew

only

I shall be
where he led the Whig party

'3

perfect-

Mass., caught
—Truman' Bates, of Pittsfield,
pound.of picker-

one

hundred and twenty-five

in three days.
el from Lake Onota

The faisatteu Copper Bill.
TbicACcii>?,c<*Xo,? tSe Boston and Maine
J'ne people or 'dstino have reason to thank. .Ri n.nXUP-g-Iiie. .reargrkabis accident on tba
Heaven ‘hat it has given them wisdom to Boston and Maine railroad, briefly advened to

THE PRESS.

elect five Representatives to Congress whose
ideas are sufficiently enlarged not to vote ior
a bili that has passed the House by a large

Friday Morning. December 25, 1868.
’gff-Firet Page To-day —Thou Shalt Not
Comoiit Adulterations; Letter from Lewiston;
Recent Publications; Varieties.
Fourth Page—In the Trenches or How the
Boy3 In B'ue Kept Christmas.

majority, and is now pending in the Senate.
This is what Is known as “the copper bill," but
is really a bill increasing the duly not only on
copper, but on iron, steel, lead, z'ne, timber,
cotton, glass, salt, rice and several other articles.
The votes of Lynch, Perham, Peters
and Pike are recorded against this Chinese

No Paper 'ffo-niorrow*
Christmas is a 'legal holiday, and a day that
should be enjoyed by every one, free from every
possible care. Consequently, no paper will be
issued from this office to-morrow. In the
meantime we wishevery subscriber and reader
tf the Press a
The

Merry

Christmas.

Holiday of the Nations.

Thanksgiving day is weil-b.ioved, but it is
Just emerging from its position as a mere provincial festival. The Fourth oi July has its
bolstrous and spirit-stirring demonstrations
and its proud memories, but the sad-eyed

peasant, groaning beneath the load of tyranny
in other lands, sees in it but the self-congratulation oi a people whom the gods have prospered and crowned with liberty-* people who
drown with tho noise of their own rejoicing the
plaints of their less fortunate neighbors. The
N, w Year is, wc might almost say, a caprice
of the calendar-maker, who seizes upon tho
sun in perigee as a convenient station in the
passage of life at which to draw up financial
oui moral balance

sheets,

that men may com-

sentiment, when the instinct ot common
brotherhood fs strong enough to overleap those
most formidable of barriers, geographical lines,
that tbe cardinal idea of the founder of ChrisThe
and

better bestowed upon the
p>or this day, and no other bestowal can be reonciled with tbe requirements of Him whose
nrme gives sanctity to tbe day.
Dinncrless
Cbristlans in Christendom on Christmas day
were

—for such there

in thousands,—constitute
the progress of civilization
mjy sometime remove. That will be the first
step—only a short one, to be sure—toward a
more equal and equitable distribution of the
on

are

auomaly that

common

property of mankind.

A Good Sign.
The people of New England and especially
the people of Maine are vitally interested In
tbe Northern Pacific Railroad. But they are
•till more interested in an honest and economical administration of the government. Therefore they will hear with undisturbed equanimity that General Grant has boon pleased to ex-

press himself with far more than bis usual de
cislon and fullness of utterance—in fact, with
an emphasis that threw -into a
paroxysm of
astonishment parties who waited upon him_
his opinion that some little caution should be
exjrcised by tbe general government in granting subsidies to raiitoad corporations. He was
not understood to say that he opposed
granting
iuijioious and mode|ite assistance to roads of
national impoit&nce, but the reckless concession of gratuities to gigantic monopolies, like

the Pacific roads now in process of construction, he would discountenance. The Northern
and Southern Pacific roads are now at wotk

through
lobby for tho samo favors that have
been bestowed on tbe Central and Union
routes,
and Grant’s remarks had reference to them.—
the

;

nrst, as regards tue revenue, ibe highduties it is proposed to impose on moot of
the articles wc have named are for the most
part nearly prohibitory; and they are certain
to decrease the revenue. They are
plainly, as
every one can see, intended simply for “protection,” ns it Is called; that is to say, as a
special bounty to a very fewof the many industries of tue country. It seems that In this
case the protectionists are afraid to let their
real object be known. They are evidently in
tear ot public opinion.
But see how partial is this measure. If any
one is to be
“protected,” all ought to be protected alike. But this bill proposes to give
special favors to a few', a very- few, at the expense of course ot the many. Take for instance
the duty on copper. Copper is used in every
household in the land; it is used in shipbuilding and in many of the most important arts
and industries of the country. In short, it
enters into the daily life of ail our
thirty-five
millions of people, and these are to be taxed,
for the benefit of—l ow many persons, does the
reader suppose? Accorping to the United
States census there were employ ed in 1860, In
mining and copper emeltlng—the only
copper
trades specially favored or “protected” by this
bill. 5.583 men ami 42 women in ail 5,625 nelsons. Bet say there are now employed
50,000,instead of 5000—to this50,000 ovor thirty millions
of people are to pay a bounty. Is this
equality? Is this justice? But even this is not all.
Those people’s wages will not he increased by
the higher duly. Probably the number ot persons
whowll be benefitted amounts to less
than five hundred, and these are men who hold
The whole nation is to
copper mining stock
pay tribute to these.
-'low

Inon

*'well-to-do"

comments of the New York Post on this bill,
notwithstanding its absolute madness on Ire’e
trade, are so just that we cannot forbear to
print a few extracts:
er

pute the riches of their purses and souls, indulge In profitable reflection! and have an established point from which to compute the
i
lapse of time.
Christmas is more than provincial, more
than national—it is almost cosmopolitan, and
therefore '•merrier'* than all the rest. The sun
of to-day shall not anywhere shine upon lands
where there is not some observance ot tbe
great holiday. Men and nations are brothers
to-day, If foe? and strangers for all the rest of
the three hundred and sixty flee of the year.
Alas, that in this time when for once the
snlrlts of millions of men are stirred by a ceni-

tlau'ty should be so generally ignored.
gifts 0nd reciprocal kindnesses of rhe rich

statute, while it is presumed that Blaine was
absent from the fact that he Is not round to
have voi:J either way. The Senate will probably choke this bill, which not only by the imposition of an additional tax on copper makes
one more stab at the already prostrate American shipping Interest, but by smuggling in,
covertly and slyly, othor additional customs
duties on articles of prime necessity it cheats
the people in the interest of a few who are devoted to special branches of industry. The

Take, as another example, only one item in
the proposed increased duty on steel. Steel
rails are r.ow bought and laid on all our railroads. It is of the utmost importance to the
safety of the travelling community—which
means nearly the whole population—that thtse
rails should be quickly laid; but herecome3in
this bill, and proposes to increase the dutjtof
the?-' steel rails between 60 ana 70 per cent.,
to benefit a few already wcalttiy steel rail
manufac urers. Is it right that lhe wholecountry shall be injured or endangered to e'nrich a
few capitalists?
Nor is this all. The rapid extension of our
ra lroad system Is of vital importance to the
whole country. Destroy our railroads, and we
should be bankrupt; double their mileage and
wc should increase tenfold our
wealth, and an
hundred fold the comfort of every family in
the country, i heck their increase and you
check the growth of the country; you
atop its
power of Increase; you put a limit to the area
of land which can be
profitsblyculfivatedjyou
paralvze enterprise, crowd people into the centres of population, decrease wages, and effect
very injuriously the independence of the Working

men.

could welt afford to admit rails free of
duty, cv.-n if all other articles were to be cov.
ered with high duties. The extension of.our
rail!c-ad sysiem is thought so important that
the government gives land by millions of
acres,
to help their construction, and ■ ven endorses
the bonds of some railroads. Yet, this hil1 and
the present tariff untie to largely increase the
cost of rails in this country to tlm positive in|nry of the revenue, and to'the still greater injury of the whole country; and for the great
profit, of perhaps two or three hundred persons
interested as capitalists in the production of
rails.
e

*

*

»

*

#

*

Such is this so-called “Copper bill.” It Is a
Very good. ItJs plain that the government has, bill levelled at the
prosperity and comfort of
created in the road now almost completed to
the people; a bill which seeks
recklessly to
the Pacific a corporation of enormous power paralyze enterprise, to check our growib, to set
a penalty on
our
to
add
to the disprogress,
and wealth, that Is destined to
give infinite comforts of the millions—for
the benefit of the
trouble hereafter—trouble that will be almost
few greedy and unscrupulous monopolists and
ommensurate with the indisputable national
speculators.
benefit it will bestow.
Hnggemtioum **a if*- Rrianiplion of gpecta
uut toe chief value of the early protest of
Fajmrati.
the President elect against lavish expenditures
Our correspondent, “An Old File,” whose
is in the disclosure it makes of the marked
suggestions iu regard to the banks, calltendency of bis mind in the direction of re- ed out by an incorrect
report of the speech of
trenchment and honesty. To have an ExecnB. F. Munson, Esq., at the meeting of the Nat ve that knows an honest man at sight and
tional Board of Trade in Cincinnati, were
pubgrapples him to his soul with hooks of steel— lished yesterday, will see
by the following full
one that has an eye that can see the
“job” skill- report of the remarks of Mr. Manson his obfully hidden under the exterior integuments of jections. thereto are without
foundation,
a plausible scheme—one that is as tearless
though we have grave doubts if the scheme
to attack and overthrow an army of thieves as
advocated by th> speaker will be iouud generan army oj Rebels—will excite an ecstasy of
ally satisfactory.
b ids in the hearts of the people. These frank
Previous to the late war the States regulated
utterances from Gon. Grr.nt, especially after
the banking
system within their borders,
his economical administration of the War Deobliging all issuers of bills to do certain things,
oue of whieh|was to hold a reserve of
gold, sav
partment, make it certain that after the 4th of about 15
per cent, on their circulation.
of March no more Perry Fullers will be
This reserve was to secure the public against
appointed as"agents of the Treasury aud no more loss on said hills. Bill holders, have generally
if not always, been considered as
B uckleys will infest the White House,
privileged
creditors and were paid from the first receipts
The Rebels’ Christmas Gift.-Among all of any failed bank.
Soon after the commencement of the Bcbellwho have received gifts to-day the
leading ioa, all the hanks (excepting I think those in
Rsbeld have the most occasion to be thankful, California) suspended specie payment. Not
after this the government; in a manner
for the good President, in amicable
league long
with the courts, ha3 given them leave to wear If not really, legalized the suspension and created the National Banking
System. At the
their heads on their shoulders till they part time of th’s
Suspension, there-had been no run
with them iu the ordinary course of nature. on the banks and they had,or ought to have
The amnesty proclamation, printed in another had their full amount of gold reserve.
To whom did this
belong? not to the
column, has at least one consequence that will banks lor they held it.gold
oulv as security for the
oceaeion universal rejoicing
The periodical redemption ef their bills first and their other
itidenteduess alierwards. Have they redeemed
farce of Jeff. Davis’ trial has been
played for
the last time on RDy stage. The President has those bills? No. Have they kept the reserve
gold ou which those bills were issued? No.
uodoutedly power to save Davis, who is under They have sold this gold at a premium "rangindictment, from further prosecution. Hi* ing fiom 103 to 180 per cent. Wbat have they
done wi.h this supply which
power to shield those against whom no probelonged to the
public? Increased the capital of the banks,deceed USB have been instituted has been
ques- clared ex ra dividends, or held the same as retioned, aud it is absolutely certain that the served me ins? Did the people get the go'd
proclamation is a mere nullity so far as it un- value for these bills? No, in no way.
In Ihe .'uspension of specie
dertakes to relieve anybody from political dispayments, the
banks
the gainers, ami they profita'ope were
ability* imposed by law or the I4th constitu- ed by selling
for a high premium,property held
tional amendment. The language of the edict by them in trust for the people. I blame them
not and the
-community most unanimously
clearly discloses a purpose to give the general sanctioned
their action at the time.
amcesty this extent, but nobody believes that
Added to the above the National
Banking
li will. As Mr. Johnson has now
Law is universally
only sixtyacknowledged to be so fa•ight days more in which to devise mischief, vorable to that interest that there is scarcely a
bank thinks it advisable to declare more than
this general jail delivery is probably about'tbe half
of its profits in d.ridends. Tbe
banking
last we shall hear from him.
badness, under the National Banking Law,
has been the most profitable as
well as tbe
The Author of the Legal Tender Act— safest business done in the
country for the
past lew years. The foregoing is the pos'tion
Mr. Spaulding of Buffalo, who has
recently of the banks
with
three
to-day,
hundred milwritten a letter expressing his
opinion that lions of currency afloat in the country. I
the legal tender act, of which he is the
! would make
no
radical
reputed
change iu th's banking
author, is unconstitutional as a peace measure, system, and am glad that there is a class in
.just the position the banks are in who can afis not Justly entitled to whatever of
credit may
ford, ana who-tc duty it is, to place the currenhe due for devising the greenback
way out of ts ot the country on a gold basis. 1 would
financial difficulty. A correspondent of the have the government allow of an increase of
Tribune says that it was Thaddeus Stevens national backs and national hank currency
under some such restiictions as follows:
who prepared and drafted the
bill, and handed ! Parties wishing national bank bills shall furit to Mr.
Spaulding, with the request that he nish for every $90,000 required $100,000 of tbe
w m d introduce
legal tender notes. For these legal tender
and support it. These facts
notes thev shall receive bonds of the
were kuowu to
governneatly every member of the ment
bearing Interest at 4 or 5 per cent, in
C immiitee of Ways and
Means at the time
gold, which bonds shall be pledged to the govODd they passed into history in relation
ernment as security for the
to one
currency.
I would
of thosi wise measures
Congress authorize a gold bill
orignatedtby Mr. Stev- Instead of ahave
certificate
of
cns. and which were carried
deposit, inasmuch as
through Congress it would be moie convenient
for commercial
rgainM the most active efforts of Mr. Chief- ! purposes and bo a great
in resumption, as
help
Justice Chase, (when Secrcta-y of the Treas- i shall endeavor to show hereafter. Tho sale
of
uty,) who, while the bill was pending in the i t“ goid should be stopped bv the Secretary ot
Treasury, and when there fs a surplus he
House, addressed a long communication to the i should
be instructed to inform the
Secretary
CT... „, .(.., ottu.-, and at,a
Chairman of the Committee of Ways* and i
aiu-ium, aud Mv,
(the
Secretary ot War) shall purchase such
Means arguing the unconstitutionality of the !
amount of supplies lor ti e army on a
gold bameasure, although war existed.
sis. to bo pa'd in gold or in gold bills. These
bills I would have the government cash at anv
vrUAxT and Johnson.—A
Washington <]is- j ot the sub treasuries or receive for duties on
patch says that efforts among influential and ! in ports. I would also have the government
their gold interest In these bills or gold
•lightly conservative Eepub'ieans are made to ; pay
c >in, at the holder’s
option.
restore amicable relations between Mr.
vaunci-uumu ue
JohnUlUlgHU lO nOlU
son and General Grant.
They do not speak i of these bills or gold, on the 1st of July, 1869,
at
least7 percent, of their circulation—on the
now.
It is said that Senator Henderson is in I
July M per cent.—and on the 1st of
charge of the negotiations, anti that they may ; following
July,
1871, at least 20 per cent. It Is then for
take form in a call from the
General at (he ! the banks to determine the amount of the cir-.
White House on New
Year’s day. The differ- oulation they will have, and the question pf
or
ence is believed to be
contraction is entirely taken
founded only on stifli is- I expansion
from the government With a reserve of 20 tier
•ces as are dead;
in
and, view of the inaugura- cent, of the circulation in gold or its equivation ltls esteemed
highly desirable that each ! lent, resumption ceases to be a question, but
should say, “Let us have
becomes a tact, or the ability becomes a
facum?
peace.”
thf: resumption would aho, under an act of
to that effect.
Gen She kid an has been
Congress
Under
these
circumjtfnedby the Kan- j stances tb# government has noth
•as volunteers, who, after
ng, or, if anysetting out so brave- thing, but litLK to
redeem, and should on the
ly upon a campaign of extermination
1st of July, 1871, receive any
apr'
bills, original lethe Indians under command of Gov. co
^al tenders or gold on the same basis.
In* isa gold bill I would have
the government
ford,have bad on extremely hard time without i
38
much
fu,,y
sold in the Treaeuhilling an extraordinary number of savages.
ar? bills issued. By doing this I
8heridan U st ll pushiug on further into the
t,le pIace of K°ld where
cold now
Indian country and believes that he is
and the govjusti- ernmont w
i seIf ‘be custodian ol a
fied in ‘‘pushing things” with
largo
amount
to
the
respect
w™
Usd Men,

j

j

j

f

j

tEM.V6
oir^'1} ,take

,"1*is_nceded,
B,
cosfno Uforost0,fw^n'1-h'ofa;Jhilf
bonds, both at horn,and

Abroad*tha^win011/
i.Tn^TVc

Gen. Bdtlek, it is said, will recant
none of ! low of the funding of our
w, a1'
t,0"a' obligations,
his heresies In the
speech he is about to make 1 on very favorable terms
on the national finances.
If the General is
A Lucid CHARGK.-Tbink of
bent on suicide, let him have
innoplenlv of rope.
The.re «e™veral politicians we could mention cent looking gentlemen in a box in Smith Co.
Texas, listening with wide open eyes to the
who have foundered on the same
rock
Treason to national honor is no
following charge:
less a crime than
5,1 fbe evidence, that the
on attack
upon the territorial integrity ol the plaint tt and
defendant were partners in the

Twelve

nmfn!i«i*ut^bS,ifveJ

country.

ofiwentyfive cents, multiplied

** wonld be six
C^tTtw0RraV,eIy reSP°n,Utl‘!'t
miiiswe w-i‘i hke
°rha,f
ask the
to rr
mathematical gentleman

give ns the product of three
cooking
multiplied by ten tack knives.
-Greece will adopt

Z^tZJS!
-A Mormon

Minnesota, on a
°^*Ct

to*D tab'

stoves

ae'SJSt<?mot dec,

,

*"""’
emissary' is now tn WinoDa
proselyting mission, with the
9ntio,nk yornog wo*nen to go

ai“
for »be note.
by drfivering
h
enng to the
a cow, which he
plaintift
warranted not breaeby,
and tho warrant was broken
by reason of the brenehiuessof the cow and he
drove her back, aud tendered her to
the
dant, but be refused to receive her defenplaintiff took her home again
a
yoke on her to prevent her from lumpingheavy
fern
ccs, and bv me .ns of the yoke she
her
ed:
jury further believe
t.he
a
that the detendants interest in the
grocerv
was worth
anything, the plaintiff’s note was
worthless, and the cow good for nothing, either
for beef or milk, then the
jury must find out
lh*T wil1 decIde ‘be ease, for
3ha “fderstands herself-and she
i!’
* ki‘0W h°W SUCh acase

tn' eT

prodby twenty-

now to

bridges.

Ntwi lirnii.

'The long lino of Democratic Governors of
Pennsylvania left the Slate in debt forty-one
millions of dollars. Since the advent ol Whig
and Republican administrations the debt bas
been steadily ou the decrease, so that now, after having borne the terrible strain of war, it
has been brought down to nearly thirty five
millions. Besides, the personal taxes have
been reduced and the tax on real estate removed entirely.
It is understood that the case of Jefferson
Davis is to he advanced on the docket ou the

reassembling of the Supreme Court, otherwise
it may not be reached under two years.
Napoleon’s great enemies are exactly the
same

as

age

himself—sixty. They

Beust, Ledru
zini.
A West

Baron
and Maz-

are

Rollin, Garibaldi

aide

al.

employed

for the year, or any definite term. The
evidence was all put In, and Court adjourned to 9
o’clock Saturday morning.
Shepley Si Strout.
Putnam.

bas discovered the
following remote record of the Giecian Bend,
in book 10 of the “Illiad:"
Tar, here the wretched .'gamemnon stands,
The un1 appv general ot the Urecian bands,
Whom Ji ve decrees wi. b daily cares to bend.
Out of one hundred and fifty life-sentenced
prisoners discharged from tho Massachusetts
state prison in gix’y-three years nearly a hundred—or about sixty-five per cent.—have h*en
pardoned; while the average length of sentence of the whole has been less than eight
years, and only one in five bas died in prison.
The Insurgents and Spanish troops in the
neighborhood ot Santiago de Cuba both exchanged salutes with the IT. S. Steamer Tenobsoot ou ils arrival at that port.
Eighty convicts in the New Jersey State
prison refused to work Tuesday afternoon, on
account of the alleged tyrannous conduct of a

temporary superintendent. They were so persisted and determined in their demands that
it was found necessary- to relieve the obnoxious
superintendent, whereupon they went to work
with lusty cheers,
A delegation from Colorado is urging upon
Congress the admission of that Territory as a
State. Tho population is now said to be sufficiently large to warrant that action.
Gen. Grant expresses the opinion thatihe

Entertainments.

Mountfobt Street Church.—This society
which his been organized for two years,has
decided to hold the first celebration of its anniversary to-night. The ladies have consequent-

of

M.

ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.

Sleighing is firm through ail this oounty—
though more snow is needed in the woods.
Great quantises of lumber will be floated to
market next spring. Tracts ot land thought

be nearly Worthless two years ago, ate'now
valuable by reason of the increased value of
to

spruce lumber.
The $30,000 voted by the towu of Houlton recently, was tor a branch road to connect the
village of Houiton with the St. Andrews railroad. This branch will be about five miles iu
length and is about to be put under contract.
Bangor wants tbe trade of Northern Aroostook but doos not get it. It goes down ths St.

Croix.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Tbe man who was run over by tne train at
Belgrade, meutioue 1 in the Press of Thursday, was Augustus Farnbam, who is supposed
to be partially insane.
He deliberately placed
himself on the track, and was seriously injured—the locomotive coming in contact with
him, breaking three of his ribs, cutting off two
ot his fingers and causing other injuries.
He
is not expected to recover.
KNOK COUNTY.

Friday night of last week says the Rockland
Free Press, about 11 o’clock a tire broke out in
the house on North Main street owned and occupied by Captain Norman Bishop. The
house and most of its contents wero destroyed.
Insured $800 by E. H. & G. W. Cochran in
the -E.na Co.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Until within a few days there has been no
good sleighing except in the northern part of
the County.
The quantity of lumber cut on the Penobscot waters will be about
triple that ot last
season, though teams are late getting into the
woods on acoount of the unfrozen state of the
swamps.
Passenger trains are running on the new E.
R. from Newport to Dexter 14 miles, in connexion with the trains on tbe Maine Central.
Passenger trains have just commenced running over the E. & N. American R. R. from
Bangor 10 OUmaon, a distance of 26 mile?, and
the grading is in progress between that
point
and Winn.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
The degree of activity in the woods, is
quite
unu-ual, indicating that the lumber market is
to be abundantly
supplied. The grading of
tbe Piscataquis R. R. is completed Irom Old
Town to within eight miles ot Dover, a distance of 32 miles.

ILw-Iloml
Vew

nml

Vloltiltv.

Adnrliiemegti this Day.
special notice colcmn.

Hair Renewer— H. P. Hall & Co.
ENTERT AINMENT COLUMN.

£JJy
J!a:K¥win Forreft Dramatic Company.
City Hal!—M. L A. Lecture.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Fur Goods—E. U. Patten & Co.
Variety Sale—E. M. Patten & Co.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENT column.
Oyer Windows—Alexander EJmoud.
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morning.

Yarmouth,

Phillips Esq. Subject “Politics.”
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DR.

has

all Diseases ol

No person should oe without it. Give it one tiiaL
Sold by all DruggUts
B. F. BRADBURY, Proprietor,
no5d$msx

Bangor.

Jackson’s Catarrh

Snuff!

AND TROCHE POWDER)
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
Catarrh, Headache, Had Breath, Hoarseness,

Asthma, Broacbitia, Cnght,
Ueafaew, Ac.,

And all disorders resulting from Colds in
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs.
This Remedy does not4 ftftry Up,” a Catarrh but
■iOUS WAS it; frees the beau oi all offensive
matter quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache;
alloy* and soothes and burniug heat in Ca*
”nd nHroc*Ble in Its efiects
*8

sponge, penknife,
small blank book just suited for scholars,
one ot the most convenient time tnings

tfiatV

Kflf.it.

§°i

CURES WITHOUT SXEEZrSG!
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the
taste,
and never nauseates; whoa
swallowed, Instantly

gives to the Throat and vocal organs a
Delicious Sensation of Coolness and
Comfort.
Is the Best Voice Tonic in tho worldl
Try it I Safe. Reliable nnd only 35 cents.
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free, address
COOPER, WILSON & CO.,

Proprietors, Philadelphia.

Wholesale Agents for Maine W. W. Whipple &
Co J. W. Perkios & Co.. W. F. Phillips & Co.,
Portland. Retailed by Druggists evervwnere.
November 30, 1868. M, W&S&wOuisx

Feather Kenovator.—A patented feather
be iound, at the corner ot Green
and Portland streets, of which Mr. G. W. Lancaster ii agent, which aDy thinking person
may see is a great step towards health and
economy. An old feather bed, which has been
so long in use tuat the leathers have
got ioulsmelling and dirty, will he thoroughly cleansed by steam in one honr alter entering the
machine.
No waste is made in putting the

the firemen to fight them. Nevertheless they
did, and poured in such torrents ol water as to

Gristadoro^_Hair
To Art

agency, otherwise $2 50.

JNOIICBS.

SPECIAL.

a

thousand graces;

Cr stadoro’s Hair Pre.-et vafive aud Beautifier.
He
the hair ever bo wiry, coarse and
unmanageab'e by
brush and
lu oue week this aitetc wrl lender
It flexible, lmtr« us. and Inclined to curl.
►old by all D.uzglsts, and
applied by all Hair
Dressers. Manuficmry No 68 Maiden Laue.
Principal Depot No 6 As tor .1
dc fooii&eowlinsN

feathers into the t'ck from ibe maebiue, and
if the bed is brought to the

the walls and a portion of the roof of the
building. The interior was very badly injured.
Mr. Weeks bad a large stock which is almost
totally destroyed- He estimated his stock at
$6000, and the damage to the building at $1000.
He had insurance of $2000 on the stock and
$300 on the fixtures. There was als > insurance
of $3000 on the building, all in the Etna

we "we

Dye

Improving Nitu-e no disgrac* la.
Sn, as gruy hair don’t p’ease the pye,
Uso Qrlstadoro's Ma chless f>ye!
CrWtadoro's Hair Preservative.
Strik'ng, astound ng, are the fleets pro 'uced hv

only $2 charged

save

•‘Children’s

Lives

Saved

for

50 Cents
Thousand o' Children die annually ol Croup.
Now, Mithers, it you would spoad 50 cents, nnd always have a bottle ot Dr. Tobias’ Venetian Liniment In th“ l ouie. yiu never need tear
losing your
l'ttle one whoa attacked With tnls complaint. It is
now 1 ye irs sin -e I h ive put up
my Lluiment, aud
never bear 1 ot a child
dying of Cnup when mv Liniment was uved ; but h in IrodB oi cures have bven
reported to m-, and many state Hit was ?I0 per
bottle they would not be without it. Besides whh.li,
it is a ceitaiacnetorC its, Burns. Heads, he," Toothsc'ie. Sore Tb oit, Swe'llngs, aiunps, Colic, Diarrhea, Dysco rry, tjitsms, Old S ,ies and Pain-lu the
Limbs, Back an' Chen. No one owe tries it who

TRILLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

office,

the agency of Messrs. Dow, Coffin

HAIR.

&

RENEWER.

In the rear ot the block are a number of
wooden buildings, and the utmost efiorts of
the firemen were required to prevent the

oi the Fcalp
PRODUCE ORAY HAIR & BALDNESS!
Diseases

flames spreading to these. They were successful in their endeavors, and thus
prevented a
disastrous conflagration.

HAL1>«

The a?e ot
VEGETABLE

*

SKCiJLIAX HAIR RESEWER t

j

is ever Wlrhou.lt. It Is warranted
portectiy sale to
take later al v.
Full tH options with everv butt'e.
S ild by ali Druggists aoa storekee era throug—
out the Uitned sate-*. Depot In Park Place, NY.
Dec I-evd&eowlm X

Will restore it to its natural color and remote its

A Great Scare.—Our friend Pennell, of
I growth.
the firm of Pennell Brothers, provision dealers
Our Treaties on the Hair sent free by^mail.
In the Bow,—is not a timid man. He is usualPrice $1.00. F r sa*e by all druggists.
cool
and
ly
R. P. HALL & CD., Nashua, N. H. Proprietors.
collected, ready tor any emergency.
But yesterday he received one of the
<lc25 eod&eowlru
biggest
scares that usually fall to the lot of man.
He
was buying a load of poultry from a
country- M.
S.
man and bad just taken from the cart a
large
J unction Coogren* a»d F ee 8t«.,
fat goose, when, all of a sudden, (be dead
would call atUmion »o his
spoke. An untnNtakeable, genuine quack issued from the neck of the delunct fowl, causing our friend to make a tremendous leap
Pocke -Boohs, Perfumery,
backwards, dropping the bird in his fright. Soaps, Olov." Boxes, and other Faucr ArPresuming that he must have been mistaken,
ticles
after recovering from his
momentary agitation, Designed express’y tor Holiday present, and at as
he picked up the goose, when once
reasonable prices as can be procured elsewhere.
again the
Dec 24-sndti
%
terrible quack, quack, was heard. Now Pennell is not a believer in
things supernatural,
in good spurts «r had snirita. hut for a
few minutes nis state of mind was such
you
Cor. of Middle nuti Plum Siiei to.
could have knocked bim down with a
leather,
made in this Baric on or before the
and being a very small, delicate
tlf h ny ot January n xr, will draw Interest
person, it was
feared for a time that the shock would
from the first day ot's iid coont
prove
NATHVL F. DhERING, Treasurer.
too much fdr bim.
An examination of the
Dec 8,1868.
s.vdvwtd
bird, however, disclosed the fact that the far
mer had lorgotten to abstract the
windpipe
hence the voice from the dead.

WELLCOME’S

Stiver Regulator

WHITTIER,

-AND

Christmas Suck of Scotch Good?,

—

Gurer i

Dyspeptic
*

is an

ertraordi-arv remedy for the LIVER
an 1 KIDN EY ■», when di eased
It is coim oundedot Severn* of the be.*t Koot«. **erh« nmJ Bar-*
known, which act directly on the LIVER aid KIDNEY $ correcting Pgcstion, Purging the Bh-od,
K®*ah»Hng the Nervous *ysum. Curing Pain in the
**««• Shoulders Buck. Head, Neck and Limbs,Sim
ingand Jfainfnossoi the stoma h, Weakness of the
Limb9, Lanzuidness, Yellowness ot the Eyes aud

Tms

Maine Savings Bank,
DEPOSITS,

•TynnilI/»0 Ptiln In Hp Tt.iDAttUvdrvAn'ila. Tiiv
Louzb, Sore throat, Night sweats, Irntaollitv, Nervousness*, i,os9 or Memory, Weak Eye?, Dizziness,
Dropsy, eie. These difficulties arise trom a bad Liv-

Christmas asd New Year.

©f“rtisa valuable remedy for Scrofulous and
Syphilitic D.sea-es.and all Glandular Enlargements,
Canker, Humor In tho Stomach and Bowe s'Costtveness, Rheumatism, etc. It is tree tr0m Jalom. 1 and
Alue«—has all the u.jot) proport! sot those Drugs
and nonet t the bid
Tots is a eurrlv Vrgcinblr Remedy, sate lor all.

Tho most valuable and useful Holiday Gilt is

jysold by all.Druggists and Medicine Dealers.

one

THE

er.

ot

Psepaied and Sold only by

8INGER

JEREMIAU BTTXTOX, JR.,

IMPROVED FAAIIL1’

Also Proprietor ol the Great German Cough
Remedy

SEWING MACHINES
The

Beat

TRUE & CO.,

middle mid Pea. I »«.,
Pelt land, Me.

Choice Fruits and

Spice#!

Their strict purity, delicious
flavor*
UNRIVALED STRENGTH AND GREAT
are attracting a trade from lovers of choice
flavors which i? without a parallel.
Their treat success is because thou are the truk
rich flavors of the fruits amt spices iif

EGONOMyT

remarkable
—

strength.

Y. Smith, ol Providence,
Ex-«oy. James
w lo pronounce** them

“My

flavoring extracts she has
Wm. A.
says: “Fora long time
And them very fine/*

ever

we

of

K.

I..

anv

Connecticut,

have need them, and

**•
®; Holland, (Timothy Titcomb) author of
,®r;
Katrina, &e., the well-known authoi of
says:

“They

are

the

hou-o ready.
See B. Braudreth in white letters on the Government st imp.
Principal OtUce, Braudreth House/New York.
BySold by all Druggists,
del eod&eowlmsN
^ Holidny »*rcwcut— Ladies and gentlemen,
young and old, desirous of baviug tlie.r hair bcautiil i<K th _* Holidays, should use a bottle of
(Chevalier’* «~ife for the llnir at once. Read
Chevalier’s lrcaties on the Hair. Free to al given
awav
at the Drugstores, or sent by mail Iree. This
book
should bo read b> every person. It teaches to culd
vate and have beau.liul hair, and restore
hair
to
gray
its original color, stop its tailing
out, r move all irri
tatiou or dandruli from tue scalp, thus keening the
hair beauiitht to the latest period of lile
Achkvalier/m.
D.,
^
^ nSARAH
dclSNtodc29
1123 Broadway, N Y.
t

superior to
used.”

Buckingham,

fieid, Mass.,
vicinity/*

The bowels may be costive or some organ does its
From causes Use these giscs oud
weakly.
gummy substances occur which poison the blood;
the perspiration may be
checked; tl>o ieet may be so
cbilic I thar their fetid exhalations are thrown back
the b'ood. Hera is cause lor
pains levers injpon
n.iinma lons. In those cases Brmdrrth’s Pills
are
wor.h more than gold. Five or six cure at
once. He
member they cure by at once
removing from tbe
oony those •■•atters which iwsou tbe bluon and make
us sick.
These celebrated Pills should be in the

-OP THE-

says:

auglOS&wtfsy

work

WOOttMAN,
Corner «f

YARMOUTH, ME.

Impure Blood Makes Sick.

Call and see t hem, at

dcl7.12wsN

Price $1.00,

in (he World!

Springstandard in this

4

treble their sale9 with them.
Sold in Portland, Me., by
AALTIld. CHADWICK. 99 Market
square.
And by all dealers in choice flavors. se25 GmlawSsiI
Dealers

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
hest ,n ,he world
T?„b^??'.e^ll^a,r?yciAthe
Dye -Harmless, Reliable
JJj?i p<ir
disappointment. No ridiculous

FROM

DESTINATION

Cimbria.New York. .Hamburg.Dec 22
Mississippi.New York.. Rio Janeiro... Dec 23
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Dec 23
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.D<c 24
Nestonan.Portland. .Liverpool.Dec 26
Hibernia.New York. .Glasgow.Dec 26
City ot London.New York. .Liverpool.Dec 26
United Kingdom.. New York. .Glasgow.Dec 26
Bellona.New York. .London.Deo 26
Europa.New York.. Havre.Dec 26
City of Cork.New York.. Liveipqol.Dec 29
Hibernian.Portland ..Liverpool.Jan 2
City ol i'al'imore..New York. .Liverpool.... Jan 2
City ol New York.New York .Liverpool.Jan 9
F.tna.New York. .Liverpool_Jan 12
City of Antwerp.. .New York. .Liverpool.Jan 16
City of Pans.New York.. Liverpool... .Jan 23
Miniature Almanac.December 23
7.35
rises......
*an sets.4.*0
....

Moon nets.
water....

2HGJAM
7.30

PM

MARI 1ST E NEWS.
Thursday, Deco tuber 94,
ARRIVED.
Carlotta,Colby. Halifax. NS.
Brig Mechanic Dyer, Pnfladelpb-a.
l'.r g « rocus, Colbarn, New York.
Sell Harriet Kirler, Willard Boston.
Scb **0*1011 Light. Board an, Camden.
Sell Effort Rigg ns. Southport.
Sell Fred L We J», «»reenh»*t, booth My.
CLEARED.
SteamerFrauconla.-Sherwood,New Vork— Henry
Fox.
Barque Huuter. York, Matanzas Chutcbill,
Browns & Mans n.
b ig Prentis Hobbs, Snow, Havana— Pblnney &
—

Jack-on%
ch

Aooie, Davis, Caibailen—Churchill, Browns «&
Manson.
Sell Emily & Jenny, He nett, Phliadeldhia— Nickersons Lltcbi e!
& Co
Sell Ocean, Grant, Boston.
SAILED—Steamer Franconia; sobs Hattie Rcss.
and others.

Bad Dyes Invltrbeautiful black or
Perlumers; and
.u!ah
at Batchelor's Wig
Factory is Bond
P,r0IJe,r M oi'Idiod
street,New
York.
JaulliNdlv

?ra!99

TH9SK AFFLICTED WITH
Corns. Bunions, Ingrowing Nails,
trouble ol the tor, can find relief
Dy con% anybr.Emanael
sultlng
at29: Free street. HI, well
knoffit ski 1 in his profession nee'ls no
useless comment having nirmeions testimonials ot
rellaole ceriums who
bavebeen.benefltted by him. For ludther
particulars send lor circnlar.
dec
tf

5-sg

•

]®a'e9

undreary

Lord

Dtoegists

s

and

New Conundrum.

Da.vDBKAKT-Why

Is

Kimmel's

Thirty-Year Six

-OF THE

lug for repairs.
brig Tangier Grant, Irom Savannah tor Boston,
wasai Dutch Idand Haroor /3d inst, with loss oi
siils and part ot deck load having experienced heavy
weather ou the pa-s tge
The new ship iwo Brothers, from Bath tor New
Orleans, which got ashore on Body Island a hw
months since, has been pumped out and effort* were
to be made on tbc 2ia to throw her off*.

New burs.
NEWPORT—Ar 23d, sen Cit Point, Fisher, Portland tor Baltimore.
Sailed 22d, br es Cantina, French, Wiscasset for
Jacksonville; Wm H Parks, Lane, Belfast lor Savannah : schs Grapeshot. Ward well, Portland lor
Baltimore; Octavia A Dow, Starling, Eastport lor
New York.
In port 22d, brig Wm H Parks, Lane, Belfast lor
Savannah; schs Mary S Monson, Lew ip, Portland
tor Washington; Lookout, Bernard, do tor do; Gen
Banks, Fitzgerald, Calais for oo; Julia A Rich, Patten, Ellsworth tor do; Globe, Bragdon, Portland tor
do; Ganges, Regains; Franklin, Colby, and Nellie
Chase, Hamilton, Portland tor New York; Sabino
Jones, Fi ll River lor Savannah.
HOLMES' H< *LE—Ar 22d, brig Annie Eldridge,
Clifford, Maracaibo lor Boston; sch Fanny A Bailey,
Bi ck, Georgetown lot do or Portland.
Ar 23d. schs Water tall. Cameron, im Rockland lor
Baltimore; Fieddie Lewis. Hodedon, tm do for do;
AllieOa^es, PlHshury, do tor New York: N Berrv.
Pendleton, New York lor Boston ; Alice Mvrick,
Keisev. Savannah7 days lor Portland; Ocean Belle,
Emery irom Rockland tor New Yoik; Mary 8 Lnnt,
B own. do tor Baltimore, Starlight. Blatchiml, troia
Calais for New York.
BOSTON— Ar 23d, brig Erie, Searj, Stockholm;
E p Sweet. Lawrence Calbar.en; J D Lincoln, vier
iman Sagua; schs Carrie Walker, Me Faria'd, Irom
Jacksonville’ » era’s L Smith. Bunker, Elizabeth
porn Franconia. Holt, do. Decora, dark, ana Sen-

ator, Faulkner, New York.
Below, brig Obimhorazoo, from Jamaica; sch Gen
Connor.
Cld 23d, brig Fluey, Roberts, Port an Prince; schs
Stamps ie, Bragdon. Mobile: Ospiev, Crowley. from
Machias.
Ar 2itb, brig Chimb0-aio>.
Cook, Kingston, Ja:
sen Gen Connor, Shut**, Philadelphia.
Below, bar ue Rambler.
Old 24 b, barque David Nichol9, Wyman Baltimore; sen Myra. Brown, Bedast.
Sid, brigs Chattanooga, and Antilles
SALI M—Ar 22d. schs Orison, Howe, Eath; Elihu

Burntt, Elweil, Bangor.

FOR FI ON PORTS
Ar at Foo-chow Oct l', barn up What Cheer. Merry,' angkok; 16th, Slmoda Johnson. Shanghae
.-la tm llonz Kong Ocr 24, ship Game cock, SburSm

New York.
Ba avia Oct

m

2ship Jennie Eastman, Star-

Passed Anjier 0:t ?0, barque Antelope, Hill, irom
Sydney. N$W tor Batavia.
Sid tin Calcutta lstintt ship Herald, Blcklord, lor
Boston bar oe Percle, Suow, do.
in |K>rt 9tb ult, slits Kentuckian, Freeman, lor
v»au itius, ldg
C stine, Thuiston. tor Bombay do
Ch rl Be trtn; Anarew Jackson. Held, and
Sap
Dhire Siders unc: barques J U McLarrcn, Corning,
and Me.Is, smith, uic
At Bombay I3tb ult. ships Garnet, Brian!. lor New
York. Moravia. Paiten : Richd McManus. Foster;
Idaho. Murphy, and Matterhorn, Curtis, tor ice
ports and others.
Cld at Gibra’tar 1st irst baroue White Wing,
Wall.* ad*z; l»ani Webster. Nickerson, Messina.
Cld at Havre 7th inst, barque Couiiucicc, Wall,
Cardiff.
Ar at Messina Nov 2», brig F H Todd, Maguire,
Mar-e.l es 30th, barn es Tr vatore, Blanchard, do,
4th Inst, La Clguena Whee»er
Iverpool.
Si t l>t inst brigs C C • ol*on, Perry. New Orleans;
M ttano, Jarvis, New fork; ad. Giles Lonng, PinkLam. Boston.
Sbl im Troon 9th inst, barque Mary E Libby, Libby. Maianzaa.
At London I'th ins', ships Freedom, Biadlev. tor
New York: Caledonia. Mephens. for Philadelphia;
bar ue B«Pliant. Colburn, lor do; brig Nellie Mowe,
Morrlmnn. iqr Philadelphia,
Ar at Portland; E f-lulbsi ship *inrtha
Bowiser,
^oodjurn. irom Batavia lor Amsterdam, leaky, to
proceed with a tug.
Sid tra Grimsby 8th. Pleiades, for Barcelona.
Ar at Buenos A;res Nov 4 bar-met lona.
Campbell. Bang »r; com Dupaut. McQilvery. New York.
In part Nov *0,
barques Carrie E l ong, Par**, lor
?L w York, ldg
Sarah Hobart. White, tor do. do;
Gertrude, Atherton, tor Philadelphia; brig Helen O
Pbinney. Bo d, tor New York.
Ar at Rio Janeiro nth, ship William H Prescott
Batcht-ldbr, Caroitt, 23d, Ci.ailes Davenport, Stev
ens, do.
Ar at Pernambuco 1st Inst,
barque fasco, Gardiner, Mew vor ; sen E Closson • o mbs, do.
Inst, brig tzi. v\ Milams. New Yor *.
Tnni tad 2d inst, brig Sullivan, Perry, irom St
Marvs. Ga. d<sg.
AtDemarara 8tl» inst, brig J 1 cighton, Leighton,
•or New York, ldg; Anna Gardiner,
Gardiner, do;
and others.
Passe I St Thomas 4th inst, brigs Helen Maria,
Hox»e. Tom -t Michael* lor Curac a, to load redw.od
•or New Y rk at
gold; *tu. Jet mo Rbynas, Tuck
er, • »emerara tor Turk* Islands.
At St Thomas Mb inst. barque Palo Alto,
Wiley
for savannah.

.At

Jjst

[Per steamer Westphalia, at New Yoik)
OB Dover toth, Marv Bentley, Clark, from Shields

lor Marseilles.
Ent for hlg at Cardiff
for Rangoon
8ld toi Ardrossan 9ib,

6th, S A Blaisdell,

uy

lh'ang-

,,fSaratoga? Do you give it up?
Ib^Kbke..t?e.?c11
Because It Is tBe sweetest thing In the world.

You con And this charming Perlume at the
FALMOUTH BAZARK,
<HUdltss
118 Middles*.

rations of

Sid Im Faral 23th ult. J M .Wiswell. 1 eck e, NewtonadUnd; tst Inst, wary C Mariner, Mariner, Jlarsellles; iloarlotte Back. Oott. Banzor.
Cld 3d Inst, Jes9ic,
Grant, New York.
Ar at Gibraltar itb Inst, brie
Diaigo. Rumball. tra
New ^ ork r‘ r t etto. (baa landed the first
officer aud
live men t ship John Duncan, abandoned
)
Clu at Havre 9th Insr, Gazelle, Cole, New York.
Sid tin Antwerp loth inn, P U Blanchard. Ihomas
lor Ca'lao.

National Pacific
extending east wardly

~__
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Over

Windows,
Vnglazed

Glazed and

!
HP HE subscriber has them o:i ban l In connection
X with his large assortment of Sashos, Doors, and

Blinds.

Building

Materials,

Lumber dressed ana undressed. A large variety
weU seasoned rad housed.
Mould ngs, Gutters
worked and unworked. Ladders and Steps.
8n‘* 868
18 Preble street Portland.
dc25eodlw*
Al.EY’H ED.YIOND.

from

Railroad Line,
the navigable waters ot

the Pacific Coast to the lines
from the Eastern States.

rapidly building

now

They bear Six per cent, luterest per auuum, in
gold, and both Principal and I ale real arc
expressly made “ payable In Called Suits
Hold

Coin.”

The semi-annual Coupon* are payable, Jo y 1st
and January 1st, In New York City.
The purchaser Is charged the accrued lu

rom

the date ol the last paid Coupon, at the Currency rat*

only.
This Issue ol Bonds constitutes

one

the largeei

ol

papular Corporate Loans ot lb*
country, and therefore will be const mtly dealt In.
The greater portion of the Loan la now In the
and

most

hands of steady Investors

and It 1* probable that

:

before many months, when the Boad I* completed
and the Loan closed, the Bonds will be eagerly

sought for at the highest rates.
They are Issued only as the work progresses, and
to the same extent only as the 0. S. Subsidy Bondi
granteJ by the governm-ui to tho Pacific Railroad
Companies.
Nearly Are hundred mile, of the Road are
now built, and the grading Is well advanced on two
hundred and lift; miles additional.
The jlbkocob Line ackoss tbe Continent
will be completed by the middle of next yeor, when
tbe Overland travel will be very large.
Tbe local business alone, upon the completed por-

rlcn, Is so leavy, and so advantageous, that the gross
earnings average mere than n quarter at a
million of gold per mouth, ol whi*h 33 per
on y Is required for operating expenses.
The net proht nion the Company’s baalnees on
the completed portion, Is abcnt double the amount

oent.

of annual

interest liabilities to be assumed thereup-

will yield a 3t bplls or sr. .bly a Millin Gold alter expense* and Interest are paid-

on, ami

even

if the through connection were not made.

The best 'an Is, the richest mines, together with
the largest iotclomcnt and nearest markets, lie along
this iorl Ion of tbo Paclllc Railroad, and the fhtnre
development ol business thereon will be proportionally great
From these considerations it Is submitted that the

Central

Pacific Railroad
Bonds,

First Mortgago upon so productive a
the promising and reliable seNo better Bonds can lie made.
A portion of the remainder of this Loan Is now
ofleredto investors at

secured by

a

propeny are among
curities now rBcrod.

103 Per cent, and Accrued Interest, In Currency.
The Bonds are for $1,1*00 each.
The Company reserve the right to advance the
price at any time; but all orders actually in transit
tu at the time of any such advance will be filled at
present price. At this time they pay more than
eight per cent, upon the investment, and have, from
national and State laws, guarantees peculiar to
themselves.
We receive all classes of Governmsut'Bouda, at
their full market rates, in
exchange for tbe Central
Pa ific Railroad Bmd?, thus
enabling the holders to
realize from 5 to 10 per rest, profit and keep
the principal of their inves'menta
equally secure.
Orders and Inquiries will receive prompt attention.
Information, Descriptive Pamphlets, etc, giving a
lull account ol the Organization, Progress, Buitueaa
tyid Prospects ol the Enterprise furnished on application. Bonds sent by return Express nt our cost.
Subscription* Received by Bank* and
for tbe loan, throughout

Bankers, Agents
the

United

and

by

Slate*. Cauala

BREWSTER,

Kurspe,

and

SWEET

<t

CO.,

SPECIAL AGENTS,
40 Stale street, Boston.
83^“All descriptions ot Government Securities Bought, Sold or Exchanged, at oui office and by Mall and Telegraph, nt Market
•
Hates.
•

Acc.unl. of Bank., Banker., and
others received and lavorablc arrangements made lor
desirable accounts.

FISK &. HATCH,
BANKERS

AND DEALERS IN
MENT SECURITIES.

GOVERN-

AND

_

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE C. P. R. R. CO.
No. 3 Naa.au Street, New ForkOct 31-eS2m
novU

STEELING SILVER WARE
AND

Electro-Plated

Fine

Ware!

THE GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO., OF
PBOViDENCE, R. I, having the largest manufactory
01 Solid Sliver Ware in the world, with the most Improved machinery, and employing the moat skilled
laoor, are enabled to Oder an unentailed variety ot
new and betiudln! designs In Dinner ServQws, Tea
Services, and every article specially adapted fer Holiday and Bridal Gilts.
They oiler also their well known and unrivalled
Nickel Silver Electro-Plated Ware, tn which they
have Introduced new patterns ot rare elegance. The
Solid Silver is guaranteed to be of sterling parity by
U. S. Mint essay. The Electro-Plate la guaranteed
tn be superior to the finest Sheffield ware.
Orders
received irnm the trade on’r, but thesg. goods may
be obtained trom re-pousible doalert everywhere.
(TV
Trade
Trade Mark
Mark
r-rt

a*****«*<k Ex-

Silver.

piate.
GORHAM MANUFACTURING CO.,
nn3end&n41mo Sale-rn m No 3 Malden Lane, N.T.
The above fine goods lor sale by

LOWELL

&

SEKTER,

301 Congress Street.
CARDS—English, Irish and Amerkan,
PAYING
Just Imported, tor sale at the
t-'almouth Bazaar.
lt« Middle St.

dc23d3t

Oldestf Largest,

Best.

VISIT

McKENNEY & DAVIS’
Fine Art Gallery.
Free Exhibition of

Fine

Oil

Fainting:*,

Picture Frames

all

Styles.

Beautiful l.aigc vilrrere, Alkanes. Fancy
Article, fer Merry I'bri.tmas.

Largest

Stock

in

All at vies ot Photographs
the rest manner.

F

"

‘SCV

the

City.

taken aud finished in
Dec <2—1 w

aILT JEWELRY—C ILL AND exat the
Fulmeulh ilaeear,
118 Middle St.

dc23.t3t

Bankrupt
TRUE

&

Slock.

CLAHK,

Having purchased the hi Disrupt stock of

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers,
Now iu store

3ro.

320

Less

Street,

Congress

Will close oat the

than

same

at

G ost.

All in want nt Boots, Shoes, or Rabhers will du
well to call as above. »s the eoods are all perltct awl
made of the best material an. In a wo.kmanlUt
manner.
TRUK & CLARK.
The store we now ooc ipy will be to not as
soon as the stock Is disposed or.
dci2dlw*

THE

NATIONAL TRUST OO’T
OP THB CITT OF NSW YOKE,

NO.

SPOKEN
Oct 18, lat 18 S, Ion 12 W, ship SylvaD, from Manila
for Corunna.
Nov 11, lat 5 N, Ion 29 W,
ship G uiding Star, Irom
New York lor San Francisco.
Nov 23. lat 17 15 S. Ion 34 11, barque Isabel, from
Portland tor Buenos Ayres.

of

portiou of the Great

Waldo, Baker, New York.

York.

the

one

by the absolute first Hen upon the ?aluable grants,
franchise, railroad equipment, business, etc, of the

•

Pierce,

--

duly authorized and accreditthe most responsible Corpothe American Continent, and are secured
are

ed obligations o!

Saw Jter.

Q'»e«Mtownath. Sylvanus Blanchard, MeaJ*;
aiiao.
J Strout, Stront, Jamaica; 3d, Even Skl,?,a s'191?
line,
New
,i„

Cent.

COMPANY.
Theae Bonds

■

ker, Samarang.

Per

Pacific Railroad

DOMESTIC FORTS.

TKEKALKT—Af 1st, barque Scotland, Theobold,
San Francisco
S
FRANCISCO—Sid 5tb, ship Golden Fleece,
Wllcomb. New Vork.
NEW ORLEANS— Ar l«th barque Asteriaa. Ran
lett. Boston; set M E Gray, Pillsbury, Havre.
PFNSACgLA— Vr 1Mb, barque* Cieniuegos, Davis Cien*ucgos. Pleiades. Packard, Aspinwail.
Cldllih, nar u.- fclorrncc Peters, tiooper. New
Urleana: brig E H Kennedy, Schwartz Boston
JACKSONVILLE—C d istn. sch G W Fish, Willey. Boston.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d, sch Union Flag, Maloney, Philadelphia.
NORFOLK—Ar 2QIh, sch Piscataqua, Humphrey,
New York
BALTIMORE—Ar 2lst, sch White Swan, Collins,
Alexandria.
Cl*l 21st, schs Petrel, Shanks, San Andreas; Henry Hobart, Manson Boston.
Ar 22d, scb S E Woodbury, Woodbury, im Georgetown. DO.
Cld 22d, schs Laurel, Foss, Ellsworth; S L Foster,
Trowant, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 22d, brig Serena P Smith,
Knowhon, Matanzas.
NEW VORK- Ar 22d. ship Pericles, Jones, Glasgow 44 days, brig Scotland, Lawson, Pcmarara; sch*
Mary Sanies, Richards, Calais: Agnes, Young, Ellsworth; M Rabtnson, Hatch, Bristol; Maggie Bell.
Gregory, and F V Turner, Graves, Rockland; G M
Partridge. Pinkham, do ior Virginia; Mansfield, Elwell. South Amboy ior East Greenwich.
Ar 22d, barque Sarah Elizabeth, McLean, Buenos
Ayres 46 days.
Cld 23d, barque Lawrence, Matthews, Genoa; brig
Havana Hennis, Havana; G W Barter, Moore. Key
West: ECbs Mary D Harris, Oiowley, Buihadoes,
Gen Grant Ree l, Norfolk
NEW HAVEN—Ar 22d, schs S P Lindsey, Emery,
and Hattie Coilms, Hill, Elizabetbporr.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 22d, Wave, Falkingham, lui

burne,

!

CENTRAL

ion

Sch J B Var.du^n, irom Pcrt>and ior Matanzas.
iuta Bermuda .6th Inst, wub Ions ot sails.
Hr g J W Sawyer, Baxter. iron Atrica tor Boston,
wa* at Bermuda I9tli Inst, leaky, and was discharg

put

ect

Instantaneous. No
tints. Remedies tbe ill edectsot
a“<J
tbe hair soft and

last evening.
Sawyer and Woodford.—We took a little
glimpse into Sawyer and Woodford’s, near the
corner of Exchange anil Federal streets,
to-day
fad were pleased to notice their varied
stock
of basket
willow
ware
and
goods,
many other
things which are just the thing, to
make a
Christmas present of. Remember
Christmasex^inds to New Year’s.

lor

no

renovator can

The fire department, was soon on the spot,
but the flames were pouring out of the ground
floor in such volumes as rendered it difficult for

possesses an extensive repertoire, we think a
selection could be made by him that would
please the public even more than the one of

Balsam I

Gough

superior
Hie Throat and Lungs.
POSITIVELY

of Congress Place, will be glad to bear
that she is meeting with, great success in the
Christmas Tree which she has got np. The
lriends ot the lady have visited her in large
numbers, and the Tree will continue to receive
visitors during to-day and to-morrow. Give
her a oall for the children’s sake at least.

scorched.

good one, and, knowing that Mr. Vandenhoff

CARPENTER,

E,ve. Ear, Tiiroat and lungs.

corner

which the flames spread, were obliged to escape
from the place as soon as possible, not having
time to take any thing with them, or even to
close the doors of the safe or remove the hooks
and papers. Two or three of the occupants got

CURES !

Dec O-dtfsx

Christmas Tree.—The many friends of
Mrs. J. S. Hobart, at No. 421 Congress street,

was no light or fire.
He was about drawing a
second can of it when he found that it had
ignited, from some cause'unkuowu,and he was
in the midst of flames. Bushing away from it
he alarmed the other persons in the store, four
in number, who, owing to the rapidity with

J&w3ra3n

Can be consulted FREE at tbo U. S. Hotel a few
weeks longer upon B ivuxebs, Deafness, Catabbb, and all diseases of tbs

a

TinvM

DKPARTUHR OF OCEAN STEAMERS
NAME

Security

THE FIRST MORTGAGE

best

Iu Bath, Dec. 21, suddenly, Mrs. Hattie P. McCrillls, wile ot Nelson McCrilhs. aged 23 years.
In Phipsburg, Dec. 19, Mrs. Fidelia Black, aged
34 years.
Iu Ellsworth, Oct. 5, Mr. Reuben Tourtellott, aged
66 years.
Id Trenton, Dec. 14, Mr. Edwin S. Jellison, aged
55 years.
# In Wlnterport, Dee. 4, Mr. Lemuel Clark, aged 67
years 10 months.

MEMorta \DA.

L.

Weeks, and occupied by the latter as a provision and grocery store. The fire originated
from the combustion of kerosene oil. A clerk
had just drawn one can lull from the barrel,
which was in the rear of the store, where there

DIED.

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Q

Testimonial qf Mr. IF. F. Morrill, qf Portland.
1 suftered from Discharge of the Ear tor thirty-four
years belorecoueulllBg Dr. Carpenterin 1865. Alter
apphiuj his remedies tw> months, my ear*waa
cured, and remains so. Any person Interested can
see rue by calling at tie General Atency ol N. Y.
Life Insurance Co., No. 30 Exchange Street.
W. F. MORRILL.
Dec 1st, !8<3i.

stand, pen-holder, pencils,
and
and

trade

DEAFWESS

Hotel, have for sale the neatest little casket for
scholars that we have seeu. It comprises ink-

S'irk.—About half past two o’clock yesterday ailcrnoou fire broke out in the large brick

M. Brooks.

*nn

Kb.

PERMANENT

Furs fob Christmas Gifts.—Could any
be more appropriate. Shaw. 147 Middle

by

Dec. 9, Frank Burrell and Lovina F.

lnMontvlUe.Nov.M, John L. Bean and Eliza F.
Clement.
‘n KUswortli, Dec. 14. George M.
Kay and Aneella
*

p

Testimonial of Mr. T. Aft. Voltan«bre, No.
117 Commercial SH., Porilnud.
This may Cifiity tha* I hove been cored of Chronic Catarrh 01 unn.1 verna &tmdiu£ bv Dr. Carpi n
ter now at the U. S. Hotel. When I consulted Dr,
C. It
1 hil l cor-1 >us discharges trom my head,
very weak e o< ani greit difficulty in b e thing
A course of bts treatment cured me entirely.
I
have had nj return of the di^ea^e.
T. M. FOLLANSBEE.
Portland. Dec. 5. J8C8

thing

Improved School Casket.—Messrs. Loriug, Short & Harmon, under the Falmouth

attcSS.^’

Indigestion

Regulator & Dyspeptic Curer.

Warren's

M. L. A.—The next lecture of the course
will be given on Monday evening next

way, Pennell Brothers have got a
splendid show of poultry and some nice game
or did have
yesterdaj*.

and

CATARRH,

and In the afternoon at 5 o'clock; and on Sundays at 10 A. M. and 3 and 7 P. M.

street, has laid in a splendid variety and will
sell them at low prices for cash.
dec23-3t

L. Abbott.
In Lewiston,

Steamer

St. Luke’s.—There will be services a<i the
Cathedral
this
morning at 10 o’clock,

time.

R

^

Oysp^Dsia

nov9

holiday hours.

Wanted.—Eight carrier boys to deliver “The
Advertiser," Sunday issue, next Sabbath morndec24—2t
ing.

By the

■

TTSE WELLCOME’9

Liver

city,

and Mr. Cole3 as Billy Bowbelis created a
great deal of merriment. We must inform
the manager that punctuality, when the curtain is advertised to rise at 7 3-4, is a
virtue,
and that five acts and a prologue after a farce
is rather a dramatic surleij. We shall endeavor
to make a more extended notice at another

£orni,mUSSl“a
eve^tnel <?,?n°

J-TH;“fu“n'°”dar.dIra

for

L

remarks from the teachers.

Dr. Bennett, room 23 V. S. Hotel.is curing
all manner of disease without medicine.

££Ac®L’

rmiUDlS6

Price 33 cent* and 91.00 per battle.
-1

R.

Christmas Eve. The costumes in the
extravaganza were very neat and tasty,

11 ooo
the ‘•Monument ot
Tru'h,” to be erected
tofis new rails. This company
a
»‘i o
young ladies, will he among Die very
employes about
best ;things in the city.
150 men, and presented each of their
employees
New Jeresalem Society.—Christmas
day sopwi h a turkey for Christmas as has been
vices in Die New Jerusalem
the
Temple,on
High
street.
u t l 0 clock.
Addiess oy Rev. Mr,
custom
of
the
Corporation since its start.
Hayden, on tue
Divine Incarnaiion.
Fet^
people have any idea of the value of
S-rvices next Sunday morningat the usual hour.;
Sermon by Rev. Mr. Hayden, suitable to the
Christ-,1 *8iich manufactories to the business of a place
ma.&erson.
like Portland. A large number of vessels
are
Newbury Street CHUEcn-there will be services at the Newbury street Church next
kept constantly employed in bringing coal and
at
Sunday,
7
PM.
The amount ok money paid out to
Preaching by Rev. Mr. Brown, uf iron.
3,aI'd
ti*>
Chelsea. All are invited.
Ivorkmgn iu the establishment, and expended
State Street CBrRcn.-Rev. Mr.
of
Roble,
for supplies for themselves and families
" atorviilo.
will preach at State street Chiuch on
in
Sunday next.
Portland, adds materially to the amount of reMoustfort St. A M. E. CHURCH.-Tbere will
tail
trade
ofthn
city.
be services at the Mount'ort Street
Church next
usual hours. Preaching by Rev.
r-m*n
John
J Hayslett. Sabbath school at
close oi the
Mb. Vandknhoff—We have heard the
afternoon services.
opinion expressed by. a number of those who
corner ot May and Danforth
were
streets'4 9p°”
Sun
fortunate enough to hear Mr. Vandenhoff
ay by K-ev. Kdward Chase.
Sa .hath «*^acbing
WedSch°01 at n o’clock K
M. All arecordlady
nesday eve. that,if it were possible,the Mercantile Library Association should endeavor
to
at the
meeting
rooms every
J>,ra5er,
secure another reading trom him
neaday and Satur<t:,y
a!"?
during the
"I**1f
7J *° 9 o clwk—
Ladles are invited to
present course. We think the suggestion a

Hi.tric.Cui,

C

Christmas.—The Custom House will be
closed to-day, as well as all the banks in the
city. The Post Office will be open the usual

hy

Thursday.-D, BaniruptCH.—'ihe
examination
wnicli was commenced >« ednesday on
the petition of
Luther 8. Moore, for his final
discharge from bankruptcy, and which is opposed bf the Banks in
this
city, wag resumed atid occupied the whole day.
xhe
testimony on the part of the remonstrants was all
put in, and the
rebatting evidence wa9 con menced
oy the petitioner, but was not
concluded at a JouraT. Drew fjt petiu™r

It is acknowledged to be the best In the market.

Democratic Convention as their candidate for
Representative from this city.

Theatre.—Edmund Coles’ company from
the Theatre Royal, Montreal, opened last night
in an extravaganza entitled tho Illustrious

at

G

WELLCOJIE'S

Democratic Nomination.—Col. Charles B
was
last evening nominated by the

dance, and it will not be their fault it the peo*
pie of Portland do not enjoy it.

Hartford,
Libby,

TRY

Great German Cough Remedy

Merrill

Prta'9.

t olled male.

G

Masquebae Ball-We were informed yesterday, by a person “in the riug," that the
grand Masquerade Ball of the Una’s was really
coming off on the loth of January, and that it
was intended to make it one of the post elegant and recherche affairs that has ever taken

will venture to say that there is not a betlighted hail to be found any where.
Fobest City Band.—This Band gave a ball
last evening at Lancaster Hall, which was well
attended, and a lively and happy time was enjoyed by all present. The members of the
Band understand how to carry out a pleasant

slightly

Boston.

Boston,Mar 13,1868.-SNeod&wly

Present ai ion. —A pleasant afftlr oecurred
yesterday afternoon at the Portland Business
College, npon the occasion of the presentation
of two elegant books to Messrs. W. H. Hobbs
and H. W. Shaylor, teachers at that institution. The presentation was made by Mr. C.
F. Kellogg, In behalf of the students, followed

we

Portland Rolling Mills.—The Portland
Bolling Mills completed last .night their raauftleligjiousi IV’oticea.
Fiji r Parish Church.—Therewl'lba rtligfous
'Utacture of rails for the year, and will now
services at the First Parish Church
onChilstma* ! stop work for two or three weeks
for repairs.
day, commencing ai II o’clock.
They have run with great regularity for the
—The exercises at Case*
street Church this evening will be chaste and
whole year and have turned out over
appro.

I.ECEMDEB TER.M-t OX, j.,

40 State

ciety.

ter

and

Vaults,
Deposit
Ht.9

LEE, HIGGINSON & Co., otter tor IIknt. Shfles
inside their Vaults, at rates from $20 to $100 per
anuuni.
They also offer to receive, on Special Deposit, as Bailees, securities ot persons living in the
cou jtry or traveling
abroad, Officers of the Army
and Nay v, Masters ot Vessels, and others. Circulars
containing full particulars, forwarded on application
to
HENRY LEE, Manager.

Such a list is a sufficient guaranty for the
faithful administration of the funds of the so-

Duchess Quadrille, and If there is any music
that will lend wings to the f. ct it Is that of
An elegant new chandelier of
Offenback.
twenty four burners has |ust been added and

Messrs Jwbaa

OTHER

Hayes, Secretarv
N. F.|Deeriug, Ebeu Steelo,
Recomuiended highly.
Sold by the
Martin Gore, Dr. John T. Gilman, B. Cram, generally.
PREP ARED ONLY BY
Rev. B. H. Bailey'and Rev. Wm. H. Fenn,
Managers.
J) J. Ii U XT O X JR.,

drille, the ladies looked charming, and every
thiog went off as happily as usual on these
festivals of the Blues.
Spibtcaust Levee.—We gazed upon the
Merry Christmas dance of the Spiritualist Society at Congress Hail last evening, and found
a goodly party
enjoying themselves hugely.—
Chandler’s Band was giving them the OraDd

streets,owned by

Union Safe

wan s.

Treasurer;
Wm. W. Thomas,

wo

the corner of Fore

AND

Excellent

«OLU BONDS

In this city, Dec. 24, by Rev. Benson M. Frink,
Altonzo Field, ot Portland, and Miss Allrlda Hussey,
Windham.
Also, Riley W. Mathew# and Miss
Clara E. Gallison both of Portland.
“Gorham, Dec. 23, by Rev. H. B. Abbot, John
£*, * Reeve*.
Esq., ol Portland, and Mrs. Jennie
Richards, ol Gorham.
In Boston, Dec. 23. at
St. James Hotel. Edward J.
Marshall, ot Portland, and Miss Sarah K. Dennett,*
of Kittery.
*
X)ec- !•', Joel S. Boomer and Jennie
a if 'Ti9ton’

Offlec
WM. E. MORRIS,
No. 100 Exchange Stieet.

receive the

SECURITIES AfiD VALUABLE?.

provided

Thomas

was au exceedingly pleasant affair.—
The attendance was very good, the made was
excellent as italways is from Chandler’s Quar-

on

immediately and

the Treasurer,
decl9eodttsN

are
same atthe

To Holders ot Government Bonds

of the society for the present
year, are Wm. Willis, President; Nathan
Cummings. Vice President; Edward Gould,

evening,

block

ot

marrieuT

Bryant.

State Fair.

The officers

B.—The

Wendell

nov24eod6wsn

persons who have not received the premiums
ALL
awarded them at the late Fair,
(requested
to call

for unless we go to them
with means to meet these constantly recur-

Ex. 4’s

see on

The Lewiston Journal relates that a certain
business utap iu that city lias lately introduced imo his shop a coal stove, and Wednesday
morning wishing to have some coal sifted, sent a boy iu bis employ, who was nnacc astound to the use of coal, iuto a neighboring
grocery store to borrow a sifter. One of tbe
firm was iu, who told the boy to take his coal
down cellar, where he would find the sifter.
So dowri went the boy, and finding something
he supposed to ho a sifter, proceeded to use it
in tbe best manner he kuew. Returning up
stairs, he informed the gentleman that the
a fter went pretty hard, and examination developed the fact that hc‘ had run the coal
through a valuable sugar-grinder, completely
The owner of the grinder was
ruining it.
obliged io laugh, but it was rather an expensive “grind.”

phans

do not believe possible.
promenade concert of the
Portland Mechanic Blues at City Hall last
P.

Krugler, 8 & lO John Si.,
New Yor'r, (up stairs) only wholesale agents for (ho
Ac

manufacturers.

Cy* The Carriers ol tbe**PBESs” are not allowed
sell papers singly or by the
week, under any circumstances. Persons who
are, or have been, receiving the Press in this manner, will conler a layer by leaving word at this office.
to

ot

a

Prize Medal awarded at London, Paris and Swiss
Expositions lor best performance.

Quiucbe

_miscellaneous.

Notice.

or-

no28ejd8msN

If ao, ask your Watch-Maker for

tribution will aid the managers to visit their
numerous applicant, with well replenished
hands. Winter presses with unrelenting step;
provisions, clothing, fuel, all are dear.
And how are these destitute widows and or-

Ocean Association.—Another one of those
enjoyable dances by this old and well knowu
organization. Instead of a sociable to-night,
they give a grand bail. Chandler’s Bond will
be a band to put life into any flagging foot, it

the establishment of a direot line of trade from
Chicago to the West Indies, via Mobile. The
ritlroad connection between Chicago and the
litter city is complete, with the exception of
a gap between Cairo, III., and Columbus,
Ky.
Alexander II. Stephens has not accepted tua
chair of Political Economy tendered him by
the University of Georgia.

ANDBOBCOGG1N COUNTY.

no exception to the-past
experience of oar
public aunual meeting, and that a liberal con-

be

cents.
B. h. C.— This society announces a dance at
Congress Hall to night. Christmas night is a
splendid night for a dance, as a proper wind
Chandler’s
up to the festivities ot the day.
Quadrille Band will fu.nish the music, and we
expect the merry dancers will prolong their
Christmas far into the early morning.

Stranger," and the sensation drama of “Foul
Play." There was quite a large audience in
attendance, much larger than we expected to

St«te :Sews.

never been disappointThe hands of the society heve thus been
strengthened and their hearts cheered by these
periodical gatherings, which have enabled
them to mitigate the condition of those of our
poor who have anxiously waited for these visits to their humble door.
We trust that the present opportunity will

West Congregational Church.—We understand that the Sabbath School connected
with the West Congregational Church holds a
festival to-night.
Singing, distribution of
gifts and refreshments. Friends invited.—
Doors open at half prst six. Tickets fifteen

one

sixty

ed.

ability of many of their members in singing, recitations and dialogues. You will no
doubt be well pleased if you attend.

at

its

nual contribution, it has

the

thing

in

never failed
five years of actice service to
administer relief to the deserving objects of its
beauty; and we can truly and cheerfuily say
that in its appeal to our citizens for their an-

through

ment of Truth” by twelve young ladies representing the “Christmas Graces.”
Pine Street Church are going to have
a nice time to-night.
They will display their
pretty gifts on Christmas trees, and display

to

Do You Want a Time-keeper?

Benevolent Society has

The

Casco Street Sabbath School.—Dont
torget the fine programme of the members of
this Sabbath School to night. Singing by the
children, dialogues, gift-trees, and the “^lonu-

a

FOX BLOCK.

Cy*Fine Watches ot all descriptions made

Borel <0 Courvoisier Nickel Watch.

equally

donations. They built better than they knew.
All donors and recipients of the first half centnry, have together gone to their account.

deserving society.

there can be such

SWETT,
WATCH
MAKER,
79 MIDDLE STREET,

successive generations of beneficiaries who
have been aided—comforted by their annual

generally liberal in their patronage ol the different fairs and church entertainments, and
we trust they will not forget this young and

C.

serving.

laying the foundations of
these admirable institutions, is a continual
benediction upon this community, and the

public, and it is for the best reason that could
given; it is ior the purpose of paying off the
debt upon the church edifice. Our people are

EDWARD

SPECIAL NOTICES.

der.

good they .did

be

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Society, which is ten years its elder
brother. Both have gone on together through
these weary years, dispensing their charities
with liberal hands to classes occupying different spheres in our community, but
deAll the original members and contributors of both, have long ceased from their
labors, but their works follow them. The

ly taken the matter in hand aDdthev are going
to give a grand Christmas supper at the church
with dialogues during the evening, and other
entertainments. It is their first call upon the

Congress should hold a session in March
as now provided by law.
An important movement is now on foot fer

41st

This ancient society now holds its
sixtysixth anniversary, and leads in age all the
caaritable institutions of the town, except the
Marine

dances which

Troy ant'quary

Portland Benevolent Society.
The Annual Address before this time-honored society, will be delivered at the church of
the Birst Parish, on Sunday evening next by
the Rev. Mr. Bailey. Services to commence
at 7 o’clock—and a contribution will be taken.

Assumps'.c to recover $2500, one year*!
salary as celling agent and o' her expense* amounting to $32.25. The defence is that plaintiff was not
et

lhe.P,aintiff bought out the InV.te?
3ef.CndanItndntjat
“dan‘> and gave his note tor the interest

A Western editor
being interrogated by
a
correspondent, as to what would h? the

n-t

in our dispatches yesterday, is thus d» scribed,
by the Boston Journal:
An accident, fortunately nut attended with
loss of life, occurred Wednesday evening about
halfpasi six o’clock at the darw-bridge of the
Boston and Maine railroad, near Prison Point
Charlestown- 1he draw had been removed
tor the purpose of the passing through of a
steam mg, and yet remained open as the six
o’clock train from Medford approached. The
usual signal had been hoisted, hut the clouds
of smoke thrown out by the passing tug, it is
said, obscured them from the sight of the engineer of the train, who discovered the actual
condition ot things too lato to check ds progThe engine, tender and baggage car
ress.
went, into the abyss, while the forward one ot
the three passenger cars was carried with full
force across the opening, striking the forward
end against the further abutmeDt of the draw,
and there lodging.
The engineer leaped into
the water and svram ashore without other injury than a cold drenching. The fireman leaped upon the bridge and also came off unhurt.
There was some twelve passengers in the forward ear who were pretty badly shaken up,
and received some scratches aud bruises.—
Some lades were among tho passengers, and
as the upper end of tho car was
completely
smashed in by the eoliission a hole had to he
cut through the root before they could be relieved from their disireasing situation. All. 30
far as we could learn last evening, were able
to return to their homes without assistance.—
Late last night the engine, tender and baggage ear remained submerged in the channel,
which has a depth of ten feet at low water, and
it will probably Vie some days before they can
be removed.
It will be recollected b.v many that an accident ofa similar character (which, however,
involved a serious loss of life,) occurred at the
same place several years ago,
and which
prompted the existing legislation upon the
management of trains on approaching draw

Superior Court.
DEpMBEB TES:u—G0D3ABD, J„ PBlSIDINO
Thursday,—Henry Lodng ts. Reuben A. Rich-

Capital

3.36 BROADV2I,
ONE MILLION Dollars.

CHARTERED by the state.
ABIU9 R.

Manqam, Pres.

JA9. Merrill, Sec’y.

O ECEIVKS deposits and allows FOUR PER CENT
LV INTEREST on all daily balances, subject to

sight. SPECIAL DEPOSI TS tor six month
The capital
or more may bo made at five per cent.
of ONE MILLION DOLLARS is divided among *ver
500 shareholders, comprising many gentlemen ut
large wealth and financial experience, who are also
personally liable to depositors for all obligations of
the Company to double the amount of their capital
stock. As the NATIONAL TRUST CO. receives deposits in large or small amounts, aud permits them
CHECK AT
tobedrawn a* a whole or in part
SIGHT aud WITHOUT NOTICE, allowing interest
on all daily balances, parties throughout the
country can keep accounts in this insiltution with
special advantages of security, convenience and
check at

by

profit.

_J une29deod*S:eowCmla

CASES, with NICE CUT-GLASS BOTTLES—tome very choice patterns, Just received
Falmeath Bazaar,
at the
US Middle St.
dots dSt
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LATEST NEWS
BY TELEGRAPH TO THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

Friday Morning,

December 26,1868.

WASHINGTON.
AMNESTY

proclamation.

Washington,

Dec. 24.

By the President of the United States—A Proc■
lamation.

Whereas,

*

the President of the United States
heretofore set forth several proclamations
offering amnesty and pardon to persons who
had been or are concerned in the late
rebellion
against the lawful authority of the government
of the United
States, which proclamations
were severally issued on the 8th of
December,
1863; on the 26th day of March, 1864; on the
29th day of May, 1865; on the 7th
day of September, 1867, and on the 4th day of July in the
present year; and
Whereas, the authority of the Federal Government having been re-established in all the
States and Territories within the jurisdiction
of the United States, it is believed that such
prudential reservations and exceptions as at
the dates of said several proclamations were
deemed necessary and proper
may now be
wisely and justly relinquished, and that an universal amnesty and pardon lor
participation
in said rebellion extended to all
who have
borne any part therein will tend to secure
permanent peace, order and
prosperity througliout the land, and to renew and
restore
fully
and fraternal feeling among the
whole people their respect for and attachment
to the national government
designed by its
patriotic founders for the federal good.
i.un, Luereiure, db ii Known mat 1, Andrew
Johnson, President of the United States, bv
virtue of tbe
power and authority in me vested
by the Constitution, and in the' name of tbe
sovereign people of the United States, do hereby proclaim and declare, unconditionally and
without reservation, to all and to
every person
who, directly or Indirectly, participated in the
late insurrection or rebellion a full
pardon and
amnesty tur the offence of treason against the
United States, or of adhering to their enemies
civil war, with restoration of all
uDg the
rights, privileges and immunities under the
constitution and tbe laws which have been
made In pursuance thereof.
In testimony whereof I have
signed these preswith my band and caused the seal of the
ents
United States to he affixed. Done at the
city of Washington the 25th day of December, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-eight, and of the
of the United States of America the ninety-third.
(Signed)
Andrew Johnson.

independence

By tbe President:
F. A. Seward, Assistant
Secretary of State.
The lull pardoning and amnesty
proclamaHornust issued bv President Johnson Includes
Jefferson Davis,
Breckinridge, Jacob TUomn-

Mason, Slidell, and all others who were
directly or indirectly engaged in tbe late iu
sou,

surrection or rebellion.
The parties
named are now in foreign countries.
""

■-
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LIQUOR LICENSE LAW.
Boston, Dec. 24.—The Supreme Court have
decided that the enactment of the liquor license law last winter did nor repeal the law
know as the “liquor nuisance act” which is as
ioliows:
“All buildings, places or tenements resorted
to (or prostitution, lewdness or illegal gaming,
or used for the sale of intoxicating liquors,
shall be deemed common nuisances.”
This law allows the prosecution of both occupant and owner of the buildings so used.—
All such cases where conviction has been recorded have now been remanded for sentence
which is generally $50 and costs.
MU. COLFAX AT SPRINGFIELD.
President ColSpringfield, Dee. 24.—Vice arrived
in this
fax, accompanied by bis wife,
guests of Samuel
city to-night and are the
the
Republican. Mr.
Bowles, Ksq., editor of
Colfax will bold a reception at the rooms of the
to-morrow evening, and will
Club
Springfield
be serenaded by the United States armory band
and armorers.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
FIRE AT THE KEARSARGE MILLS.

Portsmouth, Dec. 24.—The boiler room of
the Kearsarge Mills took fire last evening at 8
o'clock. The alarm that the mill was on fire
occasioned considerable excitement, but the
fire was soon extinguished without much

damage.

ARKANSAS.
THE POLITICAL TROUBLES.

Memphis,

Dec. 24.—A special dispatch to the
Avalanche from Little Rock says there is great
there
over the arrival of two of Gen.
rejoicing
Grant’s staff to investigate the militia outrages. Refugees continue to arrive at Little

Rock.

MISSOURI.
POPULATION OP ST. LOUIS.

St. Louis, Dec. 24.—The census returns of
St. Louis county give the
population at 241,071,
an increase since 1864 of 53.251.

EUROPE.
ORE AT BRITAIN.

Queenstown, Dec. 24.—The steamship Mar-

mora, which

left Cardiff a few days ago for
Bangor, Me., with a cargo of railroad iron, has
been obliged to return to the mouth of the
Shannon. She experienced a heavy gale and
was badly damaged.
Several of tbe crew were
badly damaged by the violent sbifling of the
cargo.
London, Dec 24.—The London Times this
morning lu reviewing tbe recent teport of the
Treasurer of tbe United States, denies altogether a disheartening view of American finances.

Vice Chancellor, Sir G. M. GiffoTd, succeeds
the new Lord Chaucellor, Sir William Page

of the Lords Justices of the
Wood,.as
Court of Appeals in the Chancery. Mr. James
has been appointed a Vice Chancellor to fill
the vacancy occasioned by the promotion of
Sir G. M. Gifford.
The Judicial Committee of. the
Privy Council have rendered a decision in the case of Martin v. Mackonocbil, in- tbe Court of Arches
by
Sir P. Pbillimore. The charges against Mackonocbil were kneelfrog or prostrating before the
consecrated elements and the use of lighted
candles, Tbe Privy Council, after a lengthy
hearing and due consideration to-day, announced their decisiou against Mackonocbil
and iu coudemnation of the pracices
charged
against him.
one

SEW FORK.
KB.

washbusne’s account of his trouble
WITH LOPEZ.

New York, Dec. 24.—The Sun
reports an
interview with Mr. Washburne, late Minister

Paraguay. Mr. Washburne says Lopez had
ordered everybody out of
Asuncion, and same
fifty persons flocked to the American Legato

for protection, among them the Portuguese Consul. Lopez demanded this Consul.
Mr. Washburne refused to give him
up, unless
the charge was stated. Lopez then
charged
him with complicity in a revolution. He was
then given up, as were also others on the same
charge and demand, except Bliss and Masterman, who were attached to the Legation.
These were demanded on the same
charges.
Mr. Washburne refused, and demanded his
which were retused. Finally he was
passports,
Informed that there was proof of his own complicity, but owing to Lopez’s respect for the
American Republic he would grant Washburne his passports instead ol arresting him.
On leaving, however, Bliss and Masterman
were arrested. Soon after Mr. Washburne received a letter irom Bliss charging him witb
complicity in the revolution The letter was
extracted from Bliss by threats of torture.
New York, Dec. 24.—Interviews were held
last evening with Mr. Webb and Mr. Washburn relative to South American affairs.
Gen. Webb, in the course of his remarks,
Mated that he had been Minister to Brazil seven years, and
proposed to remain there no
longer after next March. The war in Paraguay was commenced without any just cause
ou the part of Lopez, the
self-imposed dictator
of that pretended republic. His enemies are
tbe Brazilians, Uruguayans and tbe
Argentine Republic, who consider him the common
enemy of mankind. The allies, however,have
prosecuted the war in a most inefficient manner.
The troubles have but just commenced.
Brazil has wasted CO,000 men already and she
caunot afford to lose more. That country is
greatly in need of laborers, and it would take
twenty years before emigration could supply
the loss of the last two years. Her conduct of
tion
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allied forces outnumber those of Lopez three
to one, and yet he keeps them easily at
bay,
and if forced to any extremity be can fly to the
strongholds in the mountains, where it will be
impossible to dislodge him.
Our o_wn troubles with Paraguay are of a
very serious nature, as two of the American
legation are now held prisoners by Lopez.—

England spent £30,000,000

to

protect English-

men in Abyssinia, but the United States has
done nothing yet to defend her honor in Paraguay. Gen. Webb said that Minister Washbum was in danger of his life in Asuncion,
and that he was compelled to send a United
States war vessel after him. The allied forces
would not allow it to pass their blockade, but
the General declared that if tho right was not
given to his ship to go up the river, he should
demand his passports. For this reason he had
become unpopular at his station. The General
was particularly severe on the conduct of Admiral Davis on his tardy movements.
Mr. Charles A. Washburn, recent Minister
to Paraguay, reviewed all the events of the
past two years. When he returned to Kio in
1865, he found that the allies were blockading
the Platte river, and that they refused his passage of the blockade to Paraguay.
Admiral
Gordon, of the United States declined to enforce the right to pass up with the United
States Minister until so ordered, and then no
resistance was offered. Mr. Washburn thus,
after fourteen months of fruitless attempts to
reach his station, finally arrived there in November, 1866. He took with him provisions
enough to last eight months, as the country
was almost in a starving condition.
Lopez
welcomed him on his arrival, and for about a
year matters went on smoothly. Trouble, however, Soon came. Lopez is a man of deep suspicious and intensely hates everyone not known
to he truly loyal to him. He is an object of
fear to all the inhabitants of Paraguay, and
his nature is cowardly, cruel and bloody. He
suspected that a revolution was being organized against his government, and that foreigners
were Implicated in if. Mr. Washburn detailed
his troubles with Lopez on this account, the
circumstances of which have heretofore been
made public. He has received no intelligence
from either Mr. Bliss or Mr. Waterman, the
members of his legation who were detained by
Lopez, since be left the country. What the
new Minister to Paraguay, Mr. McMahon, will
be able to accomplish in the matter remains to
be seen.
The condition of Paraguay is forlorn in the
extreme. A reign of terror exists there and
the pcllcy of Lodpz seems to be to kill off every
man not heartily
engaged in his desperafis
cause. Our ministers believe that Injustice
has been done them in this country respecting
their action, but no one knows the frightlul
state of affairs at the seat ot war in South
America.
When the entire history of the
events there is known, their conduct, they
will be justified.

^clajm,

TELEGRAPHIC

demonstration in
PROFESSOR MORSE.

honor of

Sew Yore, Dec, 24 —Chief Justice Chase
has consented to preside at a banquet to be
to Professor Morse at Delmonico’s on
the 29tb. We understand that telegraph instruments will be brought into the banquet
room, and communications sent to and from
all parts of the world.
CITY AND VICINITY.

New STork, Dec. 24.—District Attorney
Courtney [publishes a letter iu the Evening
Post, denying any responsibility for the postponement of the trial of parties indicted lor
whiskey frauds, and says be is ready, willing
and eager to try any or all of their cases as
soon as he can have an opportunity to do so.
Heinrich Schafer, the alleged German wife
murderer, who was surrendered under the extradition treaty, left on the steamer Main for
Bremen to-day, iu custedy of Deputy Marshal
Dwire.

Edward Stevenson, a boy eighteen years old,
of Bridgeport,Conn., unsuccessfully attempted
to commit suicide in City Hall Park this forenoon, by shooting himself with a pistol. Cause
extreme poverty.
The liabilities of Turnbull, Stade & Co., dry
goods dealers, who have failed, a-e $1,600,000.
Their hooks, however, show a surplus of $250,000. and it is thought they may be able to make

settlement and go on with their business.
Wendell Phillips, in the Anti-Slavery
Standard to-day, opposes vehemently the repeal of the tenure of office bill.
In the Belmont vs. Erie Railroad case, argument was had to-day before Judge Cardoza,
on a motion to vacate the order
appointing
Gratz Natban referee, to take fhe compulsory
affidavit of Vice President Diven. The decision was reserved.,
a

ty, Kentucky, on Friday night, from ten to
twenty of the Klans shot thiee negroes, two
of them at Sulphur Springs and one at Morganfieid. At the latter place they entered a

house and shot him while he was in
bed with his wife. In return he shot and dangerously wounded one of the Ku-Klux. He
was afterwards shot three or four times beaten
with a hot shovel aud left for dead. The other
negroes were not mortally wounded. On the
game night five men entered the house of a
negro in the same county, and made him get
out of bed and stand while thCT outraged the
The sheriff of the county
person of bis wife.
succeeded, with the aid of a posse, in arresting
five of the supposed Ku-Klux. The county is
greatly excited, and Morganfield is guarded
nightly by citizens.

negro’s

CONNECTICUT.
CHURCHES BURNED.

Hartford, Dec. 24.—St. John’s Episcopal
church at Waterbury, was destroyed by fire at
five o’clock tbia morning. The fire caught
Loss $100,000;

been received:
M. Delikannor, the Grecian Minister, has
formally retired from his post and returned to
Athens.
Edward Joy Morris, the American
Minister,
has consented to extend the
protection of his
legation to Greek subjects in CoHitantinople.
lhe Sublime Porte declines to
recognize the
proposed conference of the great powers.
It is regarded as almost certain that France
and England will join in the conference for
settling the Eastern question.

Athens, Dec.

23.—The government demands
from the Chambers an
extraordinary levy of
troops. The national guard has been mobilized and Paras and Patras are fortified.
ASIA

insured for

$35,000.
The Hudson reformed Dutch church was
totally destroyed by fire at about 3 o’clock this
morning. It was a large wooden edifice and
one of the oldest churches in the'country.
A
Christmas festival was held there last night,
which probably accounts for the fire.

immediately declared,

and

Beautiful Large Mirrors, Albums, Fancy

as a

styles Photographs taken and finished in the best

received here giving the particulars of a dreadful accident which occurred
recently near
Smyrna, in Asia Minor. Two Egyptian mail
steamers came in collission in the Gulf of
Smyrna. It was said that over 200 passengers
were killed by the shock.

GEORGE P. SANGER, President.

—

WEST INDIES.

For opinion, no charge. Send sketch and description. For application send model not over one loot
in size, and $16 first Government and Stamp lees.—•
Specifications, Drawings, caveats; assignments prepared ; rejected claims prosecuted. Also, interferences, extension ot patents, and appeals. Patents
taken out in all European countries. Illustrated
pamphlets, 110 pages, sent Iree. Address MUNN &
oc2lisd3m
CO., No 37 Paik Row, N. Y.
jewelry-afine assortment
at the
Falmouth Bazaar.
dec 23d3t
118 Middle St.

Rubber

Every dne Knows
WITHOUT BEING

18.—Advices from Hayti state
that an English and French fleet went to Gonaives to demand the French ship Levida
and the American schooner Dehart, which
were captured by Gen. Chevalier
charged
with attempting to run the blockade of Bemarks. The vessels were released immediately, and Gen. Chevalier offered indemnity for
the outrage, which was accepted by the captain ot the French vessel. The captain of the
Dehart refused to accept of the indemnity and
left his vessel at Gonaives.
The blockade of Hayti has been declared
effective, and recognized by all the foreign
ministers. Vessels going into ports net held
by the Government and captured are legal

"bal^fexSs

Currency Sixes,.

for

QCOTCHWOOD
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X343
1141

Birds,
A

109?
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CHILDREN’S

Goo J?

A.
itt'er

MOTHER^!!!

PROCTER

thefac-rimile

Books

Silver

pARIANS

BIBLES,
for presents.—
dec21dlw

BRONZES,ELEGENT STYLES.

AND

.1

FALMOUTH
de23-d3t

and Plated

GOLD

CARRYING THE

CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES
MAIL.

LOT

OF

Passengers Booked to Londonderry and
Liverpool. Return Tickets granted oi
Reduced Rates.
THE

AND ENGLISH

Steamship Nestorian, Capt. Dutton,
leave this port tor Liverpool, on SATURDAY.

FANCY GOODS
NOW OTPENINO

at

MeDUFFEE’S,

will
Dec 26, immediately alter the arrival of the tram of
the previous dat from Montreal.
To be followed by the Hibernian, Capt. Smith, on

Jan. 2d.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin (ac$70 to $80.
cording to accommodation)

Steerage,

SUITABLE FOR

Holiday

and Bridal Presents.

Sewing Machines,

and examine the

CALL
tion, and

Improved Drop Feed

Ac-

IMPROVED FLORENCE,
different sticbes and has the Reversible Feed.
QST-Machines to let and Repaired,
t
W. S. DYEH, 158 Middle St.,

that makes four

Juaction Free.

dc23eodlm

lot of those 25 cent pocket
Books, just received at tbe
Falmouth Bazaar,
dc23*3t
118 Middle St.

Another

To The Elector* of The City ol Portland.
is hereby given that in pursuance ol
warrants lrom the Mayor and A1 derm ah of tbe
City of Portland, the inhabitants ol said City, qualified according to law, will meet in their respective
Ward Rooms, on Monday the twenty-eight# day ol
December instant, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
then and there to give in tlieir votes for ONE REPRESENTATIVE in the Legislature of this.State, to
till tbe vacancy occasioned by the decease oINewfl
*

NOTICE

A

Foster.
The polls on such day of election, to remain open
until four o’clock in tbe afternoon, when they shall
be closed.
Tbe Aldermen of said city will be in open session at
tbe Ward Room in City Building, entrance on Myrtle
street.lrom nine o’clock in tbe forenoon to one
o’clock In the afternoon, on each ol the three secular
days next preceding such day of election, and trora
three o’clock to five o’clock on the afternoon on.the
lor the purpose of relast ol said threesecular
of voters whose
ceiving evidence of the
names have not beeu entered on the Lists of qualified
Voters, In and for the several Wards, and lor correcting said Lists.
J. M. HEATH, City Clef*
>»dcl9td;
Portland, Dec. 18, 1868.

days,
qualification

$25.

or its
or passage

FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
dc23-d3t118 Middle

WE

IH

Gold

Payable
equivalent.
Jgg**For Freight
apply to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 8 India St.
dtf
Portland, Dec 4, 1868.
1LT GOODS, ELEGANT FOR CHRISTMAS
Presents.
in

St.

Falmoutb, Plants. T. Harrison, St
George, Gone,
And other

Choice Brands

Louis Flours!

St.

good assortment of Michigan, Illinois and
Iowa White and Red Wheat Flours in store and lor
Also

sale

Than at any Store
December 22. dUUJani

by

O’Brion, Pierce & Co.
dtf

PRESENTS,
ETY.
CHRISTMAS

IN GREAT VARI-

FALMOUTH

dc23d3t

BAZAAR,
>18 Middle

St.

speedy and certain
remedy for CoughsjColds,
Hoarseness, Sore Throat,
19

a

Bronchitis,

FOR

Catarrh, In

Holiday Goods!
and Avoid the Rush!
email

years thousands have been speedily and effectually
cured by its timely use while suffering from severe
colds, protracted coughs, and from other forms ol
lung disease 1 It is prepared from vegetable balsams
and the medicinal properties of roots and herbs,

with

no

minerals

poisonous acids, simple and
used, it can be taken at any

I'.unik t

TXT E shall offer great inducements in Walcbea.
**•“ Jewelry, Silver and Plated
tv are, till Jan.
1st, as we contemplate making* a
change In our business.
We are opening the largest stock ol

Goods

Fancy

and

t

Toys

offered in this city at prices lower than
ever,
constating of Writing Des\ n, Work Boxes, Ladles
and Gents Companions, Smokers
Jewel Boxes,
Jetts,
Glove and Handkerchief
Boxes, Back-Gammon
Boards, Chessmen, Portfolios. Vases, Watch Stands.
Opera Glasses Trastrope, Parlor Croquet, and
Implements for Parlor Croquet.
Traveling Bags, Card Receivers, and Rocking Horses.
Our stock of Toys are too numerous to
mentionwe have everything in the
Toy line, bought at the
lowest New York prices.
?£* *}*? have a large assortment of SLEDS, and
LADIES’ and GENTS’ SKATES.
{^"Wholesale and Retail.
ever

CHAS. DAT, JR., & CO.,

94 Exchange Hirer.
Nov 19-3tis t lawtill dclO t dljal

pAREPA

ROSA USES IT! WHAT ?
th<S Roses”~tllat elegant

WHY,

perfume,

at”the8

be had

FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
___Ilk Middle St.

New Store and New G-oods I
Christmas
DUROY

has Gome !

FANNOF,

respccttully inform their friends and
public that they hav-* opened a

WOULD

Confectionery
37 Free,

the

Store I

of Centre Street,

where they invite them to come and make their
lection of goods for

Christmas
TCiey have

Hundreds suffer

lyaold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medithrought the United Btates.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Portland,

silence, and hundreds

ol

others apply vainly to druggists and
doctors, who either merely tantalize them with the
ol a cure

apply remedies which make

or

not assert

anything that

but I

am

them

would

obliged to say

I

worse.

would

GEItRISH <£*

that

although

It

may

UJSIA
Pocket

LEATHER

produced irom excessive exhaustion of the powers

ing, Recitatioas,

and food, protuso
menstruation, the use ot lea and
coffee, and frequent childbirth, it Is tar oftener caus-

by direct Irritation, applied the

ed

mucous

mem-

brane of the vagina itself.

Aud other attractions at Pine nireet
Church,

Friday

is moat

to the

S| Ocean Association,

pain till to contemplate the at-

subject to enumerate

a

n*«, health, and happiness otwomanin

ot

more or

exists for precocious education and

and

LANCASTER
-ON

In

midnight

Thus, with

unduly

the

body half rlothed,

by pleasure, perverting

revel the hours

designed by nature for

work ol

Books,

destruction Is ball

J

Throat,
;R«!UIBF8
AND

IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
SHOOED BE CHECKED.
Bt
ALECrWID TO CONTINUE,

|

Irritation of tke Lungs, ap*.
maneut Throat AtTecuoa, or
an Incurable Lung Pinfise
IS

OFTEN THE BESHLT.

BROWN’S

Bronchial Troches !
Having a direct influence Jo the
parts, giving Immediate rebel.
For Bronchitis, Asthma, CaUerth, Con*
aumptive and Throat Diseases.
Troches are used with always good succeM.
_

and Public

Singers
will find

Speakers
the

Troches usetul in clearing
voice whtfo
taken before Singing or Speaking, and re Having the
throat after an unusual exertion tn the vocal organs.
The Troches are recommended and prescribed
by
Physician?, and have had testinjoufals iron® eminent
men throughout the
Being an article of
country.
trne merit, and having proved tffceir efficaf y by a test
ot many years, each year finds them in new localities in various parts ot the
world, and the Tioche9
are universally pronounced
better than other articles.

General Agents for Maine.

thus aggravating the evil.

When

a

ly sensitive

to

now

the exercise

indispensable

constant

to ttse attainment and

CASES-GKNTLEMEN
DRESSING
DIES—Furnished complete. Some
received at the

AND LApatterns

new

just

dc23d3t

Falmouth Bazar,
118 Middle St.

OFFICE OF THE

to night air; the sudden
change ot temperature; the
complete prostration produced *y excessive dancing,

necessity, produce

least

early marriage

au

their

legitimate effect.

the uutortunate one, hitherto

so

utteily regard-

lees ot the plain dictates and remonstrances ot her

unwilling subject

an

medical treatment. This is but
the experience of thousand^ ot
before

a

New Haven, Ct., Aug. 15,1868.
TATE have appointed Messrs.
JORDAN &
TV BLAKE, ot Portland, Me., sole agents for
the sale of our Ho&ks tor the city of Portland, who
will be prepared to fill all orders for the trade on the
same terms as hy us.
CHARLES A. CROSBY, Secretary.

of

our

young

the ability to exercise the (unctions ot

emotions and associations at an early period

life; and

as we

shall subsequently see, these

Sept9-dtf

CHAINS—A NEW AND SELECTED
Falmouth Bazaar,
118 Middle st.

assortment at tne
WATCH
dc23d3t

DAY,

Portland,

Dec 24, 1868.

WILLIAM ROSS. Clerk.
dc24td

P. W. Stoueham,
D. E. Adams.

fiST* Tickets $1,00 admitting Gentleman anti Lady.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
<tec22dtd

their lives or increasing the amount o! insurance tfcey
already have, is called to the speciil advantages of-

THIRD GRAND

THE

BAND

Circulars, Pamphlets and full particulars given on
application to the Branch Office of the Company, or
to the

Promenade Concert!

UNDER

City Band,

Will

come

Saturday Concert
Evening,
Brass Band

will

Dancing will

NEW ENGLAND GENERAL

THE

BY

Forest

commence

W. E.
3

commence

at 8

o’clock, and

precisely.
Tickets ad-nitting Gentleman and Lady, 50 cts;
Single Tickets 25 cts.
dc24 3t

L.

November 28, 1868.

Falmouth

dc23 d3t

peifec

Wendell

Ocean

f, fj

MAN
WHAT

BY

dc23d3t

Maine

Company!

Friday Evening, Jan. 1st,
OTHELLO,
Saturday Evening, Jan. 2nd,

Females in every period: of life, from imaucy to
extreme old age, will find It a remedy to aid uateire
the discharge ot its ftmctions. Strength is the glpry
ofmanhoo l and womanhood.

Grand
dc25dtd

Matinee.

Perfume
GOODALL’S

Sachets.
FALMOUTH

BAZAAR,
118 Aliddle St.

New.

Twenty-five Cent and One Dollar

botllc, Mix far fttidO*

Delivered to any address. Describes symptoms in'all
communications- Address

No.

Where you can have your choice of auy goods on the
Counter lor 2$ cents.and receive a check tor ni* artiior $1.00.
cle which you can
This novel mode of s ile or Holiday Good?, is atot
crowds
eater
customer?, who go away
tracting
well pleased with the great bargains they have re-

buy

ceived.

Remember the Place, 13 Free St.
Dec 22-dlw*

Montreal Ooean Steamship Co
Steamer for Newfoundlar
The Steamship North American,
Bake well, Commander, or other Steam-

er sailing from Poitland, on the 16th
__January, is inteuded to call at SfJohns, N. t'. to land and receive passengers,
SS^*Rate of passage irom Portland to St. J*®®3'
Cabin *10.00
Steerage **<>.<»

Payable in gold or its equivalent.
H.& A.
ply to
ALLAN-^31™11*5^
T„«

±4
jS/M
1,1

eUv
F

sale!

well
and

Is an extra built vessel, and
chains.
in proportion to lier tonnage; lour years
and is a good sailer. Sold to close a concern.
further particulars apply to

NICKEltSON, PERKY & i'HACHKR.
dtt

Broadway,

N*w

York,

Annual Meeting ot the Stockholders ip “The
Ca*co National Bank et Portland** will be held
at their
Hou-e on Tuesday, the I2tb day
ot January, 1869, at 10 o'clock A M, for tho elect lop
of Directors and for the transact ion ot inch other
business a* may legally come before them.

Banking

L.

genuine unles»doneuf> in a Heel-engrav-

chemical wareed
wrapper, with tac-slmlle of my
II. T. HRLMBOU).
hr ,use, and signed
sepia
Feh 20 oodJteow ly

A.

THE

to leave their names with the Librarian.
Library o|«n every afternoon from 2 to 6 o’clock,
and Saturday evenings from 7 to 9j o’clock.
Pet Order Library Committee.
dc9il3w

hereby notiStockholders ol ibis
fied that Lhtlr Annual McrUbgvlll.be held ot
their Banking Room No3! Excb.nge St., on TUESDAY, the 12th day of January next, at 3 t'olccit P
M, to choose tire Director, for the *n,nt g year, and
to act ou any ether businese that may leg all r

The

before tlem.

just the thing for

GLASSES,
Call and See
Present.
OPERA
Falmouth
the
mas

dc23d3t

_

some

a

dtd

Cumberland National Bank.
Banking Room on TUESDAY, the Uth
1S6C, at 3 o’clock P M. for the ekoan t the trancactioO af any other
that
may then come Neore them.
tmsiness
SAM’L BMAI.L. Oa>hler.
Portland. Dec 12, 1868.del kit d

ii -r'jenuarr,
h"? of Directors

_

UST THE THING FOR A NICE CHRISTMAS
PRESENT-A Box of that Fancy Perfumery to
had
he
only at the
FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
113 Middle St-

For Bale.
J

Schooner LoSr. 12
ment, 15 years old.

new measure

Schooner AUSTERUTZ, 57 tot,, D*»
measurement. 15 years o'd.'
Schooner SAMUEL GJLBELT. 51
tons, now measurement, 17 years old.
GEORGE STEELE,
Apply to

jtf'l'

Rogers Sweet, Gloucester, Mass

Butter Powder, at a eort ol 20 cents »
pouud. Simple in operation, harmless in use. Two

lihle

{rounds ot butter can- be made from "one quart ot
milk, sufficient Powder to make 80 pounds ot fruiter,
wanted In
sent tree on receipt ot prie'e ft.
every Town and County, to introduce ibis wonderful economizer.
GOSHEN BUTTF.R CO., 102 Nassau St., N. Y
dee 22-d2w

Agents

__

SLEEVE
dc23d3t

Christ-

very fine

ones

BUTTONS—a choice assortment at the
Puliuaulh Bazaar,
Middle Street

Middle St.

_its

Notice—°Pen Even In us,

..A’rfe»‘

p,y

Hazaar.
U8

..

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

Portland, Dec. 14, 1863.

OP BOOK AND OCR PRINTING
neatly and cheaply done at this office.

at

Bank of

r, ink are

jy FRESH BUTTER. 20 CENTS PER POVND.
The Greatest Invention ot the Age, Butter made In
trem three to five minute,, by the use of our IktaL-

Library of this Association will Ini closed
until Saturday, P. M. Dec. 12, when It will be
oi>ei)ed at their New Rooms,

•

are

dtd

National Traders
Portland.

The

li/kinds
None

©ERBI8H, Cashier.

12.1SC8._

decl4d.lv

Corner Congress and Temple Sts.
Persons wishing to become members ot the Association, or subscribers to the Library are requested
694

Casco National Bank.

ANNA M. NASH, oi
tons, carpenter’s

In good condition,
sails, rigging, anchors

Sind

M.
Chemical Wi>>'e,l°use

legally

B. C. SOM EBBr, Caahlar.
Dec 12,1868.li.ltd

Me.. 123

“00,.iiiement,
in

October 30,1868.

Bruy u-

any

13 Free Street.

Pnr

•

Stockholder* qf “Jb*

fbeni, will b« hold at fbelr Biakfru
'iufS'iay, the twelttb day ol January, 1

Dec

GREAT RUSH AT DOW’S,

*

HELiliBOLO,

I
I

of the

Director?,
other bu*lne?s that may

E. P.

Sale!

more

Helmbold’s Extract Btchu having received the endorsement of tbe most prominent physician® in the
United States, is now offered to afflicted humanity as
a certain cure for the following diseases and sympGeneral
toms, ft om whatever cause originating:
Debility, Mental and Physical Depression, Imbecility, Determination of Blood to tbe Head, contused
Ideas, Hysteria, General Instability, Itestleacmess
and Sleeplessness at Night, Absence of Muscular I f
ficiency, Loss of Appetite, /Dyspepsia, EmaciationLow Spirits, Disorganization or Paralysis of the Organs of Generation, Palditation of the Heart, and, in
tact, all the coucomitants of a Nervor and Debi^tated state of tbe system. To insure tbe genuine, cut
this out. Ask tor HELM BOLD’S. Take no ot||Fr.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers everywhere.

Annual

Meeting
! Canal National Bank ol Portland*'
THE
and lor the t
lion ot Seven

THE

GRAND

strengtaening than any of the preparations
of Bark or Iron, infinitely safer, and more pleasant,

Canal National Bank

o'clock A. M.

christaias stationert and

Something
JBelmbold’s Extract Buchu I

HAS

CADE :

53F* Saturday Atternoon, at 2| o’clock

Family

Savings Bank,

removed to the lower Room corner of Middle and Plum sts, under the St Julian Hetel.
NATH’L F. DEER1NG, Treasarer.
Dec 12,1868.
d3w

Admission $1.00. Gallery 75c. Reserved Seats can
be secured without extra charge at Paine’s Music
Store Middle st, commencing Friday morning, Dec.
25ih, at 10 A. M. Seats can be secured by nail 01

telegraph.

BETTER PRESENT FOR A GENTLEthan one ot those nice Russia Leather
be had at the
Fnlmoiitb Bazaar.,
118 Middle St.

Cigar Cases to

Miss LILLIE,
MISS FLORA IHVERS,
AND THE

JACK

Co.

THE

!

G. H. CLARKE,

Extract of Buchu.

Insurance

Stockholders of the Oeeau Insurance Company are hereby notified to meet at the office of
said company endVIONDAYN the fourth day of January A D 1869, at three o’cloclc P SI Ipt the purpose
of choosing seven directors for the ensuing
year, and
the transaction ol any other business which may
then be legally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Sce'y
de!5dtd
Portland, Dec. 15, 1868.

FORREST J |

Atheneum

s«p22d*»l I

Annual Meeting.;

tickets 60 cts.; to be obtained at Mr
Store, 77 Middle St.
dec25dtd

SUPPORTED

...

Men handise,

Doors open at 64; Concert by Portland Band at 7Lecture at 74 o’clock.

FOR TWO NIGBT8 ONIA!

HELMBOLD’S

*

_

Subject—Politics,

EDWIN

V

Purchase, and Shipping of

Sale,

H A

SERVICES FOR THE

OFFERS HIS

J, C. MYERS,.Lessee and Manager.

T\

St.

RAM,
Commission Merchant,

Phillips. Esq.

C I T Y

H

f he funniest

aud see it at the
Buxanr,
118 -Middle

N. O. C

Evening

Price |I.HS per

dCin

of
Gbimakisticape^one
Funny things. Call

A.

BY

Pame’s Music

is

Adams,

ami

of

LECTURE,

specific known:

Compound

Exchange

Middle Iheeio
Portland, Me./
FOR CUMBERLAND AND YORK COUNTIES

Ladle:*’

Leu-

corrhcea, Too Profuse Menstruation, Exhaustion,Too
Long Continued Periods, lor Prolapsus and Bearing
otter the mcst

«« u,r«'o»

tba

TUCKER, MN*AGES,

Edward L. 0<

dose at

Monday Evening, Decem’r 28th,

we

P.

Merchants* ExcLhnge, Slate St., Boston.

Uorurr of

o’clock.

to

Down, or Prolapsus Uteri,

c£a“dleT1 I

HALL,

Dec. 26th, >68.

at 9

AfiENOY,

THE DIRECTION OF

«T.

ott at

11 o’clock

M.

by the National Lite Insurance Company.

fered

BRASS

Company,

fbr the election of five Directors, and lor the transaction ol any other business that may
legally come be*
lore them, will be held at the office ot Ross & Sturdivant, 179 Commercial street, Portland, cn TUESJanuary 5,1869, at ft o’clock P. M.
J

E. Brown.

ING POLICY and RETURN PREMIUM POLICY.
In the former, the poliov-holder not onlv secures a
insurance, payable at death, but Will receive, tr
living, alter a period ol a few years, rm annual In,*
come equal to ten per cent. <10 per
the i*tr qf
hit policy. Jn the latter, the Compa’mrugToea to return to the assured the total amount of
money he hat
paid in, in additiomto the amount qj' hit policy.
The attention of persons contemplating
insuring
life

habits which sap the very life ot their victims ere

tions, when excessive, lead, long before pubeTity,

(Portland and .Waldabara'
(Steamboat

Baud.

emo-

annual meeting.

1

HALL,

THE FIFTH ENTERTAINMENT OF THE COURSE WILf.
BE GIVEN ON

or

iiie yet presented to the public.
Tne rates of premium, being largely
reduced, are
made as favorable to the insutora as those of the beet
Mutual Companies, and avoid all the complications
and uncertainties ol notes, ivideuds, and the misunderstandings which the 1 tter are so apt to cause
the Polic>-Holder.
Several new and attractive tables are now presents
ed which need only to do understood to
prove accept*
able to the public, such as the INCOME-PRODUC-

Decem’r 25th.

LANCASTER

male breast and lips, evidently under the control of

of

Actuary.

Oompany, National in its • baractcr. offers by
reason of its large capital, low rat* a of premium and
Dew tables, the moat desirable means of
Insuring

at

by Obmdler's Pull Quadrille

Fickett,

women.

■Dec 24dl w

TheAnrual Meeting of the Stockholders of the

Dance.

give a Grand Dance

1)

truthful picture of

the generative organs, they
require an education 01
their peculiar nervous
system, composed ot what is
called the tissue, whkffi is, in common with the fe-

mental

G.
E.

climax of misery,

caps the

delicate nature, becomes

Musio

At

No, 11 Exchange Street.

Amerioan Fish Hook and Needle Co.

Committees.
HENRY D. COOKE. Vice-President.
EMERSON W. PF.r.T, Secretary and

SOCIETY

C.

CONGRESS
Friday Evening',

On

;

ALLEN’S FRUIT STORE,

OFFICERS!
CLARENCE H. CLARK, President.
JAY COOKE, Chairman Finance and Eaecuiivu

MANAGERS:
re-

tention ot organic health and strength; the
exposure

must ot

F.
w

excitement is

one

Impression, while the

B.

later day

restraint ot fashionaule dress, absolutely forbidding

Havana Oranges

10,000.

PHILADELPHIA.
Where the general business of the Company It trim'sacted, and to which all general cot respondent
should be addressed.

THE

consequence ot this early strain upon her sys-

Long

OFFICE

BRANCH

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING,

This

tem, unnecessary effort is required ;by the delicate

and

$1,000,000.

•

PAID IN FULL.

Dectmber 25th,

Christman

accom-

July 25, iw$.

CASH CAPITAL

GRAND

Obtain only “Brown’* BRONcmAjL Troches/'
and do not take any of the worthies imitations that
may be offered.
EgySoia everywhere,
dc!81s4m

JUST RECEIVED AND FOR SALE AT,

HALL T

V. Pres.
H. S. Tripp, Treas.
B. D. Page,
Mills.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock. Clothing
checked
dec23dtd
tree.__

cines

Dec 22-d&w6m

approved

MAVAOms:
S. S. Hannaford,

AND

_W.Middle St,
cough, Cold, or Sore

A

Chartered by Special Ait uf Ceagle**,

plished.
In

of America,

WASHlriOTOJt, D. C.

Edw. Hodgkins, Pres.;
H. Jacobs, Sec’y;
W. H. Heed;
H. L.

A.

Directions for use, diet, and advice, accompany.

FALMOUTH BAZAAB,

„„
dec'-3
d3t

United States

Ulnaic by Chandler’s Quadrille Baud:
D. H. CHANDLER, Pbompikb.
Ticket® $1,00; Gallery Tickets 60 cents.

mar-

excited

sleep ami rest, the

Co.,

09 THE

—

Friday Evening,

designated for

especially In the unhealthy excitement

ball room.

Ex-4

Insurance

AT

less

restraints ot dress, the early confinement ot

school,
of the

Life

Christmas Ball ?

classes ol

the entire human family. The

years that nature

NATIONAL

lew of tbe

all

society, and which, consequently, affect

25,

GRAND

largely affect the

so

December

Tickets for adults 20 cts—to be had at the vestry.
Children under 15 years ot age belonging to
tbe Sabbath School, will receive Free Ticket, by applying to their Teachers.
dc24td

ateudant evils consequent upon them. It Is but sim-

ple justice

Evening,

To commence at 7 o’clock.

PEARSON,

COMPANIONS

BAILEY, Auctioneer.

F. O.

There will be

oflife, by laborious employment, unwholesome air

Have replenished their stock of

ments Ac.,
And invite their customers and the public to call
c«“1ne.
8& middle Street.
Dec 5-dlm

Apl 29.

no

Christmas Trees, Dialogues, Sing-

118 Middle St.

W atohes, French
Clocks, Jewelry,
Silver and Plated Ware,
Vases, Opera Glasses, Gold, Silver aud
Steel Spectacle!,
Drawing Instru-

up

Hors

OfttrUgefl, Hartiegse*, &c.

Christmas at Pine St.

jewelry—a few choice
Call at the
Falmouth Haiasr,

Seasonable Goods !

on

ready.

styles.

dc23<l3t___

at Auction

do injustice to the at

jet

Real
Sets.

did

Saturday, at lio’ciock a.
Every
market lot, Market street, I shall sell

EVENING.

Dec 24-dtd

WEDDING CAKE !
at short notice. Parties sup^every
plied in I hel,,est
latest Boston aud New York
dtf

December 25.

-Horses, Carriages, &c,

The ladies are engaged making preparations to entertain a greit number of their friends, who have
been with ihem tor two years, hoping to
pay off tbe
debt on their church, and hope they will come and
eat a Christmas Supper on Fyday Evening.
Tickets of admission fifty cents at tbe door.
KjjP"-Supper will be served from six o'clock to nine
o’clock.
Come one Come nil, for all things arc now

Presents.

■

Gent’s Caps, Collars and Gauntleis.

hope

nor

sate in the material*
time.

Bucli ii

in

on

Also

A stock of Fancy Goods, Vases, Toilets. Albums,
Chromos, Watches, Jewelry ol a’l kinds, with a
great vurlety ol other articles. Sale positive.

Supper,

Church,

FRIDAY

Extract

se-

Cakes af all kinds made
arder.

December 22,

ON

Uld-Fashion

at the

PATTEN Ac CO., Auctioneers
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET.

Pur Goods tor New Year’s Present s.
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, Dec. 80th
and 31st, at 10 A. M. and 2J F. M., a stock of
Fu Goods of all styles ami qualities, such as
Muds,
Capes, Victorines ami Cuffs of Ermine, Sable, Pitch,
Squirrel, Martin and other Furs for children’s wear.

Church has been built two years the twenty fifth ot this month. The ladies and uentlewill celebrate their first
Anniversary by eivin

ChriiiitinaM

M

*£•

rpHIS
X

a

and

dec22eodtd_LEONARD

The “Monument of Truth,”

large variety of goods from abroad, besides what they manufacture themselves.

Pastry

mJELaJ
c^k»
Str^u, ^;^e'M™r"
fixtures.stack iSSES"

The Mnuutrort 8t., Church.

For Female Weakness and Debility .Whites

at-

corner

in I*1® ®r»
George Restaurant,
B-ivlaton and Tteutoui
n,,a
tureof every description,
etc., of the establishment, comprising
French
Plate
Mirrors,
gaur
cst $9,000; mtetuST
cost $3,300; carpets; all the marble
top counters in
upper saloon; bar, etc.
Richly plated Soda Fountain with Jlxtuiea, silver plate, French
porcelain, linen, elegant vases, large bronze figures, plated* and
bronze iouutains, Howard clock, cost $300, extension
and other table,-, walnut arm Chairs, bar
fixtures,
kitchen steam apparatus, range, copper pans,
pastry
and confectionery tables, salamander sate for office or
dining room, desk, wines, liquors, cigars, etc,, the
the whole having cost about $50,000.
Catalogs«
ready aud the whole on exhibition two days previous.
& CO., Aucfrs.

Anniversary.

by twelve young bulies, repr.scntiug the ttbrietian
Graces, will be the crowning piece, aud caunot fail to
be admire*! by all,
^“Tickets furnished at tbe door. Adults 25 and
Children 15 cents.
dec24d2t

nature has self-completed their development.

&

Special Sale.
WEDNESDAY, D^awUr

Recitations, Dialogues and Gift Trees!

over, another in prospective keeps the mind morbid-

Quick Sales

George Restaurant,

FRIDAY CVEMMi, DKCKiUBER 33,
at 7 o'clock.
The entertaiumeut will
consist ot Singing by the Children,

cur-

dtd

I.EO\A«D A CO., BOSTON.

commencing

men

votary to retain her situation In school at

Chest.

The attention of
those afflicted with cold9, cough9, and with any disease of the lungs, is directed to this valuable remedy. The season oi the year has already come when
on account of the sudden changes in the weather,
colds and coughs are easily taken, and if neglected
What is needed
may lead to disease ot the lungs.
under such circumstances Is a reliable remedy—
soeedy in affording relief and effectual in arresting
further progress of the disease.
BSF’To arrest the existing irritation ol the air p^s-.
sages and the lungs, speedily and effectually, the
seat and cause ot cough, is an important step gained
towards relict and cure in the first stages ot the disease.
Mabta’b Pulmonic Balsam possesses this
imporiant power, and while it promptly and effectually arrests all existing irritation and rapidly relieves
cough, it renders the lungs lurtber relief by promoting a free discharge ot the accumulated mucus in the
air passages, imparting a healthy action and vigor
to the chest at the same time.
Those suffering with cough and the first stages
of lung disease, wilrtherefore find in this valuable
preparation a speedy and decided relief. Even those
whose
condition is
beyond recovery, wifi derive from its use great benefit as well as cqjniort.
For the class oi diseases it is designed to relieve, the
generalcommenoation it has received has proved its
great efficacy beyond question. For the past ten

City.

1 IS Mirirllo

Buy Early

December 2j.

celebrate their Anniversary with appropriate exercises, at the Church, oil

will

an

aud the mind

the

in

c

THE 0AS00 STREET SABBATH SCHOOL

corporeal development to be wasted and perverted

PRESENT-TO

Ifluenza, Whooping Cough,
Asthma, and the various
Affections qf the Lungs
and

will thea

sex

S. S.

their hands simple specifics

HELMBOLD’S

mania that

CHOICE
A LADY-ONE
hD8e r6a'KU,!‘a Bag8; llirBe9t 9lock ln the
city at
FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
A

a

Portland, Sep 11.

sacrifice

peculiar to the sex.

directly, the welfare

CHEAPER

Middle St.

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co

SOOTHING SYRUP/
Cubtib & Pxbknra/
All others are ban

tdr

so

do this. The

to

in

many additional causes which

WATCHES

—

FRENCH

Ware!

TO SUIT THE TIMES.

BAZAAR,
118

of
on the outside wrapper.
imitations.

A CHOICE

Nor is it

the relict ol these

true woman

a

as

placing

complaints, it

which he is enabled to offer at

To

bindings suitable

in groat variety ot
Give Lima call.

PERSONAL.

market quiet; low Middlings 231c.

very large assortment
ot

POCKET

the Bowels and Wind Colie•
We believe it the BEST and SUREST REMIN
THE
EDY
WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY and DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN,
Whether arising from teething or any other causa.
Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
Be sure and call for

Having

a

Falmouth Hotel,

AND

Griping in

“MRS. WINSLOW’S

the

Prayer

For Children Teething.
This valuable preparation lias been used with
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS IN THOUSANDS OF CASES.
It not only relieves the child from pain, but
Invigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects
acidity, and gives tone and energy to the whole
system. It will also instantly relieve

Hatter ourselves that we have the largest and
finest stock of Rich Goods^ver offered in the
of Portland, at prices Exceeding l.ow«oity
San Francisco, Dec. 23.—Additional adStock consists ol F?ne Scissors In cases, Ladies
vices from Japan state that the Mikado left .Our
Companions, Work Boxes, Dressing Cases, Fans,
Kiota Nov. 4tb, passed through Yokohoma on
Real Russia Leather Handkercbiei and Glove
Boxes,
the 22d and entered Yeddo the next day. The
Opera Glasses, Toilet Stands and sets Vases, fine
Card
Cases
m Pearl, Scotch Wood and Leather,
turned
en
masse
to
of
Yokohama
out
people
Writing Desks, Pocket Knives, real Jet Goods oi
witness the procession.
It was the first inall description; Parian Marble Statuary, fine Brushstance according to the Japanese athorities, of
es, &c.,&c. Rubber Pen and Pencil Cases, Gold
a Mikado having visited a distant portion of
Pens, &c.f and a great variety of new and attractive
his dominion for twenty centuries.
Yeddo, goods too numerous to mention.
dn4eodtt
which was nearly deserted,has been repopulated aud the ruined palaces restored in honor of
his visit.
The reported defeat and surrender of two
The following persons will hear something to their
princes at Aidsen is discredited in Yokohoma,
by those who sympathise with the northern
advantage, by applying in person or by letter with
faction. Affairs between the northern and
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO., Portland.
southern faction wee simply in allegiance till
Benjamin Palmer, father of Albion Painter, late
more favorable seasoD for hostilities.
Go. ‘•P.‘* 7th Me. Vol,
Snow had fallen heavily in northern provinA Thompson, late 1st Maine Battalion.
George
ces and nothing was expected to be done by
Winfield S. Hunter, late Co. E. 33d Mass. Vols.
the southerners before spring, when it was beWru. White, late Co. E. 15th Me. Vels.
lieved a reconciliation'will be effected. MeanJohn Ktamer, late Co, A. 17th U. S. Infantry.
while trade is languishing and matters are beAbigail M. Libby, mother ot Chas. L. •Llbbv, late
coming worse at Osaka and Kobe. The paper 6th Me. Vols.
Geo. C. Cow, late Capt. 46th N, Y. Vols.
money issued by the government was at a disLafayette M. Crosby, late 20th Me. Vols.
count of 45 per cent. Paper was to be issued
Dec 18-eoci2w
at Yokohoma and had been already issued in
Yeddo where several Japanese had been punFreedom Notice,
‘shed for refusing to receive it. The northern
EKE BY give not ice that I have given my son
Princes bad issued a mani'esto defending tbeir
4.
Eugene
Tretetben, his time, and shall claim
cause, owiug to the great increase of trade in
none of his earnings nor
pay his debts alter this date.
tea, silks and silk worm eggs. Several JapanJoseph thefethen,
ese merchants have failed to fulfil their conPortland, Dec 22, 186S.
dc23-dlaw3w*
tracts with foreigners. The government tbeiefore desires that the accounts of merchants
shall be hereafter examined by the proper officers, and that only rich men be licensed to
engage in the trade. Out of ten men now allowed to deal in these articles only three will
be continued.

bales;

Books.
ROBINSON,

has tor sate

In. Winslow’s Soothing Syrm

CUBA.

Norfolk, Va., Dec. 24.-Cotton, net receipts for
the week 4623 bales; exports, to Great Britain 1165
bales, and coastwise 4332 bales; stock In store amj
Bales 652 bales!
on- shipboard not cleared 2100

BAZAAR.
118 Middle St.

MOTHERS 11

DON'T FAIL TO

Advices lrom Turks Island say the rains
have destroyed much of the exposed salt. The
price of that article was nine cents per pound,
and many vessels were loading.

THE CASE OF WHALEN.
Toronto. Dec.24.—The application for leave
to appeal the Whalen case was laid over lor
argument before the full appeal court on the
31st. The prisoner has been lurther respited
until the first of February.

C, C. TOLMAM, Agent.

Prayer

TURKS ISLAND.

lum here. One woman « as suffocated and two
others badly burned. Thi building was saved
with great difficulty.

Ware!

assortment ol Kitchen Furnishing
bi found at 99 market Square.

a

It is reported from the island of Guadeloupe
that several persons have died of cholera, and
that yellow fever also existed there.

Amhertsburg, Dec. 24—Fire broke out last
night in the South Ward of the Lunatic Asy-

FORKS!

THE

GUADALOUPK.

the dominion of canada.

AND

general

a
can

the

Advices from Barbadoes state that se /eral
refineries have been erected for tne purpose of
supplying the demand in the United States
for the finer classes of sugar.

FIRE AND LOSS OF LIFE IN A LUNATIC ASYLUM.

KNIVES

Rogers' Plated
Also,

JAMAICA.

_

CAGES !

CHILDREN, GOGDALL’S CHRISTFOR
MAS CARDS and Stationery, large variety at
FALMOUTH

The United States steamer Leipsic arrived
au Prince Dec. 4th.
aytien war steamer Alexander Petion
ha
ured five coasters laden with supplies
eh*l s.
lor
at

New York, Dec. 2i.—A Rio Janeiro letter
of Nov. 29 says that the Brazilian Ministry had
urged measures looking toward peace with
Paraguay upon the Emperor,but he refused to
acquiesce in them. A financial crash was considered inevitable if he remained obstinate.
At the seat oi war a reconnoissartee bad
shown the Paraguayan works to be very formidable.
A Buenos Ayres letter of Nov. 14 says the
American squadron was about to move up the
liver.
It was the intention to deParaguay
mand the surrender of Bliss and Waterman.—
the
All
Paraguayan prisoners of war in Buenos Ayres had been released by President Sarmiento.

NINOEHM

Ladies’ Work «C Travelina Baskets,
dread Plated and
Kuiree,

Dee 23 d2w

PORT AU PRINCE.

JAPAN.

FEW

A

BIRD

prizes.

No reliable information can be obtained in
reference to the insurrection, hut many rumors are in circulation.
Itis stated that the
troops in the eastern department are concento
attack
trating
Bayamo, and, if possible,
fight a decisive battle.
Commerce is languishing and credit low.—
Merchants and artizans are all desirous of an
end to the present condition of suspense.
Prisoners continue to arrive, and the prisons
and forts are already well filled.
The English mail steamer is overdue and
fears for her safety are entertained. A heavy
norther is prevailing.
Business will he utterly suspended until the
first of January, in consequence of the festivities of holy week.
Capr. General Lersundi gave a splendid banquet yesterday to Gen W. F. Smith,President
of the International Ocean Telegraph Company, at which toasts were given and speeches
made, and expressions of desire for the preservation of peace and good relations between
Spain and the United States.

Birds!

Beautiful Present for Christmas au-l New Year.
A great variety ot

99}

for

rouiplaiuts

in the

118 Middle St.

SPLENDID

.. 1105
1865....—_T_J 107
1865.

physician

a

No*®

cliara*.*^

FATTEN & ««■. Aaetlou,„.
OFFICE EXCHANGE STREET

ON

*

Previous to which Edmund Coles will app*%r
his private speciality of Benjauiiu Bowli^
the illustrious stranger, supported by the Comed.v
strength oi the Montreal Company.
Scale ol prices—Paiquette 50 cents Reserved seats
75 cents Caller 35 cents. Box office open Wednesday, Dec. 23d, from 50 A. M. to 3 P. M. Doors open
at 7,'overture 1-4 before 8 curtain
rising imroediate*y
dc21-dlw

When reviewing the causes of these
distressing

Watches 9 Je welry 9

LADIES* FINE

1

Peppered Manulaeturiug Company. 1000
Portland, Saco & PortsmoutU Railroad. 100
B raton and Maine Railroad. 133
Bates Manulaeturiug Compauy.
119?
Central Paeilic Railroad 7s, gold.
106?'
Fork Manulaeturiug Compauy. 1310

BARBADOES.

BLOCK,

Would inform the public that he has just received an
entirely new and well selected stock of

8,

GOODS, IN GREAT VARIETY.
FALMOUTH BAZAAR,

O

dc23d 3t

lor

riage, causes the

Hale’s No. 23 Free Street.

..

MOTHERS!

FOX

Street,

uerinau canaries and Wold i> inches.

Dee 24.
American GoM.
United States Coupons, Jan.
U S,Coupon Sixes, 1681,.

The Jamaica Guardian publishes a number
ol statements showing great corruptiou on the
part of the Customs officials.

¥& Middle

o•

Greatly Reduced Prices!

procure the

AT

Bouton Stock
S ilea at (lio Brokers
Board,

-liUv.
1667

^

December 22. d2w

24—Forenoon.—Cotton quiet;

consult

to

which will be found efficacious in
relieving aud
ing almost every one ot those troublesome

be

TOLD,

F R *4 .MT F

74i; Il-

long producing per-

sickness and premature decline.

us

fticted,

SWETT,

AND

9958 bales; to tile Continent
11,959 bales; coastwise 7594; stock on hand 133,288
bales; Middlings firm at 23)c; ales to-day 4800 bales:
sales for the week 29,150 bales.
Sugar and Molasses
active at yesterday’s prices; receipts all sold.

U S

can

EDWARD 0.

BEST PICTURES!

agooil active demand and the market closed
flrm234 @ 234c: sales to-day 1800 bales r sales for the
week 9100 bales; receipts
to-day 243 bales.
new Orleans, Dec.
24.—Cotton—receipts to-dav
6677 bales; receipts lor the week net 30 897 i,oi,
31,489 bales; exports
to
to-day ms

United-States S-2US, 1062
'•

they

that

11AYTI.

Havana, Dec.

Get Patents.

How to

the week

sales to-day 12,000 bales; to-morrow
being Christiurs the week Cotton circular U issued to-day; sales
ot the week 81,000 bales, of which 16.000 were for export and 11,000 tor speculation; stock In port 335,000
bales, ol which 59,000 are American.

individual,

and are

•®*laA.'YT
Coi.v„

Edmund

entertainment]

Office 89 1-9 middle Street, nearly opposite the 81. Julian Hotel.
Also a few local Agents to whom
men are wanted to canvass In all parts ot the State.
extra inducements will be offered.
dec 23-eodlw

is

be

tba

Variety Sale.
TUESDAY, Dee. 29th,.at 10 o’clock A. M to
i'lose sundry
consignin' nts, Crockery and Glass
Ware of all kinds, in lots to
suilpurcba-ers. Spices,
Smoking and ChswliigTotarco,ripe», Coffee.Surcb.
Soda, Mustard, Cigars, Beds. Bedding, Blankets,
Comforters, Mirrors, Clocks, with other goods.

great

under Ids immediate direction.
sent era has been more generally read *u*
ed on and praised. Brilliant cad ol

GEORGE B. AGER Secretnrv
EL1ZUR WRIGHT, Actuary.

Agencies.

of

Good, active

10.359bales; exports to Great Britain 1624 bales; other
foreign ports 1353 bales; stock on band 52,221 bales-

Liverpool, Dec.

HUNNEWELL, Supt

Company,

SOULE & GARDINER, General Agents•

Savannah, Ga., Dec. 24.—Cotton—net receipts

i‘6|.

manent

manner.

This Company is second to none In the country.
It is managed wilh the greatest economy, by officers of the highest standing.
Our Actuary. Ei.izcr Wbight, Esq., is acknowledged as the best authority in .Lite Insurance on
the continent.
The Company is purely Mutual—and pays as large dividends as any Company In existence.
It pays tnese dividends annually, on the contribution plan, which gives to each policy holder his exact
shate ol the earnings of the Company.
It will pay the surrender value of the policy at any time, If the holder wishes to surrender such policy
or reissues a paid up policy, for an amount pro-rata to the number o,f premiums paid, if desired.
The 11 on-forfeit nre law of Massachusetts is one of the great advantages we otter.
This law secures to the insured ln*this company a benefit that is derived from no Liie Insurance Company outside of Massachusetts—no such law existing In any other State whereby the poll y holder in evert/
"
case gets the benefit In insurance or cost of what he pays in.
Life and Endowment policies ot all kinds issued, and Annuities granted on most favorable terms No
charge made tor medical examination on policy.
All wishing Lite insurance, and especially those who are contemplating taking a policy in a Mas-achu
setts Company, on account of the superior advantages to be gainea thereby, we most respectfully Invite to
call at onr office before paying your money in to self-named great companies, which, notwithstanding their
great display of figures, are unable to prove that the ratio of their assets to their liabilities is as large
* as
that ot the “John Hancock.”

tor the week 11,687 bales ef uplands and 210 tales
Sea Islands, and coastwise 200
bales; total 11,687
uplands and 410 bales Sea Islands; exports, to Liverpool 3346 bales; lo the Continent 1771 bales uplands ; coastwise 4947 bales uplands and 249 bale*
Sea Island; stock on band 3328 bales Sea Island and
3S670bales uplands; market quiet at 234c offered,
and 234c asked; sales for the week 7030 bales.

no

BOSTON.

OF

ders,

long

cm

various delicate affections, aud
only upon the most

Mutual Life Insurance

nominal and no demand. Mess Pork
offered at 27 50 @ 28 00. Bulk Meats—11c tor shoul131c tor clear rib sides and U4c for clear sides.
Lard 174 @ 18c. Green Meats dull and
lower; bams
14c.

money.
American securities—United States o-20*s
linois Central shares 95i; Erie shares

health of t he

thank

E.

Not only so, but

these various female complaints
suffered to run on without
one ol

her greatest charm

nominally unchanged.
Cimoinnah, Dec. 24.—Whiskev firm at 1 no.Hogs—asking 1100 @11 75; receipts 9500.
greased
Provisions

Foreign Markets.
London, Dec. 24—Forenoon.—Consols 924

their happiness and welfare, lor

to

be happy who are 111.

urgent necessity will

shelled 46c for No. 8; kiln dried Arm and advanced 2 @ 3c; sales at 65 @ 58c. cats active and
firmer; No. 2 at 46c Rye firm and in good demand
No- l.atllB®! 154; No. 2 at
?^o,aAv,a?,cedS@,5*<3;
1104® ill. Bariev siealy; No. 2 at 147 @150.
Whiskey dull at 91 @ 92c cash and 94c for future deProvisions easier. Mess Pork in good delivery.
mand for future delivery at 20 00 seller January, 26 50
seller February and 27 00 @ 27 50 for
February and
March. Lard quidt 164c. Bulk Meats—short
ribbed
middles 13c loose. Sweet pickled Hams
12c; sugar
cured and smoked do 151c. Dressed Hoes active
and
mqderately firm at 10 75 @ 11 00-dividing on 200 lb*
Live Hogs dull; fair (o choice 8 00 @ 10 00. Cattle

Liverpool

degree

can

Dramatised bv

involving the general

%

new

to

small

pleasant

—

there

for Mer-

City.

Dec 23-dIw

tive; sales76,000bush.; Western 75@ 764c Instore
and 77 @ 774c afloat. Beet steady. Fork quiet and
unchanged; sales 660 libls.; new mess 27 50 @ 27 75
Lardlheavy; sales 700 tierces at 164@17Jc. Butter
steady. Whiskey quiet; Western 100 tree. Rica
dull. Sugar quiet: Muscovado 114@ life. Coffee
quiet. Molasses quiet. Naval Stores quiet. Petroleum quiet; crude 18c: refined bonded 31c.
Freights
to Liverpool a shade firmer; Cotton per steamer 5-16
@M: Flour per sail Is 9d to fill; Corn per steamer
84 @ 8}i).
Chicago, Dec. 24 Exchange on New York firm
at 4 per cent, off buying and par
selling. Flour dull
and unsettled lor low grades to choice; Spring extras
5 al @ 7 12. Wheat -No. 1 in good demand at 116
®
1184; No. 2 firm at 111; in the afternoon 11U. Com
quiet and unsettled; old No. 1 65c; No. 2 nominal-

for

FOUL

no

Styles.

K«l ?.,*!,*
an '?>play,
6ol>«-i< aulfs

M.

E.

th^mo«%7m.e'i.ro.luction
of
prt',i-

time, Charles
Romance of

none

Fancy

a recat

el^d’ou't^auft1*!' S^ita

be

d^T^oTCfevr suassjr-

Jamieson,

been 8ec,,re<i expressly lor the Hole ol
rtEI.EN ROLLKSTOX.

ent

many sufferings. Freedom from these contribute In

Articles

ry Christmas. Largest Stock in the

Domestic Markets.
New York,Dee. 24.—Cotton quiet and steady;
sales 2000bales; Middling uplands 25c. Flour—sales
6200 bbls.; State and Western quiet and without decided change. Wheat quiet and without decided
change; Bales 18,000 bush.; No. 2 Spring 1 62 straight
delivered. Corn about lc better; sales82,(00 hush.;
old Mixed Western 1 08 @ 1 09 in store and 1 11 (w
1 12 afloat; new 94@98c. Oats firmer and more ac-

**•—Cotton—receipts

Carrie

of

subject

uru.it

eflecletl wilh lbe New York Fa-

X

FEM.A 1.JCS, owing to the peculiar and
important
relations which they sustain, their
peculiar organization, aud the offices they perform, are
to

Paintings,

a

^

vorul®1001
•*

OF

lor

To-gethcr with the entire Compinv from the
heatre Royal. Montreal,<in addition to which an en-

*

EXHIBITION

PICTURE FRAMES-AU

Border State bonds steady; Missouri’s, 90: old
Tennessee’s 68$ @ C8$; new do, 68 @ 68$; new North
Carolina’s, 61$ @ 62; Virginia’s, 57; ola Louisiana’s,
69$ @ 70$; Levee bonds. 62$ @ 63$. The latter State
has officially announced the resumption of payment
of the interest on all tlio funded deb; for January 1st.
The balance at the Sub-Treasury to-day amounted
to $91,625,149.

Dcc-

Engagement

Fine Art Gallery!
Fine Oil

<'l°shi|f■^Jritrt‘Aile at Auctionf
sell »t Star* 258 ConL’m.■« J?*0 2ctll> I shall“«
E»«rr .
todSl*? C"y
(j' i M, ,^M<>ck whlch CMUttl. of Cloths, Liy

December. *24,
limited number of uights ot

Goods, Glass Ware,
ChrtrtaiM Fraser..a; the
EDMUND COLICS, G^ls'-uitlM^kr**y?g
entire sto. k

as*

FREE

Deerinxj Halt.

Thursday Evening,

McKENNEY & DAVI’

consideration the suits were to be withdrawn and
both parties combine to have the Legislature legalize
the scrip dividend, which has now been delivered on
19,000,000 of share capital. There was no Board after
1 o’clock to-day. The following are the street prices
at 5.30 o’clock• Pacific Mail. 112$ @112$; Western
Union Telegraph, 33$ @ 34; Hartford & Erie, 24$ @
25$; New York Central, 153 @ 153$; Ei ie, 38$ @ 38$;
do preferred, 61 @ 64; Hudson, 134$ @ 135; Reading,
98$ @98$; Michigan Central, 113; Michigan Southern, 87$ @ 87$; Illinois Central, 141 @143; Chicago
& Rock Island, 115 @ 115$.

,

Theatre,

WOMAN,

1868,110$ @ 110$: 10-40’s, 105$ @ 105$.
The Stock market sympathizes with the near approach of the holidays, and transactions are light.
Nevertheless, prices are higher and closed steady at
the advance. The most active shares were New
York Central, Toledo, Rock Island, North Western
and Pacific Mail. The strength of the market is
partly attributable to the rumors of a settlement between the Erie and Yranderbilt factions. According to these reports all the Erie litigation, excepting
the Belmont suit, has been arranged, ana that wid
be in ten days. It is said the Erie party held a large
amount of Central, 40,000 shares in one house, which
they purchased on the understanding that the scrip
should he

ENTERTAINMENTS.

VISIT

ot new greenbacks, to take tbe place oi an equal
amount of mutilated bills burned. It seems* however, to be unfounded. The export ot Gold to-day
amounted to $3C,000. Governments more active under an easier Money market and a shade higher.—
Henry Clewes & Co. turnish the following 4.30 quotations: Coupon 6’s 1881,114$ @ 114$; do 5.20’s 1862,
110$ @1101; do 1864. 1061 @106$; do 18C5, 107$ @
107$; do hew, 110 @110$; do lb67,110$ @ 110$; do

dividend

_MISCfcXLANEOtS.

OLDEST! LARGEST!’ BEST!!!

MINOR.

Marseilles, Dec. 24.—Dispatches have been

THE PAHAGUAYAN WAR.

Evansville,Dec. 24.—Several outrages have
been committed within the past few days by
armed and masked Ku-Klux. In Union coun-

from the furnace.

London, Dec. 24.—The following dispatch
from Constantinople, dated the 23d, has
just

SOUTH AMERICA.

KENTUCK1?.
OUTRAGES BY THE KU-KLUX.

TWO MORE

TURKEY AND GREECE.

MISCELLANEOUS NEWS.

given

Yerk Stack aud Money Market.
New Tofik, Dec. 24.—Money very close during
the morning, and call loans were made at 7 per cent,
currency to 7 per cent. Gold, with Commission* added ot 1-32 to $ per cent. Later the demand became
lees urgent and an easier feeling prevailed, the rates
falling to 7 per cent. Gold, aud finally to currency
before 3 o clock^ Discounts dull; at the Bank 7 per
cent, is the nominal rate for prime names, but in the
street the range is 9@9$ percent. Sterling Exchange dull at 109$ @109$ for 60 day bills and 110$
@ 110$ for short sight. Gold ha9 been irregular and
unsettled, but closed firmer; opening price 134$ and
closing at 135 @ 135$. The rates of carrying ranged
from 7 to 11 per cent, per annum and 1-32 per cent,
per day. A report has been current that the Treasury Department is about to issue $20,000,000 worth
New

__

MISSOURI.
TAXATION OF NATIONAL BANKS.
St. Louis, Dec. 24.—Tte National Banks of
this city yesterday petitioned the county court
to grant a stay of the collection of taxes on national bank stock until the legality of the law
can be decided by the United States Supreme
Court. The amount of taxes due from the national banks of the city is between three and
four hundred thousand dollars, no tax having
been collected for three years.

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

COMMERCIAL.

MASSACHUSETTS.
THE
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IN THE TRENCHES!
OR,

Haw use “Boys in Bine” Kepi C»**mtmmM‘

execution,

BY W. VV. NEVIS.
w inter
At home these comfortable, joyous,
misletoe, gathevenings, under the holly and laden
with =ood
ered around generous tables,
vute
cheer and plenty, and before the warm
and
blaze
spaik, it is well
tires brilliant with

of hut a few fleet
look back to the contrast

to

in strange contrast to the sombre hues of
those long dreary days stands out one scene
90 startlingly dramatic in its effect, so wild in
its brilliancy, that its recollection seems like
th'e fliebts of Oriental fancy. The closing
act of that week of suffering must he forever
prominent as the picture of the war—perhaps
as the picturesque battle piece of the war.
Unique in conception, terribly splendid in its

ye?Vace

aud good will reign through the
land to-day. The stars with tremulous glimUnmer look down telling of love and hope.
disturbed by wars or rumors of war, sale front
abroad, and quiet at home, with carol and
chorus, aud chant and anthem, we celebrate
the historic Holy day—the anniversary of Ihe
advent of the peace of the world.
We have gained this haven through sacrifice aud fire,j|nd its memories are grateful <°
1 have thought nothiug more
the nation.

(the

*

exposure.

ON THE ADVANCE.
On the 24th the command of

Major General Rosecrans, forty thousand strong, commcnced its grand movement from in fiont oi
Nashville on to Murfreesboro, the three great

its own road, and all converging to the beleaguered town. A strong reserve followed in the centre, which was shifted from right to left as one or the other
wing
was threatened.
Here commenced in truth
the battle. While tbe con federated forces of
Bragg, Polk, Hardee and Breckinridge were
comfortably housed in warm winter quarters,
built with substantial stone fireplaces,
among
a smiling community, their ancestral servants at hand—our army under a heavy rain

corps each

up the immense artillery and supply trains.
At times the wagons and cannon had literally to be lilted out of the marshes and almost
carried by the hands of the soldiers.
Night
marches were the standing order, at least for
the reserves, and a column frequently
spent
ten hours of darkness in making half as

many miles. Oh! how we longed through
those weary and hopeless nights for the hottest fighting, tho deadliest charge, to put an
end to this prostrating and wretched slavery.
At last it came.
DEFEATED.

After heavy preliminary

skirmishing on
Tuesday, Wednesday evening’s

Monday and
snn—the last of the year—went down on
us a badly defeated and
slaughtered army. Driven four miles back, our
disastrously fumed,

our

unnumbered dead and four thousand
living in the hands of the enemy—most
armies would have thought themselves beaten,but tor us it was only a terrible misfortune
to be at once and on that spot retrieved.
Our field was to be lost only with ouiselves.
I think every
private, every hoy felt
that.
There, on that dismal night—that
bleak
December
frosty,
night—without blankets, without coffee or meat, without a solitaty fire (for we dared not make them)
among thousands of their comrades dead, or
what was worse, dying—our men threw themselves, without a murmur or a whine, on the
bare frozen ground, and
slept, waiting for the
coming ot the morning—and that
morning
uncheered by a single lay of
hope. I felt apour

^

right wing
artillery despoiled,

palled there at the bravery of man—I did
homage at that awful altar to the unnamed
and countless heroes. Next morning most
probably meant death, hut not a man wept or
flinched. It was fighting pure and
simple,
lobbed ot all its adventitious glory j there was
nothing to excite, nothing to stimulate, save
desperation. The laurels of Chaplin Dills
and Shiloh wore paling. It was
battle, hut
the battle of the vanquished with their flushed and confident victors.
Under the gloomy
numbed and

pines—cold,

hungry, a chilly snow lightly covering with
equal tall corpse and sleeper—with not a star
to break the dull, heavy clouds that
kindly
wrapped the scene in darkness—witli no reinforcement or human aid to hope tor, save
their own unconquerable hearts and
strong
arms, the worn survivors ot the shattered
army ot the Cumberland lay' down, ready for
such
A NEW YEAH

God might send them.
On Thursday, iu the cold grey dawn of
looming, with compressed lips and braced

as

nerves, the line was silently taken up. I cannot tell here the history ot the long hours of
those bat tie-crowded days.
Engagements
which iD the days of Revolutionary story would
have made their leaders
famous, and been
blazoned through time in school-books and
minstrelsy, were here merely affairs ol’ Colonel So-and-so. Many a bloody onset was on-

ly

reconnoissance. Suffice it, on that day
we held our ground and
gained a tew rods.
On Friday we steadily pushed our line over
the red mire of the clotted corn and cotton
fields; and on Saturday, in black darkness
and under a driving tempest, we stormed the
last entrenchments and swept ihe
fluctuating
field.
a

HOW IT WAS

DONE.
q the reading world the taking of Murreesboro, the Western week of battles, doubtless seemed a brilliant and
glowin'7 achievement. The conventional idea
ot
blue
largely composed
and gold uniforms

is^doubtless,

bucephalic cbaiges, maddening music, sashes,
banners, plumes, and a general explosion ot
military theatricals. In reality it was a contest of suffering, a trial of endurance.
We
lagged out the Southern blood. Cornin'7 to
the field worn out and
it
was
an
prostrated,
unequal strife in condition as well as numbut
the
bers,
sturdy Northern veoman had
made up their minds to
stay there, and did,
till at last the
impetuous chivalry, weary ol
themselves on a human wall, could
S™®*
stand it no
longer, and fled.
was

wonP?ncibK^ee?

charging

tlie tow,) arut our lines

throu»i,‘?n’’ cn,lwim<4 n°w,and

strife8 J!,n°

All the area of
and in the din

rows.

a

now

Many

fliu'lu‘‘

ofeonfifcuhehnoiseless

sharpshooters,

nei

rifles were unseen and
of death. A convulsive plunge and
a
ed corpse with a little rod
spot In the i ™
head told the
had
tale—somebody
/alien as
unconscious as his neighbors of the direction
of the fatal ball. All the
fighting ground—
ior the most part
ploughed fields—was ankle

strefeh*

keep

in

more an

mud, or worse. Charging was
impetuous dash, but
a

no

steady
march into the jaws of death. just
On this direry, swimming ground we had to eat and
sleep. In the centre the approach^

were
covered by trenches dug
secretly, and occupied by nigh
These, of course under The
rain became kueodeeoir,
a few hours with
water, but in them night and
T- “*«y
day lay our indomitable troops, relievin'7
each other, regiment by regiment in the
night. Too low to stand up in, too wet to
sit down in, the wretched
occupants had to
remain bent and
strained, or to kneel overin
water.
A
thighs
single peep over the embankment was a signal for a dozen bullets.
To complete the
scene, the rear was cut
off and provisions
gave out. Corn on the
ear to four men
per day-wai
far~abou.t°I)e
tr°°pS’ au,d ,be ^lendid fightn« of Pri ,he Was
madu on tbat n°vel

I

8saw

diet,
hour dead, neatly
all gone to steaks.
C’ean WatM

one

carved
Hard crackerseton
were the

delicaeiefot&^n.

For three horns this strange and

Cmen
hUD*P’
intoxifattag J?

shivering
and passed
through filth to
glory. What read like an
cess was a hard earned
and laborious strife
and the dearest fruit of
victory was rest.
work,

Under the Falmouth
Announce that they

With

a

and

their

BOOK

the

LINK

we

have

of Novelties.

all the

Chambers &

fnrnlsh

we now

Books!

we

So that we

to

Nearly $500,000.

Cutlery; Watches, Albania, Jeweliy,
&.c.,of better quality than any other

One

in Ihr

rouuiry for

uniform price of

Dollar /or Each

Whooping Cough,

FAMILY#BIBLES

Sore Throat.
Keep your throat wet with the Balsam—taking little and often—and you will very soouifind relief.

Hard,.Colds and Coughs

!

City, comprising
of Oliver Optic, the Brady and Dotty Dimple
Books, Lindendale, Gypsey, Silver Lake, and Kellogg Stories. Also, those very nice English Annuals with Colored Illustrations, and the fine series of TOY BO OKS, published by Routledge, Religious Tract Society, Warne,
Cassell, among which are ATINT
LOUISA’S, and Aunt Mavor.

very Fine Asortment

a

PENS, PENCILS,

GOLD

ENGLISH

Article.

TWICE THE AMOUNT
any other way.
US'- '1 be best ot'Boston and New York references

given as to the reliability ot our house, aud that
our business is conducted In the latrest and most
legitimate manner possible, aud that we eivo greatei
value for the money than can be obtained in any
other wav.
All Hoods damaged or broken In trans-

portation replaced without charge.
568”“ Checks describing articles sold sent to agents
in Clnbs, at rates mentioned below. We
guarantee
every art.cle to cost less than it bought at aDy Boston or New York Wholesale House.

Out'

Commissions

to

Agents,

Exceed those ot every other establishment ot the
kind; prool ol this can be found in comparing out
premiums with those ol o hers FOB CLUBS OF
THE SAviE SIZE, in uddition to which we claim
lo give better goods of the same character.
Wc will send to Agents free of charge,
For a Club of 30 and Three Dollare.Oue ol the lollowing articles: 1 doz. good linen Shirt
Fronts. 1 set solid Gold Studs. Ail Wool Cassimere
for Pauts. Fine white Counterpane, large size.
1
elegant Balmoral Skirt. 20 yards brown or bleached Sheeting, good quality, yard wide. 1
100elegant
Pieture Morocco hound Photo-Album. 1 double lens
Storeuscope and 12 Foreign Views. 1 silver-plated
engraved a bottle Cas or. 1 elegant Silk ban, with
Ivory or Sandalwood Flame, feathered edge and
spangled. 1 Steel Carving Jvuite and Fork, very
best quality, ivory balanced handle. 1 handsome
beaded and lined Parasol. 20 yards good Print. 1
very tine llamask Table Cover.

1 pr. best

LINE

of

AMERICAN AND

CUTLERY,

Card Card Cases, Writing Desks in
wood and leather'.

.Back (jrammon and Uliess

We have been

sufferer has found relief and to-day
many
rejoices that her life has been made easy and proa care worn

longed by

the

use

For n Club of 50 aid Fire Dollars- -!
block or colored Alpacca Dress Pattern. 1 set Lace
Curtains. 1 pr. all Wool Blankets. Engraved silver
plated 0 bottle Revolving Castor. 1 beautiful writing desk. 1 solid Gold Soart Pin. 3 1-2 yards verv
line Cassimere, lor Pants and Vest. 1 set
ivory balance handled Knives with
silver-plated Forks. 1
elegant Satifl Parasol, heavily beaded and lined with
silk. 1 pr. gents’calf Boots. 30 yards good Print30 yiis. good brown or bleached
Sheeting, yard wide,
or 40 yds. J yd. wide, good
quality. I Ladies’ elegant Morocco Traveling Bag. 1 square Woo' Shawl.
1 plain Norwich Poplin Dress Pattern.
If yds
double width cloth lor Ladies’cloak.
Elegant engraved silver plated Tea-Pot. 3 yds. double width
water-proof doth for cloaking.
For a I'lub of IfiO and Tea Dollars-1
rich Merino or Thibet Dress Pattern. 1
pr. fine
Damask Table cloths and Napkins to match. I
pr.
gents’ French calf Boots. I heavy silver plated engraved Ice Pitcher. Very fine all Wool cloth for
Ladies cloak. 1 web very best
quality brown or
bleached Sheeting. 7 1-2 yds. fine Cassimere for suit.
1 elegant Poplin Dress Pattern. 1
elegant English
Barege Dress Pattern. 1 beautiful English Barege
Shawl. 1 set ivory balanced handle Knives and
Forks. 1 Ladies’ or gents’ Silver Hunting case
Watch. 1 BartlettHand Portable Sewing Machine.
Splendid Family Bible, steel engraving with record
and photograph pages. 25 yards good
Hemp Carpeting, good eolois. 1 pair good Marseilles Quilts.
1 good six barrel Revolver. 1
Fur Mutt ami
elegant
rape. 1 single barrel Shot Gun. 1 silver plated engraved 6 bottle Revolving Castor, cut glass bottles.
1
very fine Violin and Bow, in ease. 1 set ivory
balanced Knives and Forks.
Presents for larger Clubs increase in the same
ratio.

Money

boards I

by

Regime red

appointed Agents ffor
one of their

STAMPING

NEW

Letter.

100 Mummer St., Donlou.
POSTSCRIPT.
The Internal Revenue Department declares the
stricl legality of this method ot sale, and that it in
no wise resembles the gift
enterprise concerns.
dec 22d4w

Class.

to furnish constant employI ment to allprepared
classes at their homes, tor their spare
moments.
now

Business new, light and profitable. Fifto $5 per evening is easily earned, and the
and girls earn nearly as much as men. Great
inducements are ofl'ered. All who see this notice
please send me their address and test the business
tor themselves. Ifnot well satisfied, 1 will send $1
to pay lor the trouble of writing me. Full particcnlars sent free. Sample sent bv mail lor ten cents.
dc23-d4w Address E. C. ALLEN, Augusta, Me.
ty

cents

boys

PRESSES!

LORING, SHORT & HARMON
FALMOUTH HOTEL.

In Short,
The people know the article, ami il needs no comment from us. It is lor sale bv every Druggist and
Dealer in Medicines in the Untied States.

THE

COLGATE & 00'S

TOILET soaps
We
for
curiosity Askers but
reliable, steady, profitable employment tor those
who mean business. Address, with 3ct stam„ t“r
Van Allen Si Co., 48 New Street, New York

The

experience of the past twenty-lire

WHICH

IS

THE
IN

years has

shown conclusively

COMPANY

BEST

WHIuH

TO

Sole Proprietors, New

Mutual Life Insurance
OF
With its

NEW

Company

the next ten or fliteen years will prove to be entirely unsatisfactory, If not unsound and worthless.
Some ot which are Intended more lor the purpose of enriching Stockholders than for the benefit ol Pol-

icy-holders.

Be careful therefore to insure with such only, as are sure to furnish
petuity, with large returns ior the money paid,—such as the

Great
which

Mutual

gives its Policy-holders

Life

Company

Security, Stability,

and

Per-

est.

and

Sold

HO.tRSKNE88.

Speakers

At

once

Much valued by
the best and cheap-

everywhere by Druggists.

Only

25 ceDts

box. May be had in any quantity of
w7w51
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
Dec 19-d4w
per

byVahapfy Kiperieace!
Young men troubled with emissions In sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one or
more young men with the above
disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they h&d
the consumption, and by their friends are supposed te
nave it. AU Buch cases yield to the proper and
only
oorrect course of treatment, and in a short time are
made te rejoice in perfect health.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinarv organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, In a plain
manner, a description of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies

will be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential andwlU
be returned, if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUQHE8,
No. 14 Preble Street,
Next dbor to the Preble House,
Portland, Me. 1
JET* Bend a Stamp for Circular.

Klectic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly Invites all Ladles, who
seed a medical adviser, to call at hie rooms, No. 14
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged for their
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Klectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue In regulatiug all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
oertain of producing relief m a short time.
LADIES will find it Invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been fried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least Injurious to the health,. and may be taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with foil directions,

TO TDK

Cure

Dyspepsia

Coe’s

Has Come to the Rescue!

Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,

sourness

or

Auttttty ot

Office,

&

49 1-2

of

but nve years before the people, what is the verdict
the masses? Hear what Lester Sexton, of Mil-

of

waukee,

says:

Mr. Lester Sexton, a wholesale
merchatU of 30 years, in Milwaumen in the

reliable and

HOTELS.

Dc Witt

CO., Agents,

Milwaukee, Wis., Jan 24,1868.
Messrs. C (4. Clark & Co, New Haven,Ct.
Beth myself and wile have used Coe’s Dyspepsia
Cure, and it has proved perfectly satisfactory as
a remedy. 1 have NO hesitation in
saying that we
have received great benefit trom its use.
Very respectfully,

LESTER SEXTON.

“A

G~reat

[From Kev. L. F. WARD, Avon, Loraiue Co., O.]
Messrs. Strong & Armstrong, Druggists, Cleveland ,0.
Gentlemen: It gives me great pleasure to state
that my wife, has derived great benefit from the use
of Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure. She has been for a number
of years greatly troubled with Dyspepsia, accompanied with violent paroxysms of constipation,which
so prostrated her that sho was all the while, lor
months unable to do any thing. She took at your
instance, Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure, and has derived
GREAT BENEFIT FROM IT. and is now comparatively well. She regards this medicine as a

Clergymen.
Rev. ISAAC AIKEN, of Alleghany, Pa.,
testifies that it has cured him, after all other remedies had tailed.
The

Any Druggist in the country will tell you, If you
take the trouble to enquire, that every ene that buvs
a bottle ot Coe’s Dvspepsia Cure from them, speaks
in the most unqualified praise ot its great medicinal

virtues.

'I,nia nouse nas been recently refitted and relurA nished throughout, and contains all tbe modern
improvements, and is now

A First Class Hotel
In every respect. It Is pleasantly situated in lront or
the Park, and ia also easy ot access from the
Depots
and the principal Streets ot the city.
(Eg-Ne pains will be spared to make It a desirable
house lor the tourist as well as the man ot business.
Terms reasonable.
WATERHOUSE & MELLEN, Prop’rs.

Coe*a

.Dyapepaia Cure,

Will also be iound invaluable in all cases of Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Colic, Summer Complaints, Griping, and in fact every disordered condition of the

stomach.

Sold by Druggists in citv or country everywhere
at $1 per bottle, or by application to

Proprietors,New Haven. Ct.

5-dlaw&weow

Organs and Melodeons

Of the latest improved Style and Tone, Manufactured by

WM.

P.

HASTINGS,

9
De

,

ui.w

K.

Augusta House ?

Congress

Thia IVIodcrn Hotel contain* 110

Hoorn*,

TOGETHER WITH

Large Parlors, Reading Rooms,
•Ba’h Boom and Billiard Hal!.

BSP*Also, SAMPLE ROOMS on the Business St. ot
Augusta for the accommodation ot Commercial Trav-

COKEY,

CO.,

Kest Article in ihe Market

!

f'or sale at
....

Manufacturers prices by
JO»N BEVMH &

t09eU

POJITLtim
GREAT

Soap l
CO.,

dcl7d2«’_

77

Commercial St.

and

Pungs.

OF

SALE

™

Street, Portland,

Tlie Organ is the best Reed Instrument now in use,
voiced with a rich, mellow and powerful tone. The
great aim h^s been to manufacture an instrument to
please the eye and satis.y the ear.
Also improved Melodeons, the latest of which is a
new ly arranged Swell, which does not put the in-

TO

Ware!

IMPORT.

all of which we will sell lor less than the regular
wholesale prices.
Please give ^|s a call before purchasing elsewhere,

Sleigts,

T

fhi5^e!notpayanybIll80J

Winter

Dee.

Arrangement,

I

Eastport,

FALL

ARRANGEMENT.

ONE TRIP

GRAM

Nov 13-(J3mo

&

CO.,

freight

TOimmy connecls at Saco River with 'the
7.15 A M and 2 P tvl tram lor Center
Waterborougb,
South Waterborougli and Allred.
(•-»«*»ooaaocs at Rc.njun for West Ooruwn

F*TT.he

Blandish, St*.p Falls, Baldwin, Danmark, Sebagt,
BrldgUm, Lovell, Hiram, BrowsSeld, rryeburf,
Oinwiy, Bartlett, Jackson. Ll-aiingtcn. Cornish,Pot*
In, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Burton O.nter for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
Biuth Llmlngton, Llmlngton, Limeriok, NewS.ld,
Farsonsflsld and Osslpee.
At Saoearappa for South Wiadliam, Windham Ellll
Bad North Windham, dally.
By order ot the President.
Portland, Nov. 2, 1868. dtt
PORTLAND

SACO A PORTSMOUTH R R.
SUMMER
Coal silencing

ARRANGEMENT,
Mouduy, May 4th, 18681.

dunction,dfurtsmouth and Boston, at C.45, 8.40 A. M,
and 2.55 and 6.00 P M.
Leave Boston lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00
and 6.00 P M.
Blddelord lor Portland at 7.30 A. M., returning at
5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland at 9.20 and 10.00 A. M„
and 5.20 and 8.00 P. M.
The train leaving Portsmouth lor Portland at 10.00
A. M., does not stop at intermediate stations.
On Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays the 6 o’clk
P. M. train to and Item Boston will run via Boston
& Maine R. R., stopping only at Saco,
Blddelord,
Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Dover, Exe-

ter, Haverhill and Lawrence.
On Tuesdavs, Thursdays and Saturdays itwill run
via Eastern Railroad, stopping only at Saco, Blddelord, Kennebunk, South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem and Lynn.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.)
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, April 25, 1868.
apr28dtf

GRAND

WINTER

|WL5.u*m,'J,r
Wiu*i“>>*ler>
atS

UdV.’

Cor. Middle and India Sts.,
Wear Grand Trunk
Depot,
H. GIL.LESPIE, Proprietor.
Thi9 House has been thoroughly renovated
and newlv furnished throughout, and fitted
with all the modern improvements, and will
be opened lor the accommodation ot the
public on Monday, Sept 14. People visiting Portland
will find in it every convenience, pleasant rooms,
clean beds, a good table, and reasonable rates.
It
is convenient to the business center of the city, and
is within

one

minute’s walk ot the G. T.

Depot,

New

cl<*

0

W

Thifrsday11^

leave Railroad
loot oI State St, every MON*p- M" ,or Kaniport ami St John.
*caveSt. John and Eastpurt every

*"*P°r* wl‘h Steamer BELLE
hSRUm1?1*
St. Andrews, Kobbinstnn and Calais.
BKDWN, lor «,**
th
& C’ Kai,wa> *» Woodstock and
hIII.u stations.
?'«B‘
Houlfou
John with *• <* N. A.
m?°£?fSit,ng
at.,S‘-Intermediate
Railway
for
bheiliac and
stations; and with
Steamer EMPRESS lor Digby,Windsor and Halllka.
areigbt received on days ol sailing until 4 o’clk

_ABSTUl^,t.
direct

ITfail

Steamship
—

Line

TO-

Halifax,

IV.

S,

.'rhc Steamship CARLOTTA, ColbT,
S&’XrjWlfr Master, will sail tor Haluax direct,
■ftHSdBlk ,r°m Galt’s Wharf,
EVKKY

NATI BDtY,

Cabin

tiaoa,

at

WEATHER PERM [TTINO.
passage, with State room, $8.
’,PP'T *° L‘

AtUnt“r,“orrm‘,i0n

Meals extra.

B,LL1K'iS-

^ P0KTEOUS, Agent.

CANADA.

BKITINII

A^f.THK

Dec 9

16,
23,

••

Parage.^Q/gold.
will'uot lie

j*® YARD L INK, Sailing every Thursday Irom
Dec 10. TARIFA.
TRIPOLI,
PALESTINE, « 17. SIBERIA,
24. ALEPPO,
PALMYRA,
Cabin

Dec 31.
Jan 7.
'•

u.

Passage.$80, gold.

Steerage Passage,.. ..$30, currency.
inese steamers sail irom Liverpool
every Tuesday,
bringing freight and passengers direct to Bo.-ton.
For
freight and cabin passage apply to CHARLES
G. FRANCKLYN, 103 State st.
no20eod ly

Maine

Steamship Company
NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Semi-Weekly

Line X

•i^^ On and after the 18th lost, the fine
^ ^fDLrlgo and Franconia, wfU
|fap_Steamer
until further notice, run as follows;
iUHlViflSm Leave Gaits Wharf, Portland, every

MONDAY and

THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave

Pier 38 E. R. New York, every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 3 P. AJ.
The Dirigoaml i'r&nconia are fitted up with fine
accommodations lor passengers, making this ibe
most convenient and

comfortable route lor travelers
between New York ind Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Cabin Passage 84.*
Meals extra.
Goo is forwarded to end from Monti eal,
Quebec,
Halt lax, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shipncra
are requested to .send il.eir
freight to the Steamers
as early as 4 r. m, ou the
days they leave Portland.
£ or
freight or passage apply to
jr
HENRY FOX, Galt's Wharf, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Pier 38 E. R. New York.

May

9-dtt

FOR BOSTON,

follows from

as

India

'The new and superior sea-gr/r.
steamers .JOHN BROOKS, sr4
been U.UC
up at great expense with a lna*,
number of beaut itul State Ro< turn,

MONTREAL, having

...

will

run

C. J. BRTDGES, Managing Director,
H. BAILS T, Local Superintendent.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19, 1868.

CENTMi.

RrT

ARRANGEMENT.

'TTIMMM-! On and alter' Monday, ApiII 15th.
iSpy^WRcurrent, trains will leave Portland lor
Bancor and all intermediate station on this line, at
1.10 P. M. daily. For Lewiston and Auburn only, at

T.10A.M.

HfFrelght 1 mins for Water vide and all intermediate stations, leave Portland at 8.25 A. M,
Train Irom Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M,
In season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only, at 8.10 A. M.
KDWIS NOYES, Supt
Nov. 1, 1868
no9otl

Miracle of the Age

Z T M 31EIIMA -V 'S

the

follows:

season as

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland it7o'clock
Wharf, Boston, every day at 5 /clock, P.
M, (Sundays excepted.)
..
Beck.... 1 00
Freight taken aa usual*
L* billINQB, Agent.
O
Sept 12,l£68-dtt

•nd India

A

COAL,
COAL !

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (anil that personal) unless notice Is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additions value.

SPRING

Arrangement t

Monday, Sept. 21,1868,

AJA.

Cooking

IS

Second Cabin
The owners ol these ships
accountable
lor Specie or valuables, uuless billsof
Lading having
the value expressed are
signed tbereior. For naiUL.
to
apply
CHARLES G. FRANCKLYN,

ARRANGEMENT.

Express and Mail Train tor Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Parts, and Intermediate stations, at 5, P. M.
No baggage can be received or checked alter time
above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows
From South Paris and Lewiston, at
8.10 A, M.
From Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and
the West, at
2.15 P. M.
Local Train trom South Paris and Intermediate stations, at
8.00 P. M
HF“ Sleeping Cars on all night Trains.

The

AUSTRALASIAN,Dec 30.
Jan 6'
RUSSIA,

CHINA.
ChletCabin Passage,.$1301

Station, Portland:
Express Train for Lewiston and South Paris, connecting at South Paris with mixed train tor Gorhnm

York, Boston. Halifax and Liverpool steamers. The
Horse Cars to all parts ot the city pass its doors,
septlldti
ii

NORTH

SAILI.NG EVERY WEDNESAY.

CHINA,
CUBA,
JAVA,

street

MAINE

<V

i Xrfr American royal mail steamX~U4EJSTSHiPS between NEW YORK and
aiJ.l'.'J.'JrtSBLl VERPOOL. calling at Cork Harbor.

^

Winter

THE

House,

RAILWAY

TRUNK
OF

Proprietors.

St. Lawrence

WEEK,

Monday, Dec 7th, the
N,W BRUNSWICK, c»|,t.
will

imttjmi

MAI WE.
E.

PKB

Gu anil alter

Dec. 14, 1868. dtd

On and aft*r Wednesday. Not. 4,
LXfg trains will run as follows:
Passenger trains leave Saco River for Portland at
5.30 and 9.00 A. M„ and 3.10 P. M. Leave Perilsnd
tor Saco Hiver 7.15 4. M., 2.00 and 5.30 P. M.
trains leav, Saco River 6-50. A M.; Portland

Iinlitax

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Uec3-dtl

PORTLAND AJOCHESTER R.R,

Or.

Calai* St. Jotaa.

r>i«»*y,WiiiUsor Ac

Passengcrs/rowi

Augusta, Nov. 28,1868.

$1,00

International Steamship

1S88.

I,

gMB Passenger Trains leave Portland daily
1.10. P. M. for stations on this line,
and for Bangor, Newport, Dexter and Stations on
Maine Central railroad; Also lor Lewiston, Farmington and stations on the Androscoggin R. K.
Passengers for Bangor, Newport, Dexter and stations on the Maine Central K. R., will chauge cars at
Kendall’s Mills; the tare is the same by this route
as via the Maine Central Road.
Leave Portland lor Bath, and intermediate stations daily, except Saturdays, at 5.30 P M,
Leave Portland lor Bath and Augusta ou Saturdays at 8.15 P. M.
Passenger trains are due at PortVmd from Skowhegan, Bangor and Augusta daily at 2.25 P. M.f and
Irom Bath daily at 8.3'J A. M,
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Watervtlle.
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as by the Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston lor Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Bangor, Newport, Dexter, &c., will
purchase tickets to Kendall’s Mills only, and alter
taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the fare the same through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central road.*
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and tor Belfast at Angusta, leaving daily on arrival of train front
Baston, leaving at 7.30 A. M.; and tor Solon. Ansoi.
Norridgewock, Athena and Moose Head Lake it
East and North VassalSkowhcgan, and for
boro’ at Vassalboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and lor Canaan at Pisnon’s Ferry.
W. HATCH, Superintendent.

for Johns Coal,

Agents

undersigned having been appointed Agents
the above Coal, would say to the

THE

for the sale ot
citizens of Portland

Before yon lay in your Winter’s Coal, ke"
■are and Try the John* Coni.
This celebrated Coal has for years stood the
highest for domestic use of any White Ash Coal mined.
In preparation and quality it has always been
kept
up to the standard. It the Johns Coal suits once, it
will always suit ; because there is no mixture. This
we claim as a particular advantage over other coals.
Consumers Dy buying the Johns Coal will avoid the
continued trouble and annoyance of getting every
other year bad slaty coal. Every one has bad th/e
trouble. Johns Coal we will warrant to suit in every
case.
We give a few reasons why the Johns Coni
is the BEST.
First—It is the Purest White Ash Coal mined.
Second—It is the most Economical and gives the
bent heat.
Third—It will not clinker, and for durability and
strength it is unsurpassed.
Fourth—It always comes the same.

We sell the Johns Coal at the same price as any
other good White Ash Coal. We have lor tree-burning Coal,

AND LORBEBY.
Royal Victoria Hotel, Steam 0 poking Apparatus'. DIAMOND
8y For Furnaces and Parlor Stoves
shall kee
NASSAU, N. P, BAHAMAS.

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

The above Hotel, with superior accommofor families, invalids, Sc., and kept
the best manner, is now (October 1st)
for the winter. The climate ot Nas_Isau Is unsurpassed by any in the world, the
henuometer ranging about sotenty during the winter. Steamers leave New York every lour weeks;
passage hut lour days. For further particulars apply to the proprietors.

DINNER COOKED for twenty persons over
ONE holeot the Stove. Can be put on
any
or Range ready for instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup by distillation.
Leaves the entire house freo from oftensive odors in
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it.
0^*Send for a Circular.
Vor *nle, aa also Taw u and County
Rights in the State, by

11.ft inflations

IX

[in
[opened

TUNNELL & LORIAZ.
Nassau, N. P., Oct. 1,1868.
oc7d3m

A

Stove

HEINISCH’S

Scissors

and

A

PULL

04

Hard and White Pine Timber.

STETSON & POPE,
Dock, First, corner of E Street. Office

Wharf and
No. 10 State

Street, Boston.

may27d»m

Notice.
■VTOTICE Is hereby given that my son, Whitley E.
IN Hanscom Is at liberty to act lor himseli, and

that I shall pay none 01 his
wages from this date.

bills,

or

claim any of his

Manufacturing

Co1

TEIPPE, Agent,

No. Ofi Kilby Sired)
Nov 24-d6m

II os toil.

To Lite InHui-anoo Aleuts.

thee thorn shake.
200.000 feet Door

quality.

MTIOKAL
Eclectic Life Assurance Society,
UNITED STATES.

CAPITAL,
OFFICE,

$125,000

35 UNION SQUARE,
NEW YORK CITY
Ns.

JAMES W. BAKER, PresMent.
WM C. PRESCOTT, Vice-Prcrident.

G. DcMACARTY, Secretary.
ISRAEL C. PlERSOtf, Actuary.
SAMUEL S. GUY, M. D., Super’nt
TMs

of Agencies.

Company beiogabout to reorganize
the State ol

ita agency
Maine, invites protor local and terri-

system throughout
posal irom Experienced Agent*
torial agencies In Cumberland, York, Androscog.in
and Oxford Counties.
OT" To experienced
offered. Address

deddlDtAst3t

agents the best terms will be
WM. C. PRESCOTT,
Vice-President.

BRUSHES AND COMBS; ONE OP THE
beataaaortments to be found In the city, at the
Falmouth Bazaar,
dc23d3t
118 Middle St,

HAIB

Shears!

Shapes,

in

Empire

II. HAM LEX,
270 Commercial 8k, Portland,.Rainr.

N ew Flour Store.
Messrs.

LATHAM,

BUTLEE & 00.,

New

Ohenery

&

a large assortment of
ly on
Choice Southern & Western Flour
to 9el1 at
four (4)
prePVe<1
Weight (N) 5*S
dollars
below former prices.
The following brands may be found in onr stock :

Brilliant 81. Louia,
Prairie Belle
do
Calnn.hu* 8t. do
Queen of the West,

Gothic,
Ca.tle,
Quincy Eagle,

Rnwaon’* IRinneaota
Bertaehy’a Beat,
Glen wood. Arc., Ac.
Purchasers will find It to their advantage to give
ns a call before purchasing.
LATHAM, BUTLER * CO.
November 3, 1868. dtf

change Street,

customers, we have
have orders taken at
of Middle and Ex-

corner

which will be

promptly attended to^
SOFT WOOD /

AND

good assortment ot

Pfue and Spruce Lumber.
JAMES A WILLIAMS,
Perlej’a Wharf, Commercial Street.

sep2d6mos

sep.'8-<16m

York,

Taylor, Grocers,
ALSO,

296 Congress st

Kindling: tor Coal.
BAHK, for kindling Coal. Saves catting;
the cheapest, neatest and best thing out. Apply
WM. H. WALKER,
Commercial St., opposite Brown’s Sugar House.

OAK

to

Leuaout 4k Anderson, Grocera, Cor. Congress 4k Atlantic Mis,
AGENTS lor the sale of their fine TEAS
and COFFEES in Portland.
The unparalled success ol this Company is owing
to the fact that they Import their Teas direct from
the Tea Producing Districts of China and
Japan, and
sell them at retali at Cargo Prices, thus
saving to the
consumer the Immense profits paid heretofore.
Price l.iati
Oolono. 80, 90, 100, best $1 20 per-lb.
Young Hyson, 90, loo, lit), best $1 25 tier lb.
Japan, 100,110 best $1 23 per lb.
Mixed,Oolong and Japan,80, 90,100 best $1 20 per lb.
Old Hyson, 90, too, 110, best 81 25 per lb.
Imperial, 90, loo. 110, best $125 per lb.
Gunpowder,. 100,1 28, best $1 30per lb.
English Breakfast loo. no, best $1 20 per lb.
Empire Co’e Celebrated Long Arm Chop, 1 25.
EDg. Breakfast Coffee,highly recommi tted 2fic. per il!
Pure Old Govern Eent Java Coffee, 40c per lb.
HT’The above parties arc our Sale Agents in Portland.
sep29-lyr

November 25.

JORDM~& BLAKE,

Office of the American Watoh Oo.
H'a/tham, Matt., Km 1868.
WE HAVE APPOINTED

LOWELL X SENTEK,
04 Exchanco St.,
DEALERS

Watches,

Seines, Nets & Twines,
Both for the Trade and the Fisherman.

Our Selling Agents for the City and
land, and intend to keep In their
times such a stock of

vicinity ot Portpos&sion at all

GOLD and SILVER WATCHES,

Watch Mov^neuts as will enable them to supply any demand either at wholesale or retail which
may be made upon them, and at rates aa favorable
as are oflered at eur sales in New York or Boston.
For American Watch Co.
dc2-dlvli. K. ROBBINS, Treas’r.
and

Something Mew

S

—

Jump Seat Sleighs!
have

now

finished and ready for sale a lew
on the same plans*

WEveiy fine Sleighs, made

our

To the Trade at the Manufacturers'
Price-, to the
ish man on the same terms and at the same
price
they can buy of the Manufacturer or any ot his

as

agents.

Seines and Wets Made to Order /
Also Agents for the

JVME SEAT CARRIAGES,
and equally desirable for all who want a Sleigh which
is perfectly genteel and comtoitable lor one. two.
three or four persons.
Prices very low.
Call and
examine.
C. P. KIMBALL CO.,
Corner Preble and Cumberland Streets.
November 50,1808. dtjanl

Hooks !

The Best in Use: All orders will receive
attention.

Chronometers,

•

Are prepared to fill all orders for

*

I2V

Spectacles & Nautical Instruments,

No. 8 Commercial Wharf, Portland,

Hitveu

dtf

NOTICE.

SOLE

New

ftiarr.

Also

HAVE APPOINTED

fdAIF

our
prompt
dcldtf

Rose

BRICKS.

TAKEN STORE No. 78 Commercial
(Thomas Block) and will keep constant-

HAVE
hand

the convenience of
fJORmade
arrangements to
Hat

Hnrria’

SENTER,

Tea and Coffee Co.,

Oi

Co.,

COAL.

BY

Exchange Wl.

Jt

Commercial St.

June27-dti

THE

good order, best

100.000 Pine Deal Ends, 2 Inches thick, 6 ami 8
teet long, 1st, 2ds, and 3ds.
000,000 good Pine I.aths.
For sale at Wholesale, by

CO

HARD

NOTICE.
Given gr-atis to ave, eneigecio Agents, male or female, in a new, light and honorable business, paying
thirty dollars a day sure. No gift enterprise, no
humbug. Address K. Monroe Kennedy & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
dc23-d4w

FEET 1 and 1} Inch thick,
QAA AAf k .van
VJU.V/V717
length, parallel width,

FIRST

Tailors

LOW BELL &

HARD PINE FLOORING AND STEPBOARDS. For Sale by

Hard and Soft Wood.

on

Randall, McAllister

our

ASSORTMENT

FOR SALE

Dec 7-dtjanl

on hand and sawed to dimensions.
HARD PINE PLANK.

Hazelton and Sugar-Loaf Lehigh.
Also
band

Kennebunk, Me

Motel Notice.
Present proprietor of the Eagle Hotel, MeFalls. Me., will vacate same on Dec., 15.
The house will then be closed as a Hotel, uoless
sold or leased tor a term ot years to some responsible
party, to be useu as a Temperance Hotel.
A. 0. DENISON & CO., Owners.

the Harleigh,

JOHNCOUSENS,

I&p 3-dtf

Dec l-dlm

Fifty Crates of Crockery
COSTS

PORTLAND,

Canada Dry Fine Lumber.

10.

FOR LESS THAN IT

Hotel,

strument out of tune.
Also keeps on hand Piano Fortes of the best styles
WM. P. HASTINGS.
and tone.
dc9eodly
Price list sent by mail.

OF THE

CROCKERY WARE!
to the stringency in the
money market,
have bought
OWING
cash
we

Portland & Kennebec R. R,

Bootibay

KARNHAM.Jk.; Hodgdou’s Mills, K. <£ L.Mo’ntOOMEKY; Bootbbay, E. THORPE.
ilyl8dtf

Decl«, dtt

MAINE.

--

‘h'’ “°St r«‘Sonal,le and
satisfy yourselves
WE MEAN JTLST WHAT WJE SAY.
Express
Puugs, &e.
All articles manufactured by us are
WOODMAN & WHITNEY.
warrantmi
11 to 51
be Just an represented.
Exchange Street, between Fore and Middle Sts.,
All kinds of Carriage work done at our
Portland, Me.__
decl4dtf
establish.
m«ntJ. & F. ADAMS.
Saccarappa, D«c8.
08w*
Notice.
K W AND CHOICE lVfl Y wife Martha Smith, haring leit my bed and
A
ruKfUMS, to be bad atihe
tli cJ,?,ard»1 hereby >orbid allbcrperson a trusting her
FALMOUTH BAZAAR,
118 MiddleSt,
New Gloucester, Dec.
10,1868.
dc *U-d3w*

WTearmB,rePi*rert

No. 15 Chestnut

THE

octtdtf

United States

SAMUEL G.

*

)

Quests,Novl2d-tl

Lamp Wicks, Tarns, Braids, &e.

Arcade, Ho. 18 Free Street,
DEXTBI?' I^RfUL1 j

charge,

OUT TURNER, Proprietor.
IEV“Free Carriages to and from Boats and Cars tor

Boot, Shoe & Corset Laces,

FURNITURE!
WALTER

without extra

Ealabliahed 1795.

Street.

WALTER COREY &

West,

W. D. LITTLE & Go., Agents.

at 7.10

ATOUSTA, MAINE.

Fletcher

BABB,

Clapp’S Bloch,

North

Portland $1,00: Round

$1,00,

Fare from Waldoboro to Boston
by Boat $2,00:
Damariscotta $2,<M; Boothbay
u °?d *^°°i
$1,60; Hodgdon’s Ac.ls $1,60.
isr* Freight received at Atlantic Wharf for each
route at 1 o clock P. M. on
days previous to sailim:
Enquire ot
HARRIS. ATWOOD & Co.,
or
chas. McLaughlin & co
AaRNT*-Waldoboro, OENTHER & KUQLEY
Round Pond, J. NICHOLS; Damariscotta A

TH1

and

On and alter
raitl* will run

SOLOMON HANSCOM.
Portland, Dec 16,1868.
dcl7d2w»

Repellent Cloth in Black, Gold Mixed and Brown.
Gent’s and Ladies Linen Hdkfs. by the Dozen.

CYRUS

termediate landings.
Parc from Waldoboro to
Pund gt Wi Damar'scotta

Hodgdon’s Mills $1,00,

By all the principal Routes, via. Boston aad
Worcester to Albany and ihe New York
Central Railway to Raflalo or
Falls; thence by the Great Western or Cake
Shore Railroads, or via New Yark City and
the Erie, Atlantic and Great Western and
Pennsylvania Central Railways.
For sale at the Lawcal Rates at the Only Colon Ticket Olllce, No. 49 1-9 Exchange St.,
Portland.

Geoboe Williams, Clerk.
Lewiston, Dec. 7, 1868. d3m

THEchanic

aug

Cashmere Long- aud Square Shawls,
Black and Colored Dress Silks
Poplins and Alpaccas,
Marseilles Quilts,
Seamless [Skirts,
Best 10-4,11-4 and 12-4 all Wool Blankets,

I.

we

Sole

BABB’S.

.

L. F. WARD.

THE C. 6. CLARK CO.,

PRESENTS
Iv

Blessing.”

Druggists.

Exchange Street.

Christmas and New Year’s
O.

House,

Corner of Pine and Parte Streets,

State,says under

New York

KF—AH terms of Endowment Policies issued on ihe most favorable termsail Policies N®u-Forretting in the true sense ol the term.
Any person contemplating insurance, who may wish to avoid the annoyance of the Solicitors now in the
held, will do a favor to S’gmfy Ihe same to us througli the Post Office, or otherwise, and they will receive
prompt attention at such t me and place as may best suit their convenience, if in thecitv.
Dec 18 d6w

at

DR. HUGHES,
Preble Street. Portland.

No. 14

_

Stomach, Rising of Food,
Flatulency,Lassitude,
Weariness,
Fnally terminating in Death, are as surely cured bv
this potent remedy, as the patient takes it. Although

South

BACH, Master, will leave
‘ATLANTIC WiJakp, Port
'land, every WEDNESDAY

morning, at T o flatk fbr Bootbbay, Round Poud and
Waldoboro. |Every SATURDAY morning at 7 o'clock
for Bootbbay, Hodgdon’s Mllla and
Damariscotta.
KKTUttNi.su—will leave Damariscotta every Monday morning at 7 o’clock, and Waldoboro* everv
Thursday morning at 7 o’clock, tor Portland and in-

safety

Remedy

Great

WINCH#N-

Portland to
POINTS

at

West,

Landings.

Steamer “Chas. Hoauli-

Tickets

China^

There are many men of the age of thirty who axe
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blad
der, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for. On
examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milklBh hue, again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this
difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is the

Ct.

This preparation is pronounce ! by Dyspeptics as
only known remedy that will surely cure that
aggravating and fatal malady. For years it swept
on in its fearful tide, carrying before it to an unt mely grave, its millions ol sufferers.

Company,

W. D. LITTLE

Pulmonary Troches. Express Sleighs
clearing the throat

CALLED

great blessing. Truly yours,
Jan 13,1868.

the benefit of all i4« earnings, from whatever source. Be sure and not be
deceived in the name of the
and apply at the FOBTLA \D AOJBIVCY early, as another
large dividend is soon to he made in which all will participate.

1? ^, ^ilt

and RELIEVING

and Complexion.

Msw Bfmmy TkeiMada Cam Testify im This

the

YORK,

nil cash, presents advantages superior toother
880,000,000 (thirty
Co. s and especially over any of the new Joint Stock or Mixed Co.’s (as they are called), as the following
ol
Policies
issued
ac
our
will
examples
Agency
show, viz:—Policy No, 7767, ior $8000, the annual premium
on which being 9916,—the annual Uash dividend for 1868 is $914.98 or an addition ot $497.97 to the
beii
two
hundred
cent.
Policy,
g
per
Policy, No. 10793, lor $3000, annual piemium $76,00 the cash dividend being $66.07—or an addition to
the Policy ot $148 95, the past year, or nearly two for one.
Div’ds
Div’ds over pay ts’
Amt. of Policy and Div’ds,
Prem’spaid,
A Policy for $5000
$8510,00
$2771,00
$3510,
$739,00
15f0
2231,00
422,00
731.
289,00
Thus showing this to be a Saving’s Bank of the best kind and an Investment worth having. A
multitude ot similar cases can be furnished at our office it desired.
Such results as these cannot be shown bv any other Life Co., on this Continent.
There are many new schemes tor Life Insurance, now being presented to public consideration, which

to
and the
Edited
tiKO. E. Warik°. Esq., the
distinguished Author
and Agricultural
Engineer of the New York Central
®ver published.
200 ei gravc
at sight to farmers,
mechanics and worku
Active men and women are
coining money. Send for circulars. E. B. TREAT
♦S’CO., Publishers, 651 Broadway, N. Y. dcl9d4w

lor

Impure

by addressing

millions) assets

now

uujBmw’s

Especially recommended

A1 who Lava committed an excess or
any kind?
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,
SEEK FOR AK ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

lanl.l866d&w.

Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure.

careful
date,

EIFE

AND THAT THE GREAT

IS WANTEDB'ookfe.taining Electric
AHJIN
Agriculture
Mechanic Arts,
by

Oilman's

CO.,
Haven,

Read l

Read,

kee. one of the most

YOUR

INSURE

19-d4w

fr.™

Dave t'SRfldeace.

elers,

dly

$100 AyaveMONTH
mafo'^nTfomaiS
nothing
Agents.
Dec

CLARK

«J.

C.

THE ATTENTION OP TUS PEOPLE

decl9dl.

TIME PROVES ALL THIGNS!

PRICES. “Hitchcock’s halt dime series of Music
lor Die million.”
No. 1 now ready.—Music and
words oi the comic
song, “Captain Jinks of the
Horse Marines.” Others to follow rapidly. Price 5
cents tael'.
Your Newsdealer has it or
willgetSt
for you. Mailed on receipt of price. Address BEX’.I
W. HITCHCOCK, Publisher, 89
Spring street, N. Y.
Dec 23-d4w

2, 1868,

gerous weapon, the Mercury.

LEWISTON. MAINE.

of LETTERS for Plain and Colored Stampprepared to show a fine lot of Samples in this line.
ing,
We have on hand a full stock of their nicest French and
English Papers, with the LATEST STYLES of ENVELOPES to match.
Wedding and Visiting Cards, engraved
for the New Year.

NEW and USEFUI^A New Era in
SOMETHING
Music.
POPULAR MESIC at POPULAR

nov

Balsam.

benefit ol my experience in the U9e of
Balsam. From taking a heavy cold. I
was
taken down witti an attack ot cougestion
of the lungs, and continued to fail, under the best
medical care, until 1 was given up, by competent
medical authority, to die. ‘There seemed nothing but
I was told
strangulation and death before me.
that further medical attendance and medicine was
useless, and I was resigned, to death, when a fiiend,
who had been greatly benefitted by using the Balsam, brought me a bottle. This was after l had done
with the doctor and med’cine. I thought it helped
me, and continued taking the medicine, and I continued to improve until my cough stopped, and my
lungs healed and got well. 1 used ten bottles. I remain. gents, with great resnect,
JOHN WELLS,
Your ob't serv’t,
209 Washington st, New Haven, Ct.

18

ana new sets

No*. IIS &

AM

Cough

give you the
Coe's Cough

World’s

PARKER Ac Co.

Working

s

New Haven, Ct., Oct 17, 1866.
Messrs C. G. Clark & Co.
GentlemenI teel it is a duty and pleasure to

Messrs. LOWELL

SEND FOR OUR NEW CIRCULAR.

To the

ot Coe

Amongst the many Testimonials In
our possession, we have only
room for the following:

A BBETT and having

quality

Ladies’ Serge Congress Boots. 1 doz. fine Linen
Towels, j doz. Sogers’ best Silver Dessert Forks.
1 Ladies’ large Morocco Traveling Ba<>.
J mney
dress pattern. 1-2 doz. elegant silverplated
engraved Napkin Kings. One doz. Ladies’ fine Merino or
Cotton Stockings. Gents’ heavy chased solid Gold
Bing. 1 pr. Ladies’ high cut Balmoral Boots. 1
elegint D. laine Dress Pattern. 1 Violin and Bow,
in box complete. 1 set
Jewelry, pin, ear drops and
sleeve buttons.

Nend

Consumption,

In

Ten Sets

We have

Do not delay procuring and immeaia'ely taking
Coe's Cough Balsam when troubled with any ot the
above named difficulties They are all premonitory
symptoms ol Consumption, and it not a> rested, will
so >ner or la(*r sweep you away into the valley of
9hadows from which none can ever leturn.

dlaints should engross the whole time of those wbo
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to makhimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dan-

Middle-Aged Me a.

We have the BEST ASSORTMENT in the

STATIONERY

Chest and

Lungsl

JUVENILES !

THE

•

$The testimony of all who have used it tor this terrible disease during the last ten years, is, that it invariably relieves and cures it.

A 1.1,

must know

point generally conceded by the best syphilograahers, that the study and management of these come

And Intermediate

To Travelers

Through
From

Reduced!

For Waldoboro, Damariscotta,

.

Tickets at Lewest Rates
Via Boston, New York Central, Buflalo and Detroit.
For information apply at 282 Congress st. Orand
Trunk Ticket Office.
jn3’68d*wly P. H. RI.ANt H*BB, Agent.

>W5W!i

hat remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fit him for all the duties he must
mini; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet Incontrovertible ffcct, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; for

T

S

#0 LESS
SEEBThan by any other Route, from Maine
HESBito all Points West, via the
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY

it is a

It

are

With privilege ot exchange lrom a large variety of
useful articles, notoue ot which could be
bought, for
in

Croup,

Soreness of the Throat.

IN

size bot-

E

Maximal

thinking person

and

Fare

I TO ALL PARTS OF THE

Caatloa I* she PMhlle.

Every intelligent

STEAMERS.

THROUGH 11CKJET8

entire time to that particulai branch oi
Devoting
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Curb in all Cases, whether of long
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs of disease from the system, and making a perfect and PERMANENT OURS.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long-standing and well-earnod reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and suc-

re-

prepared to sell every description of
Dry and Fancy <2oo«1m, Silver Plated Ware,

the

family

The Balsam will be found invaluable, and may* always be relied upon in the most extreme cases.

are

Concern

mammoth

YDld at once to a steady use of this great remedy.
will succeed in giving reliet when all other remedies have tailed.

Appleton’s

Cyclopedias, and a
fine assortment

cently made importations for the Fall Trade, direct
from European Manufacturers,

Amounting

our

For

RE VOLUTION Portfolios, Wallets, Vienna Porte Monnaies, Scotch Goods
IN TRADE.
in great variety.
Dominoes, Cribbage Boards and
Read,
That iu order to supply tlie demand eccasined by
Water
Boxes,
Colors, Photo. Albums, Ac., Ac.
constantly increasing; patronage,
have
our

hughes,

FOUND at HIS

cess.

tles, which will, in common with the other size, be
found at all Drug Stores.

Tablets, Library Inkstands, Cigar Holders and Inkstands,

COMPLETE

Croup, Influenza,

Consumptive Cough!

ket,

by Appleton, Routledge, Cassell, Ticknor, &c.,
such as The Schiller Gallery, Poets and Painters, Senny son’s Vivian, Guinevere, and Enid illustrated
by Pore, Picken’s Christmas Carol, and Longfellow’s- Hyperion with 24 Photographic Illustrations, and all leading Books of Poetry and Prose, in Leather and Cloth
Bindings. Also sets of Pickens,
Irving, Prescott, Shakespeare,
Hood, Thackeray, Waverly,

THE SUCCESS
A

SUBE REMEDY FOR

For years it has been a household medicine—and
mothers anxious for the safety ol their children,and
all who suffer from any disease oi the throat, chest
and lungs, cannot afford to be without it.
In addition to the ordinary four ounce so long in the mar-

Published

skill, endurance, and

-Dollar Sale has caused such

CAW BW

&o. 14 Preble
Street,
Next the Prehle Home.
he can be consulted privately and with
the utmost confidence by the afflicts
”
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under tbs
affliction of | rivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse
his

AND WILL BELIEVE

SEASON

Illustrated

Beautifully
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dauntless courage.”
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Balsam!

Cough

Colda, Coughs,

for the

New and Fresh Assortment

Large,

In

“forward—charge”
successful, the
despairing, almost hopeless, “steady, men,
steady,” of the retreating officers, could be
heard from lime to time, and there was something inhuman in the sound. The tide of
victory was marked only by the advancing or
retreating sheets of flame, the red surges of a
sea of death, or, more dreadful
still, by the
relentless-sjliouts of the victors and the shrieks

your

Hotel,

ready

are

HOLIDAY

of the

cheer, the victors of an unknown victory lay down upon the silent field.
Did Lincoln, ever sympathetic with
loyalty
and devotion, speak too
strongly, when, telegrpahing to Boseerans, he said—“God bless
you and all with you. Please tender to all,
and accept for yourself, the nation’s
gratitude
tor

Coe’s

DB.

RAILROADS.

_

battle raged. The blackness of darkness was
relieved only by the deathly flash of musketry
or the volcanic glare of
artillery. The cheer-

and without

Cough Balsam

Coe’s

A

unearthly

of the trodden.
At last shriek and shout died out
together,

_MEDICAL.

Coe’s Cough Balsam !

triumphant.

Singers
d d the

hopeless

iu battle.
I have read of nothing in history, l know
of nothing in the dream land of romance and
imagination, to equal or approach the internal splendor of those three black and
bloody
hours, l thought of the demon
scenery of
Dante, of the dark imagery of Milton, of all
the fiends that (ought in heil, until it seemed
as if one could almost feel the real
presence
ot the Prince of tho Power of the Air
riding

ful

NEW YEAR!

battle]

ded behind every tree and rock.
may
tion here that w-nen we took this piece of
raised
behind
matimber we found platformn
trees for their sharpshooters,
ny of the targe
enabling them to extend their range and mislead the aim of our men. To stop this our

them,

MISCELLANEOUS.

Coe’s Cough Balsam!
WHERE

approach instantly caused » sudden illumination of Hie woods by the rebel riflemen, studI
men-

on

lasting steadily for days, and vatied only by
a roaring storm, was
slowly, through mud
and water, fighting its way down to the hostile entrenchments. It was five
days before
enough of troops to regularly open the encould
be
massed
before
the town,
gagement
and all this time was consumed in the most
exhaustive and fatiguing labors in bringing

CHRISTMAS!

SSJ*
of January 3,1863, is seared forever on the
its
of
and
destined to an armemory
actors,
tistic immortality in song and paitfting.
About dusk our sharpshooters stealf,,il> be"
gan to advance, for the purpose of«ami“8.tll.e
dark line of dense cedar forest >« iro1?1- Thenmight

artiileiy was brought into play, posted in a
huge semi-circle. The couchant lions opened
their throats, and shot and shell fairly rained
on the devoted spot. The earth literally trembled and quivered with the roar of a hundred
appropriately commemorative of tin's joyful
cannon, and when we lay down it seemed to
day than the story of how it has often been
our
beat aud tin oh with the pulse of a liviug creapassed for us by the men who have saved
ture. Instantaneous with our attack Heavtraditions, our present and our future.
en’s wild artillery opened on both armies. A
The
furious storm sprang up from the south. The
BATTLE OE M0B*«e«.obubu,
winds roared and Clashed with the shell
Stone
River,
the
called
it
as
is
sometimes
or,
through the bfack iorest. The rain, streammore decisand
perhaps
bloodiest, roughest,
in torrents, was driven directly in the
ive and significant ot the fields of the West ing
faces of our troops. We who stood only a
Ou Cbrttmas
was a holiday week’s work.
tew
in the rear oi a range of hatierie’,
day came the final order to move. The old were steps
blackened and almost strangled with the
14th Corps got it eating their Christmas dinsuilocating clouds of thick moist potrder
ner, and a right sumptuous dinner it was—
which, were earned into our laces directly
bacon, a day and a hall’s ration, and whiskey
lrom tlie muzzles of the guns. By this time
out of full oanteens! The two other corps ot
the action was general. Charges were retbe army of tbe Cumberlana had filed out
during the day past; the scattered shots of peatedly made on our infantry and batteries,
the advance guardiwere already echoing; the and at last our divisions were set in motion.
The scene became weird and exciting beyond
stretchers weie cleaned; the ambulance oiled;
the significant forty rounds laid grimly in conception. The effeet ol every movement ot
cartridge-box. We knew that the least of the contending forces was written in characdeath was waiting tor us in front of the earth ters of deadly light; the movements themworks of Murfreesboro, and were not par- selves were wrapped in thick darkness. Beticular about decanters of glass or service— giment after regiment of rebels advanced
noiselessly to the edge of the woods, and all
brand or viand.
at once a leaping line of flame told their presTHE HEROES.
ence and object.
The fierce cries of the vicThe country has not been slow nor thankborne oil the angry gusts, told now and
less in appreciation of that week’s grand.work. tors,
again of some merciless bayonet charge, and
Major General James S. Negley, who led | one could almost taucy that he heard, minwith his gallant division perhaps the fiercest
the
gled with
wail of the lost
and most brilliant charge of the battle, sits in
Congress the distinguished representative of
one ot tbe foremost districts of Pennsylvania.
Garfield and honest John Uc-atty sit by his
side from Qhio. General John Coburn represents, in the same Honse, Indiana, whose
colors he guarded so well when wreck and
rout were sweeping down even brave men.—
Rousseau wears tlie star of tlie regular army.
Sheridan, gallant Phil, exiled by a faithless
President, the people of tbe whole nation
love, and shout at the very mention of the
name which sends their blood whirling.
All these and many more have reaped the
rich honors they so' bravely won. To-day,
around the hearth-fires of the nation, let us
remember and do homage to tlie home martyrs—the countless thousands who fought
without hope ot star, or bar* or laurel—the
nameless demi-gods who laid down heroes’
lives, and sleep to-night in moundless graves,
legended with that saddest of all the words
ot war—unknown.
Their incentive was
loyal duty, their guerdon death. One votive
moment amid the festivity and cheer of the
season to the memory of those who
Loving their country most,
In her dread Pentecost
Yielded their souls.
To the Army o( the Cumberland the ten
days from December 24,1862, to January 4
1883, was fairly crowded with suffering and’

MISCELLANEOUS.

Potatoes!

subscribers are

now

prepared to

All orders lor

Portland Steam Brick Company,
Ibe Bose Potato from tne original grower at lb.
THE
THE
ready to contract tor Pressed, Faced, Bay Winfollowing Prices: One lb 80 cents; 3 at ,2.00, by
dow and Common Brick, by the 1000
are

now

or 1 000,000.
A VO. L. LOVEJOY, Agent,

OlHce

Preble

House,

Portland, Me,

Dec21-d6in

mail, i>ost paid by us. One Peck ,3.00. Prires given
tor larger quantities on application.
Ooodrlcb,
Harison and Uleason Potatoes for seed,at tali prices,
at
Portland Agricultural Ware-Hon.r aad
Meed

Sleigh and Furnace.
PLUSH LINED SLEIGH, but little
AOOOD
used, and
small sized McUKEUOR FURNnew
a

ACE,

last winter, tor sale low. Enquire of
GREENOUGH & JONES,
Shoe Dealers, Market Square, Portland,
December to. d2wis

nov

Stare.

KENDALL A WHITNEY.
20-d& w2m__
Notice.

MR.

RANDOLPH C. THOMES is a member of
Arm (Torn November 2d, 1868.
Davis, haskell & oo.

our

deciidiw

